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The secret of healing narcissism is not to heal it at all, but to 
listen to it. (…) I am stuff. I am made up of things and quali-
ties, and in loving these things I love myself. 

—Thomas Moore, Care of the Soul (1994). 
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Narcissistic Mortification, 
Shame, and Fear 

Author: Sam Vaknin, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Psychology, Southern Federal 
University, Rostov-on-Don, Russia and Professor of Finance and Psychology in 
CIAPS (Centre for International Advanced and Professional Studies). 

Abstract 

Early childhood events of mortification are crucial in teaching the baby to dis-
tinguish between the external and the internal, establish ego boundaries, recog-
nize his/her limitations, delay gratification, and select among options. Of 
course, it is possible to be overtaken by multiple internal and external mortifica-
tions (“traumas”) to the point that repression and dissociation become indis-
pensable as well as compensatory cognitive deficits (omnipotent or omniscient 
grandiosity, entitlement, invincibility, paranoid projection, and so on). Bergler 
and Maldonado remind us that pathological (secondary) narcissism is a reaction 
to the loss of infantile omnipotent delusions and of a good and meaningful ob-
ject, associated in the child’s mind with ideals, a loss which threatens “continu-
ity, stability, coherence, and wellbeing.”  

Paper 

Narcissistic Mortification, Shame, and Fear 
Click HERE to Watch the Video 

Narcissistic mortification is “intense fear associated with narcissistic injury and 
humiliation ... the shocking reaction when individuals face the discrepancy be-
tween an endorsed or ideal view of the self and a drastically contrasting realiza-
tion” (Freud in Ronningstam, 2013). Rothstein (ibid.): “... fear of falling short of 
ideals with the loss of perfection and accompanying humiliation.” This fear ex-
tends to intimacy in interpersonal relationships (Fiscalini), unrealized or for-
bidden wishes and related defenses (Horowitz), and, as Kohut so aptly summa-
rized it: “fear associated with rejection, isolation, and loss of contact with reali-
ty, and loss of admiration, equilibrium, and important objects.” Kernberg aug-
mented this list by adding: “fear of dependency and destroying the relationship 
with the analyst, fear of retaliation, of one’s own aggression and destructiveness, 
and fear of death.” 
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Narcissistic mortification, is, therefore, a sudden sense of defeat and loss of control 
over internal or external objects or realities, caused by an aggressing person or a 
compulsive trait or behavior. It produces disorientation, terror (distinct from antic-
ipatory fear), and a “damming up of narcissistic (ego-)libido or destrudo (mortido) 
is created” (Eidelberg, 1957, 1959). The entire personality is overwhelmed by impo-
tent ineluctability and a lack of alternatives (inability to force objects to conform or 
to rely on their goodwill). Mortification reflects the activity of infantile strategies of 
coping with frustration or repression (such as grandiosity) and their attendant psy-
chological defense mechanisms (for example, splitting, denial, or magical 
thinking).  

Early childhood events of mortification are crucial in teaching the baby to dis-
tinguish between the external and the internal, establish ego boundaries, recog-
nize his/her limitations, delay gratification, and select among options. Of 
course, it is possible to be overtaken by multiple internal and external mortifica-
tions (“traumas”) to the point that repression and dissociation become indis-
pensable as well as compensatory cognitive deficits (omnipotent or omniscient 
grandiosity, entitlement, invincibility, paranoid projection, and so on). Bergler 
and Maldonado remind us that pathological (secondary) narcissism is a reaction 
to the loss of infantile omnipotent delusions and of a good and meaningful ob-
ject, associated in the child’s mind with ideals, a loss which threatens “continu-
ity, stability, coherence, and wellbeing” of the self.  

In adulthood, a self-inflicted internal mortification, usually founded on these 
distortions of reality, compensates for an external one and disguises it and vice 
versa: an internal mortification such as an autoplastic defense (“It is all my 
fault, I made it happen”) restores a grandiose illusion of control over an external 
mortification while a persecutory delusion (an external mortification) replaces 
an internal mortification (“I have evil and hateful thoughts towards people”). 
But, the only true solution to a mortification is the regaining of control and, 
even then, it is only partial as control had clearly been lost at some point and 
this cataclysm can never be forgotten, forgiven, or effectively dealt with. 

The need to reframe narcissistic mortification is because – as an extreme and 
intolerably painful form of shame-induced traumatic depressive anxiety – it 
threatens the integrity of the self, following a sudden awareness of one’s limita-
tions and defects (Lansky, 2000 and Libbey, 2006). When they are faced with 
their own hopeless “unlovability, badness, and worthlessness,” mortified people 
experience shock, exposure, and intense humiliation, often converted to somatic 
symptoms. It feels like annihilation and disintegration. 
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Hurvich (1989) described it as: “a virtually intolerable intolerable experience of 
terror, fright, or dread related to a sense of ‘overwhelmed helplessness, reminis-
cent of the overwhelmed helplessness of infancy ... annihilation anxiety ... ‘Fear 
of the Disintegration of the Self or of Identity’” (Libbey, 2006). Libbey postu-
lates that narcissistic mortification is a “sudden loss of the psychic sense of self, 
which occurs simultaneously with a perception that the tie to a self-object (Ko-
hut, 1971) is threatened.” Kohut added: “if the grandiosity of the narcissistic self 
has been insufficiently modified...then the adult ego will tend to vacillate be-
tween an irrational overestimation of the self and feelings of inferiority and will 
react with narcissistic mortification to the thwarting of its ambitions.” Object re-
lations theorists concurred: Bion’s “nameless dread,” Winnicott’s “original ago-
nies” of the collapse of childish consciousness as it evolves and mature into an 
adult’s. 

This may have to do with a lack of evocative constancy: “The capacity to main-
tain positively toned images of self and others with which to dispel feelings of 
self-doubt (Adler and Buie, 1979). Self-reflexivity – “the ability to oscillate easily 
among varying perspectives on the self” (Libbey, 2006) crucially relies on the 
smooth operation of evocative constancy (Bach, 1978, Broucek, 1982). 

Libbey describes two strategies that narcissists use to restore a modicum of co-
hesiveness to the self. The “deflated” narcissist debases the self and inflates or 
idealizes “the object in order to reacquire it ... It can include, for example, 
atonement, aggrandizement of the other, self-punishment, and self-
flagellation ... designed to appease and hold on to selfobjects.” Anna Freud pre-
saged this with her concept of “altruistic surrender” (self-sacrificial and, there-
fore, self-disparaging altruism). 

Another strategy, of “inflated” narcissistic and revenge seekers, involves “de-
basement of the object ... attacking the other, in order to aggrandize and re-sta-
bilize the self. There is always a winner and a loser. Such narcissists fight “fire 
with fire” or “take an eye for an eye” ... “arighting the scales of justice.” There are 
only winners and losers, and they must be the winners ... (Shamers) are also 
adept at short-circuiting the plunge into mortification altogether, preemptively 
expelling impending feelings of shame and defectiveness by humiliating the 
other ... Whichever route is taken, the individual cannot recover from mortifica-
tion until a tolerable, familiar self-state is re-acquired, either by re-establishing 
the other as an approving object, or by destroying the other, temporarily or 
permanently ... narcissistic conceit, designed to project the defective self-experi-
ences onto self-objects.” 
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Some narcissists are attracted to promiscuous, labile, and dysregulated women 
also because of their potential to cause mortification. In their homemaker 
phase, these women make the narcissist feel dead. But in their “borderline” 
stage, these intimate partners guarantee mortification and only mortification 
restores freedom from commitment and the adventure of the next shared fanta-
sy.   

Only mortification makes the narcissist feel alive and sexually aroused: sadism, 
masochism, and libido maximized and a recreation of the primary unresolved 
conflict. In the mortification crisis, the narcissist sees himself through other 
people’s eyes and stands a chance to free himself of the shackles of his taskmas-
ter, the False Self, via re-traumatization.   

These women are the narcissist’s pawns: he selects them in order to fulfill roles 
in both the shared fantasy and the liberating antifantasy mortification. They 
need to integrate in the shared psychosis, retraumatize the narcissist (reenact 
the unresolved conflict with his mother and mortify him), and free him to move 
on to the next shared fantasy. These women often protest: “We cheated on you 
because we felt that this is what you wanted, to please you, to prove you right.” 
The narcissist does not push them away - he cajoles them to push him away! 

This could lead to finally force the narcissist to accept and to internalize the in-
sight that he is “very sick:” in itself a mortification, it is the first step in a thera-
peutic process of healing - or of giving up on himself and on life. 

Treatment should focus on converting mortification to shame “which includes 
the capacity to tolerate it and to use it as a signal ... Both defensive styles require 
continued dependence on selfobjects and must be mounted again and again. 
Tolerating bearable shame can make self-appraisal and self-tolerance possible, 
ultimately leading to psychic separation and self-reliance.” 

Mortification in Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) 
The False Self in Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is akin to the host person-
ality in Dissociative Identity Disorder: to moderate and to switch between self-
states is a secondary psychopath and to regulate the resulting repression, denial, 
splitting, dissociation, and other infantile defenses in an attempt to maintain self-
constancy rather than object constancy.  

Consequently, the Borderline patient seeks mortification in order to feel alive, 
not free: she seeks to introduce novelty, thrills, and reckless risk taking into her 
life via chaotic drama. It is the only way she can experience transformation and 
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also the only method open to her when she feels like self trashing, self-punish-
ment, or self-mutilation). Mortification in Borderlines is self-inflicted in pre-
emptive abandonment and the Borderline then copes by becoming dissociative 
(disappearing) or by displaying traits and behaviors of a secondary psychopath 
(making others disappear), or, more commonly, both. 

Intermediate Case Study 1 
A patient craves love and intimacy (also as reified by sex), but he hates himself for 
this life-threatening vulnerability. He uses projective identification and projective 
introjection coupled with persecutory paranoia: he egregiously misbehaves and so 
forces others to hate him and to act against him or perceives them as hateful with 
some justification. This way, he prevents the formation of love and intimacy as well 
as sexual relations. He kills two birds with one stone: he avoids acknowledging his 
own suicidal self-hatred and he sidesteps being vulnerable to a dangerous level 
(again: suicidal).  

Intermediate Case Study 2  
The patient idealizes a potential partner, but rejects, verbally abuses, withholds, 
and humiliates him. He reacts by picking up another partner.  

This challenges her omnipotence (she feels helpless, humiliated), omniscience 
(failed to spot his “conspiracies,” gullibly trusted his “lies” about himself and 
about their interactions), perfection (he rejected her), superiority (he chose an 
inferior or superior alternative over her), brilliance (the incident proved that he 
regards her as a damaged fool), and self-perception as loved and protected child 
(everyone involved envied and hated her).  

She repressed the intolerable external narcissistic mortification (the public ex-
posure of her glaring unfixable inadequacies, limitations, and defects) under an 
internal one (It is all my fault, I made her misbehave) in a failed attempt to 
restore her grandiose omnipotence.  

She then reverted to paranoia, replacing one external mortification with another 
(Evil people were out to hurt her) in a failed attempt to not feel hopelessly dam-
aged and evil (to restore ego syntony and assuage her pain and desperation: I 
am OK, They are Evil).  

She remained in touch with him in order to support with evidence both these 
two alternative mortifications.  
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She ghosted him only once she succeeded to integrate the two alternative morti-
fications, thereby fully accounting for all the events in a realistic and satisfying 
manner (My misbehavior did cause him to overreact, but his egregious, dispro-
portional, and unjustified misconduct is because he is a psychopath and evil, his 
new partner is an envious opportunist, and the witnesses are  malicious haters) 
AND restoring grandiosity by vindictively punishing everyone involved. 

A Comment about Shame 
Click HERE to Watch the Video 

Ironically, guilty people experience guilt because they have had the power to 
make a different choice. One cannot feel guilty when one is powerless or impo-
tent and therefore not responsible for events, circumstances, and decisions. 

So, guilt goes with empowerment. Helpless people feel shame, not guilt. 
 
This is why pathological narcissism is associated with shame, not with guilt. 

The Grandiosity Gap is the difference between self-image - the way the narcis-
sist perceives himself - and contravening cues from reality. The greater the con-
flict between grandiosity and reality, the bigger the gap and the greater the nar-
cissist's feelings of shame and guilt. 

There are two varieties of shame: 

Narcissistic Shame – which is the narcissist’s experience of the Grandiosity Gap 
(and its affective correlate). Subjectively it is experienced as a pervasive feeling 
of worthlessness (the dysfunctional regulation of self-worth is the crux of patho-
logical narcissism), “invisibleness” and ridiculousness. The patient feels pathetic 
and foolish, deserving of mockery and humiliation. 

Narcissists adopt all kinds of defenses to counter narcissistic shame. They de-
velop addictive, reckless, or impulsive behaviors. They deny, withdraw, rage, or 
engage in the compulsive pursuit of some kind of (unattainable, of course) per-
fection. They display haughtiness and exhibitionism and so on. All these defens-
es are primitive and involve splitting, projection, projective identification, and 
intellectualization. 

The second type of shame is Self-Related. It is a result of the gap between the 
narcissist’s grandiose Ego Ideal and his Self or Ego. This is a well-known con-
cept of shame and it has been explored widely in the works of Freud [1914], Re-
ich [1960], Jacobson [1964], Kohut [1977], Kingston [1983], Spero [1984] and 
Morrison [1989]. 
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One must draw a clear distinction between guilt (or control)–related shame and 
conformity-related shame. 

Guilt is an “objectively” determinable philosophical entity (given relevant 
knowledge regarding the society and culture in question). It is context-depen-
dent. It is the derivative of an underlying assumption by OTHERS that a Moral 
Agent exerts control over certain aspects of the world. This assumed control by 
the agent imputes guilt to it, if it acts in a manner incommensurate with prevail-
ing morals, or refrains from acting in a manner commensurate with them. 

Shame, in this case, here is an outcome of the ACTUAL occurrence of AVOID-
ABLE outcomes - events which impute guilt to a Moral Agent who acted wrong-
ly or refrained from acting. 

We must distinguish GUILT from GUILT FEELINGS, though. Guilt follows 
events. Guilt feelings can precede them. 

Guilt feelings (and the attaching shame) can be ANTICIPATORY.  Moral Agents 
assume that they control certain aspects of the world. This makes them able to 
predict the outcomes of their INTENTIONS and feels guilt and shame as a result 
- even if nothing happened! 

Guilt Feelings are composed of a component of Fear and a component of Anxi-
ety. Fear is related to the external, objective, observable consequences of actions 
or inaction by the Moral Agent. Anxiety has to do with INNER consequences. It 
is ego-dystonic and threatens the identity of the Moral Agent because being 
Moral is an important part of it. The internalization of guilt feelings leads to a 
shame reaction. 

Thus, shame has to do with guilty feelings, not with GUILT, per se. To reiterate, 
guilt is determined by the reactions and anticipated reactions of others to exter-
nal outcomes such as avoidable waste or preventable failure (the FEAR compo-
nent). Guilty feelings are the reactions and anticipated reactions of the Moral 
Agent itself to internal outcomes (helplessness or loss of presumed control, nar-
cissistic injuries – the ANXIETY component). 

There is also conformity-related shame. It has to do with the narcissist’s feeling of 
“otherness.” It similarly involves a component of fear (of the reactions of others 
to one's otherness) and of anxiety (of the reactions of oneself to one's 
otherness). 
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Guilt-related shame is connected to self-related shame (perhaps through a psy-
chic construct akin to the Superego). Conformity-related shame is more akin to 
narcissistic shame. 

Lidija Rangelovska’s View of Shame 
Lidija Rangelovska advanced the idea that some children subjected to abuse in dysfunc-
tional families – objectified, dehumanized, their boundaries breached, and their growth 
stunted – develop intense feelings of shame. They turn out to be codependents or nar-
cissists owing to their genetic makeup and innate character. According to her, children 
who turned out to be codependents as adults are resilient, while the more fragile narciss-
ists seek to evade shame by concocting and then deploying the False Self. 
As Lidija Rangelovska observes, shame motivates “normal” people and those suffering 
from Cluster B personality disorders differently. It constitutes a threat to the former’s 
True Self and to the latter’s False Self. Owing to the disparate functionality and psycho-
dynamics of the True and False selves, the ways shame affects behavior and manifests 
in both populations differ. Additionally, pervasive, constant shame fosters anxiety and 
even fears or phobias. These can have either an inhibitory effect – or, on the contrary, 
disinhibitory functions (motivate to action.) Both narcissists and codependents com-
pensate for their shame, the former by developing a “need to be needed” and the latter 
by developing a “need to deny their neediness.” 
The True Self involves an accurate reality test with minimal and marginal cognitive de-
ficits as well as the capacity to empathize on all levels, including and especially the 
emotional level. People whose True Self is intact, mature, and operational are capable of 
relating to others deeply (for example, by loving them). Their sense of self-worth is 
stable and grounded in a true and tested assessment of who they are. Maintaining a dis-
tinction between what we really are and what we dream of becoming, knowing our lim-
its, our advantages and faults and having a sense of realistic accomplishments in our life 
are of paramount importance in the establishment and maintenance of our self-esteem, 
sense of self-worth and self-confidence. 
Shame threatens the True Self by challenging the affected person’s ego-syntony: by for-
cing her to “feel bad” about something she has said or done. The solution is usually fa-
cile and at hand: reverse the situation by apologizing or by making amends.  
In contrast, the False Self leads to false assumptions and to a contorted personal narrat-
ive, to a fantastic worldview, and to a grandiose, inflated sense of being. The latter is 
rarely grounded in real achievements or merit. The narcissist's feeling of entitlement is 
all-pervasive, demanding and aggressive. It easily deteriorates into the open verbal, psy-
chological and physical abuse of others. 
When the patient with the False Self feels shame it is because his grandiosity, the fant-
astic narrative that underpins his False Self, is challenged, usually - but not necessarily - 
publicly. There is no easy solution to such a predicament. The situation cannot be re-
versed and the psychological damage is done. The patient urgently needs to reassert his 
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grandiosity by devaluing or even destroying the frustrating, threatening object, the 
source of his misery. Another option is to reframe the situation by delusionally ignoring 
it or recasting it in new terms. 
So, while shame motivates normal people to conduct themselves pro-socially and real-
istically, it pushes the disordered patient in the exact opposite direction: to antisocial or 
delusional reactions. 
Shame is founded on empathy. The normal person empathizes with others. The dis-
ordered patient empathizes with himself. But, empathy and shame have little to do with 
the person with whom we empathize (the empathee). They may simply be the result of 
conditioning and socialization. In other words, when we hurt someone, we don't experi-
ence his or her pain. We experience our pain. Hurting somebody—hurts US. The reac-
tion of pain is provoked in us by our own actions. We have been taught a learned re-
sponse: to feel pain when we hurt someone.  
We attribute feelings, sensations and experiences to the object of our actions. It is the 
psychological defense mechanism of projection. Unable to conceive of inflicting pain 
upon ourselves—we displace the source. It is the other’s pain that we are feeling, we 
keep telling ourselves, not our own. 
Additionally, we have been taught to feel responsible for our fellow beings and to de-
velop guilt and shame when we fail to do so. So, we also experience pain whenever an-
other person claims to be anguished. We feel guilty owing to his or her condition, we 
feel somehow accountable even if we had nothing to do with the whole affair. We feel 
ashamed that we haven't been able to end the other's agony. 
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Sadism in Sadistic and Nar-
cissistic Personality Disorders 

Author: Sam Vaknin, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Psychology, Southern Federal 
University, Rostov-on-Don, Russia and Professor of Finance and Psychology in 
CIAPS (Centre for International Advanced and Professional Studies). 

Abstract 
Narcissists rarely enjoy inflicting pain for no reason as do sexual sadists. Narcis-
sists act sadistically when behaving this way generates or yields Narcissistic Sup-
ply and in order to punish sources of narcissistic supply who are perceived by the 
narcissist to be intentionally frustrating and withholding. 

Sadists are masters of abuse by proxy and ambient abuse. They terrorize and in-
timidate even their nearest and dearest into doing their bidding. They create an 
aura and atmosphere of unmitigated yet diffuse dread and consternation. This they 
achieve by promulgating complex “rules of the house” that restrict the autonomy of 
their dependants (spouses, children, employees, patients, clients, etc.). They have 
the final word and are the ultimate law. They must be obeyed, no matter how arbi-
trary and senseless are their rulings and decisions. 
 
Most sadists are fascinated by gore and violence. They are vicarious serial killers: 
they channel their homicidal urges in socially acceptable ways by “studying” and 
admiring historical figures such as Hitler, for instance. They love guns and other 
weapons, are fascinated by death, torture, and martial arts in all their forms. 

Paper 
Sadistic Personality Disorder made its last appearance in the DSM III-TR and was 
removed from the DSM IV and from its text revision, the DSM IV-TR. Some schol-
ars, notably Theodore Millon, regard its removal as a mistake and lobby for its re-
instatement in future editions of the DSM. 

The Sadistic Personality disorder is characterized by a pattern of gratuitous cruelty, 
aggression, and demeaning behaviors which indicate the existence of deep-seated 
contempt for other people and an utter lack of empathy. Some sadists are “utilitari-
an:” they leverage their explosive violence to establish a position of unchallenged 
dominance within a relationship. Unlike psychopaths, they rarely use physical force 
in the commission of crimes. Rather, their aggressiveness is embedded in an inter-
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personal context and is expressed in social settings, such as the family or the work-
place. 
 
This narcissistic need for an audience manifests itself in other circumstances. 
Sadists strive to humiliate people in front of witnesses. This makes them feel om-
nipotent. Power plays are important to them and they are likely to treat people un-
der their control or entrusted to their care harshly: a subordinate, a child, a stu-
dent, a prisoner, a patient, or a spouse are all liable to suffer the consequences of 
the sadist’s “control freakery” and exacting “disciplinary” measures. 

Sadists like to inflict pain because they find suffering, both corporeal and psycho-
logical, amusing. They torture animals and people because, to them, the sights and 
sounds of a creature writhing in agony are hilarious and pleasurable. Sadists go to 
great lengths to hurt others: they lie, deceive, commit crimes, and even make per-
sonal sacrifices merely so as to enjoy the cathartic moment of witnessing someone 
else’s misery. 

Sadists are masters of abuse by proxy and ambient abuse. They terrorize and intim-
idate even their nearest and dearest into doing their bidding. They create an aura 
and atmosphere of unmitigated yet diffuse dread and consternation. This they 
achieve by promulgating complex “rules of the house” that restrict the autonomy of 
their dependants (spouses, children, employees, patients, clients, etc.). They have 
the final word and are the ultimate law. They must be obeyed, no matter how arbi-
trary and senseless are their rulings and decisions. 
 
Most sadists are fascinated by gore and violence. They are vicarious serial killers: 
they channel their homicidal urges in socially acceptable ways by “studying” and 
admiring historical figures such as Hitler, for instance. They love guns and other 
weapons, are fascinated by death, torture, and martial arts in all their forms. 

The Monk-Sadist 
In broad strokes, there are two types of sadists: the Monster and the Monk. 

We are all acquainted with the first type, the habitué protagonist of horror films, as 
described above, in this article. 

Far less known and acknowledged is the Monk-sadist. He tortures people by con-
fronting them with a personal example of unparalleled and unsurpassed morality, 
rectitude, virtue, asceticism, and righteousness. His saintly conduct is intended 
solely to inflict pain by allowing him to criticize, berate, and chastise from a posi-
tion of high moral ground. His soapbox is his weapon as he poses and imposes im-
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possible demands and untenable standards of behavior, setting up his victims to 
failure and humiliation.  

Having thus secured their fall from grace, he then proceeds to harp on their short-
comings, errors, peccadilloes, and vulnerabilities, labelling them “moral turpitude” 
and “decadence.” He dispenses punishment with relish and basks in the agony and 
writhing of his flock, charges, or interlocutors. 

The Sexual Sadist 
There is an almighty confusion, even among mental health practitioners and in di-
agnostic bibles, such as ICD-10, between the dom in BDSM (with hyperdominant 
sexuality) and the sexual sadist. 
 
The dom (top) seeks to please his submissive (bottom) partner by subjecting her to 
pain, humiliation, and degradation. His arousal crucially depends on the power he 
exercises over her and on her overt excitation at the wielding of his dominance. The 
sadist is turned on only by the evident suffering and repulsion of his counterparty 
during the intercourse. 
 
BDSM is consensual and, often, compassionate and considerate. Sadism in bed is 
exercised either without consent or with coerced consent which is extorted reluc-
tantly and, usually, under explicit or implicit threat of abandonment. 
 
The sadist dehumanizes his partner and reduces her to body parts. To him, she is 
not a human being, let alone a woman or even a sexual entity. He is out to spoil, 
dismantle, and corrupt her, as children do with toys. His main desire it to witness 
her unbelieving horror at what is being done to her, at her psychological or physical 
mutilation, and at the cheer and gratification on her tormentor’s face as he pro-
ceeds with his gruesome business. Her nauseating disgust, extreme discomfort, and 
palpable hurt, debasement, and agony are his aphrodisiacs. Conventional vanilla 
sex actually turns him off. 

BDSM (Bondage, Discipline, Dominance, Submission, Sadism, and Masochism) is 
both a sexual preference and a lifestyle. Many monogamous couples are into BSDM 
and it requires lots of trust in the partner and good communication skills to negoti-
ate pitfalls and preferences. 

One common mistake is that the submissive (or bottom) partner is a masochist. It 
is utter nonsense engendered by grossly inaccurate renditions of the scene by the 
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likes of “Fifty Shades of Grey.” In reality, many submissives are also dominant with 
other people or in different circumstances. 

Masochism revolves around self-sabotage and self-destruction.  

  

The Narcissist as a Sadist 

In the narcissist’s own words: 

“Whenever I am mean and nasty (which is often), someone writes with an air of 
knowing sympathy: “What did you expect? He is a narcissist!” This nonsensical 
type of commentary just serves to show to what extent the field has been corrupted 
by a tsunami of trashy misinformation promulgated by self-styled “narcissistic 
abuse experts” flying by the seat of their badly frayed pants. 
 
I am nasty and mean not because I am a narcissist - but because I am a sadist. I en-
joy it orgasmically when I make other people squirm and writhe in extreme dis-
comfort bordering on agony. I am brutally, unflinchingly honest and I give my in-
terlocutors no hope and no quarter. Words are my favored torture implements. I 
hone them religiously. 
 
This is also why I am into nonviolent BDSM (sado-maso) and group sex: I derive 
sexual gratification from mildly hurting my intimate partner (ritualistically) and 
from humiliating and objectifying her or watching her being violated by others. 
 
By and large, narcissists are not sadists (though, of course, some narcissists are 
sadists and some sadists are narcissists). They do not derive pleasure from the pain 
and discomfiture that they cause others. They do not attempt to torture or hurt 
anyone for the sake of doing so. They are goal-oriented. They seek narcissistic sup-
ply. Whoever gets in the way and frustrates or obstructs them in this sempiternal 
quest gets trampled on: not with glee or joy—but with rage or, more likely, absent-
mindedly and offhandedly, as an afterthought. 

I get a high-like rush from rejecting the sexual advances of women or from teasing 
them to the point of agonizing distraction. Shocking women this way is so potent 
that I prefer it to actual sex: the gratification I get from frustrating women, wound-
ing them to the quick, disempowering them, and hurtfully undermining their self-
esteem is more than orgasmic. 
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Richard von Kraft-Ebing was the first to suggest (in his seminal tome, “Psy-
chopathia Sexualis,” published in 1886) that sadism amounts to deviant sexuality. 
There is sado-masochism as a sexual practice, of course. 
 
In actual sex, I am mostly a sadist, though I avoid any physical injury to my female 
partner, I just force her to perform humiliating acts, thus objectifying her maximal-
ly. 
 
But sadism can also be a form of sublimated (socially acceptable, diverted and 
channeled) psychosexuality. Devastating women by rejecting them is both sadistic 
and erotic and, on the surface at least, conforms to social behavioral conventions 
and mores. 
 
According to the recent mega study “A Billion Wicked Thoughts,” women cannot 
resist men who find them irresistible and treat them with affection—regardless of 
any other quality in the man or lack thereof. A man can be an ugly junkie loser 
dimwit and still bed a woman if he treats her as a princess and perseveres in pas-
sionate courtship. I make sure to deny women precisely these elements and then 
observe their disintegration, decompensation, and acting out with unmitigated sex-
like pleasure. 
 
I do the same to men and get the same high out of it, but, being heterosexual, with 
men it is merely a power trip: my ability to deny their most fervid wishes and hu-
miliate them in the processes buttresses my grandiose omnipotence. 

  
Formed by a sadistic mother, the male narcissist seeks to recreate this nefarious 
maternal presence in all his future relationships: he coerces his women to become 
mother figures. 
 
But the narcissist doesn’t seek unconditional love from the women in his life, he is 
not trying to resolve childhood conflicts through them, or to fix their brokenness 
and ameliorate their pains. He is not intent on saving them. 
 
On the very contrary: he wants to do to women what his mother did to him. He 
wants to abuse them sadistically and reject them by absenting himself and by with-
holding in every manner conceivable. When he does have sex with his female part-
ner, it is exceedingly humiliating and excruciatingly painful to her. 
 
Aware of his maltreatment and of his transgressions, the narcissist fully expects his 
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women to hurt him and to abandon him, usually by cheating on him with other 
men egregiously and conspicuously, incidentally cementing his view that all women 
are innately sluttish and cruel. 
 
Anticipating this ineluctable punitive backlash renders the narcissist anxious: to 
avoid the unbearable agony in store, he withdraws coldly and detaches emotionally 
from his woman. He frequently pushes his women to cheat so as to get it over with 
and let the other shoe drop. 

Question: 
You mention three different types of victims of the narcissist. What things would 
cause a narcissist to victimize a significant other sadistically versus just discarding 
them when no longer useful? 

Answer: 
The narcissist simply discards people when he becomes convinced that they can no 
longer provide him with Narcissistic Supply. This conviction, subjective and emo-
tionally charged, does not have to be grounded in reality. Suddenly—because of 
boredom, disagreement, disillusion, a fight, an act, inaction, or a mood—the narcis-
sist wildly swings from idealization to devaluation.  

The narcissist then detaches immediately. He needs all the energy he can muster to 
obtain new Sources of Narcissistic Supply and would rather not spend these scarce 
resources over what he regards as human refuse, the waste left after the extraction 
of Narcissistic Supply. 

A narcissist would tend to display the sadistic aspect of his personality in one of 
two cases: 

1. That the very acts of sadism generate Narcissistic Supply to be consumed by the 
narcissist (“I inflict pain, therefore I am superior and omnipotent”), or 

2. That the victims of his sadism are still his only or major Sources of Narcissistic 
Supply but are perceived by him to be intentionally frustrating and withholding. 
Sadistic acts are his way of punishing them for not being docile, obedient, admiring 
and adoring as he expects them to be in view of his uniqueness, cosmic significance, 
and special entitlement. 

The narcissist is not a full-fledged sadist, masochist, or paranoiac. He does not en-
joy hurting his victims. He does not believe firmly that he is the focal point of per-
secution and the target of conspiracies.  

But, he does enjoy punishing himself when it provides him with a sense of relief, 
exoneration and validation. This is his masochistic streak. 
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Because of his lack of empathy and his rigid personality, he often inflicts great 
(physical or mental) pain on meaningful others in his life and he enjoys their 
writhing and suffering. In this restricted sense he is a sadist. 

To support his sense of uniqueness, greatness and (cosmic) significance, he is often 
hypervigilant. If he falls from grace – he attributes it to dark forces out to destroy 
him. If his sense of entitlement is not satisfied and he is ignored by others – he at-
tributes it to the fear and inferiority that he provokes in them. So, to some extent, 
he is a paranoid. 

The narcissist is as much an artist of pain as any sadist. The difference between 
them lies in their motivation. The narcissist tortures and abuses as means to pun-
ish and to reassert superiority, omnipotence, and grandiosity. The sadist does it for 
pure (usually, sexually-tinged) pleasure. But both are adept at finding the chinks in 
people’s armors. Both are ruthless and venomous in the pursuit of their prey. Both 
are unable to empathize with their victims, self-centered, and rigid. 

The narcissist abuses his victim verbally, mentally, or physically (often, in all three 
ways). He infiltrates her defenses, shatters her self-confidence, confuses and con-
founds her, demeans and debases her. He invades her territory, abuses her confi-
dence, exhausts her resources, hurts her loved ones, threatens her stability and se-
curity, enmeshes her in his paranoid state of mind, frightens her out of her wits, 
withholds love and sex from her, prevents satisfaction and causes frustration, hu-
miliates and insults her privately and in public, points out her shortcomings, criti-
cizes her profusely and in a “scientific and objective” manner – and this is a partial 
list.  

Very often, the narcissist sadistic acts are disguised as an enlightened interest in 
the welfare of his victim. He plays the psychiatrist to her psychopathology (totally 
dreamt up by him). He acts the guru, the avuncular or father figure, the teacher, 
the only true friend, the old and the experienced. All this in order to weaken her de-
fenses and to lay siege to her disintegrating nerves. So subtle and poisonous is the 
narcissistic variant of sadism that it might well be regarded as the most dangerous 
of all. 

Luckily, the narcissist’s attention span is short and his resources and energy limit-
ed. In constant effort consuming and attention diverting pursuit of Narcissistic 
Supply, the narcissist lets his victim go, usually before it had suffered irreversible 
damage. The victim is then free to rebuild her life from ruins. Not an easy under-
taking, this – but far better than the total obliteration which awaits the victims of 
the “true” sadist. 
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If I had to distill my quotidian existence in two pithy sentences, I would say: I love 
to be hated and I hate to be loved. Hate is the complement of fear and I like being 
feared. It imbues me with an intoxicating sensation of omnipotence. I am veritably 
inebriated by the looks of horror or repulsion on people’s faces. They know that I 
am capable of anything. Godlike, I am ruthless and devoid of scruples, capricious 
and unfathomable, emotion-less and asexual, omniscient, omnipotent and omni-
present, a plague, a devastation, an inescapable verdict. I nurture my ill-repute, 
stoking it and fanning the flames of gossip. It is an enduring asset. 

The English Pediatrician and psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott suggested that 
abused children need to hate and to be hated as a defense against the false hope of 
ever being loved. They not only act out anti-socially but also seek to provoke hatred 
in parents, caregivers, and authority figures. At least in this comfort-zone of mutual 
antagonism there is no risk of being shattered by the disappointment and frustra-
tion that are the ineluctable outcomes of hope. 

Of course, he who loves to be hated and hates to be loved also loves to hate and 
hates to love (fears intimacy). The narcissist’s emotional complexity (ambivalence) 
towards significant others is notorious: his “love” often comes laced with bouts of 
vitriolic or even violent abuse and aggression.  

But, the narcissist’s hatred is atypical. Rempel and Burris suggested in 2005 that 
hate is a stable experiential state; that it is an emotion; and that it involves a goal-
driven motivation to diminish or utterly eradicate the well-being of the target of 
hate. 

In contradistinction, the narcissist’s hatred is not stable; it is a transformation of 
resentment and, therefore, an aggressive reaction to frustration; and the narcissist 
does not care about his victim’s well-being: he just wishes to remove the fount of 
frustration altogether and expediently. So, by the lights on Rempel and Burris it 
does not qualify as hate at all. 

The narcissist resents his abject dependence on his sources of narcissistic supply 
and by ridding himself of their constant presence he seeks to ameliorate the irrita-
tion that they cause him. Of course, even as he hatefully acts against his sources of 
supply, he is terrified of losing them and attempts to placate and bribe them into 
staying and fulfilling their function. 

But, hate and fear are also sure generators of attention. It is all about Narcissistic 
Supply, of course—the drug which we, the narcissists consume and which con-
sumes us in return. So, I attack sadistically authority figures, institutions, my hosts 
and I make sure they know about my eruptions. 
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I purvey only the truth and nothing but the truth—but I tell it bluntly told in an 
orgy of evocative baroque English. 

The blind rage that this induces in the targets of my vitriolic diatribes provokes in 
me a surge of satisfaction and inner tranquillity not obtainable by any other means. 
I like to think about their pain, of course—but that is the lesser part of the equation. 

It is my horrid future and inescapable punishment that carries the irresistible ap-
peal. Like some strain of alien virus, it infects my better judgement and I succumb. 

In general, my weapon is the truth and human propensity to avoid it. In tactless 
breaching of every etiquette, I chastise and berate and snub and offer vitriolic op-
probrium. A self-proclaimed Jeremiah, I hector and harangue from my many self-
made pulpits. I understand the prophets. I understand Torquemada. 

I bask in the incomparable pleasure of being RIGHT. I derive my grandiose superi-
ority from the contrast between my righteousness and the humanness of others. 

But it is not that simple. It never is with narcissists. Fostering public revolt and the 
inevitable ensuing social sanctions fulfills two other psychodynamic goals. 

The first one I alluded to. It is the burning desire—nay, NEED—to be punished. 

In the grotesque mind of the narcissist, his punishment is equally his vindication. 

By being permanently on trial, the narcissist claims high moral ground and the po-
sition of the martyr: misunderstood, discriminated against, unjustly roughed, out-
cast by his very towering genius or other outstanding qualities. To conform to the 
cultural stereotype of the “tormented artist”—the narcissist provokes his own suf-
fering. He is thus validated. 

His grandiose fantasies acquire a modicum of substance. “If I were not so special— 
they wouldn’t have persecuted me so.” 

The persecution of the narcissist IS his uniqueness. He must be different, for better 
or for worse. The streak of paranoia embedded in him, makes the outcome in-
evitable. He is in constant conflict with lesser beings: his spouse, his shrink, his 
boss, his colleagues. Forced to stoop to their intellectual level, the narcissist feels 
like Gulliver: a giant strapped by Lilliputians. His life is a constant struggle against 
the self-contented mediocrity of his surroundings. This is his fate which he accepts, 
though never stoically. It is a calling, a mission and a recurrence in his stormy life. 

Deeper still, the narcissist has an image of himself as a worthless, bad and dysfunc-
tional extension of others. In constant need of Narcissistic Supply, he feels humili-
ated. The contrast between his cosmic fantasies and the reality of his dependence, 
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neediness and, often, failure (the “Grandiosity Gap”) is an emotionally harrowing 
experience. It is a constant background noise of devilish, demeaning laughter. The 
voices say: “You are a fraud,” “You are a zero,” “You deserve nothing,” “If only they 
knew how worthless you are.” 

The narcissist attempts to silence these tormenting voices not by fighting them but 
by agreeing with them. Unconsciously—sometimes consciously—he says to them: “I 
do agree with you. I am bad and worthless and deserving of the most severe pun-
ishment for my rotten character, bad habits, addiction and the constant fraud that 
is my life. I will go out and seek my doom. Now that I have complied—will you 
leave me be? Will you leave me alone?” 

Of course, they never do. 

Most narcissists enjoy an irrational and brief burst of relief after having suffered 
emotionally (“narcissistic injury”) or after having sustained a loss. It is a sense of 
freedom, which comes with being unshackled. Having lost everything, the narcis-
sist often feels that he has found himself, that he has been re-born, that he has been 
charged with natal energy, able to take on new challenges and to explore new terri-
tories. This elation is so addictive, that the narcissist often seeks pain, humiliation, 
punishment, scorn, and contempt—as long as they are public and involve the atten-
tion of peers and superiors. Being punished accords with the tormenting inner 
voices of the narcissist which keep telling him that he is bad, corrupt, and worthy of 
penalty. 

This is the masochistic streak in the narcissist. But the narcissist is also a sadist— 
albeit an unusual one. 

The narcissist inflicts pain and abuse on others. He devalues Sources of Supply, cal-
lously and off-handedly abandons them, and discards people, places, partnerships, 
and friendships unhesitatingly. Some narcissists—though by no means the majori-
ty—actually ENJOY abusing, taunting, tormenting, and freakishly controlling oth-
ers (“gaslighting”). But most of them do these things absentmindedly, automatical-
ly, and, often, even without good reason. 

What is unusual about the narcissist’s sadistic behaviors—premeditated acts of 
tormenting others while enjoying their anguished reactions—is that they are goal 
orientated. “Pure” sadists have no goal in mind except the pursuit of pleasure—pain 
as an art form (remember the Marquis de Sade?). The narcissist, on the other hand, 
haunts and hunts his victims for a reason—he wants them to reflect his inner state. 
It is all part of a mechanism called “Projective Identification.” 
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When the narcissist is angry, unhappy, disappointed, injured, or hurt—he feels un-
able to express his emotions sincerely and openly since to do so would be to admit 
his frailty, his neediness, and his weaknesses. He deplores his own humanity —his 
emotions, his vulnerability, his susceptibility, his gullibility, his inadequacies, and 
his failures. So, he makes use of other people to express his pain and his frustra-
tion, his pent-up anger and his aggression. He achieves this by mentally torturing 
other people to the point of madness, by driving them to violence, by reducing 
them to scar tissue in search of outlet, closure, and, sometimes, revenge. He forces 
people to lose their own character traits—and adopt his own instead. In reaction to 
his constant and well-targeted abuse, they become abusive, vengeful, ruthless, lack-
ing empathy, obsessed, and aggressive. They mirror him faithfully and thus relieve 
him of the need to express himself directly. 

Having constructed this writhing hall of human mirrors, the narcissist withdraws. 
The goal achieved, he lets go. As opposed to the sadist, he is no in it, 
indefinitely, for the pleasure of it. He abuses and traumatizes, humiliates and 
abandons, discards and ignores, insults and provokes—only for the purpose of 
purging his inner demons. By possessing others, he purifies himself, cathartically, 
and exorcises his demented self. 

This accomplished, he acts almost with remorse. An episode of extreme abuse is 
followed by an act of great care and by mellifluous apologies. The Narcissistic Pen-
dulum swings between the extremes of torturing others and empathically soothing 
the resulting pain. This incongruous behavior, these “sudden” shifts between 
sadism and altruism, abuse and “love,” ignoring and caring, abandoning and cling-
ing, viciousness and remorse, the harsh and the tender—are, perhaps, the most dif-
ficult to comprehend and to accept. These swings produce in people around the 
narcissist emotional insecurity, an eroded sense of self-worth, fear, stress, and anx-
iety (“walking on eggshells”). Gradually, emotional paralysis ensues and they come 
to occupy the same emotional wasteland inhabited by the narcissist, his prisoners 
and hostages in more ways than one—and even when he is long out of their life. 
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From My Correspondence 
I find it difficult to accept that I am irredeemably evil, that I ecstatically, almost or-
gasmically enjoy hurting people and that I actively seek to inflict pain on others. It 
runs so contrary to my long-cultivated and tenderly nurtured self-image as a bene-
factor, a sensitive intellectual, and a harmless hermit. In truth, my sadism meshes 
well and synergetically with two other behavior patterns: my relentless pursuit of 
narcissistic supply and my self-destructive, self-defeating, and, therefore, 
masochistic streak. 

The process of torturing, humiliating, and offending people provides proof of my 
omnipotence, nourishes my grandiose fantasies, and buttresses my False Self. The 
victims' distress and dismay constitute narcissistic supply of the purest grade. It 
also alienates them and turns them into hostile witnesses or even enemies and 
stalkers.  

Thus, through the agency of my hapless and helpless victims, I bring upon my head 
recurrent torrents of wrath and punishment. This animosity guarantees my unrav-
eling and my failure, outcomes which I avidly seek in order to placate my inner, 
chastising and castigating voices (what Freud called “the sadistic Superego”).  

Similarly, I am a fiercely independent person (known in psychological jargon as a 
"counterdependent"). But mine is a pathological variant of personal autonomy. I 
want to be free to frustrate myself by inflicting mental havoc on my human envi-
ronment, including and especially my nearest and dearest, thus securing and incur-
ring their inevitable ire.  

Getting attached to or becoming dependent on someone in any way—emotionally, 
financially, hierarchically, politically, religiously, or intellectually—means surren-
dering my ability to indulge my all-consuming urges: to torment, to feel like God, 
and to be ruined by the consequences of my own evil actions. 

Notes of first therapy session with Jared, male, 43, diagnosed with 
Sadistic Personality Disorder 
“A little discipline never hurt nobody.”—repeats Jared, clearly amused. Beating a 
three year old and letting her freeze to near death on your doorstep in subzero 
temperatures, is this his idea of discipline? “It’s one way or getting the message 
across”—Jared laughs heartily and then composes himself: “Listen, Doc, I am as 
merciful and compassionate as they come, believe you me. But what I can’t stand is 
cry-babies, weaklings, and whining bitches. Besides, it’s fun to see how a little ice 
does wonders to their sirens.” 
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Why did he force the mother to dump her by now limp and profusely bleeding in-
fant daughter outside the door? If she were a proper caretaker none of this would 
have happened. He wanted to show her wretched family who is the only boss in the 
household. “They were getting on my nerves, her mother and sister. They needed 
some re-education, like in them Chinese camps.”—he chuckles. They all claim to be 
terrified of him and intimidated by his capricious and violent behavior. “I sure 
hope so!”—he smirks. 

The kid says that you pinched her repeatedly and that’s why she cried. “I was just 
kidding with her.” Pinching hurts. “Sure does!”—he roars and slaps my shoulder 
across the desk—“I like you, Doc!” The slap hurt, too. Could he please refrain from 
doing it in the future? “Whatever turns you own, ma’shrink”—he accepts my inter-
dict jovially. 

The mother says that about a year ago you beat the same child and caused her 
grave injuries because she wouldn’t cry when you pinched her and kicked her 
around. You kept yelling “cry, you bitch, cry.” Then you mauled her because she 
wouldn’t cry and now you spanked her because she did cry. “She has to make up 
her mind and stick to it. I respect that. But she can’t change her behavior every 
time I pinch her. That’s why I disciplined her. I want her to have a spine.” It seems 
to me that he is the one who keeps changing the rules. his face darken and he leans 
forward, whispering hoarsely: 

 “I like you, Doc, and all—but don’t cross the line here or you may get a taste of the 
same medicine yourself.” Is this a threat? He merely glowers at me malevolently. 
Doesn't he like me any more?” (Expletive deleted) off.”  
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Introduction 
Why Studying Narcissism? 
I have learnt about narcissism early in life, in my twenties, at first in the 1970s 
through some of the books by Sigmund Freund and Wilhelm Reich and later, more 
thoroughly, through the books of Alice Miller and Alexander Lowen, back in the 
1980s. 

—See, for example, Alexander Lowen, Narcissism: Denial of the 
True Self (1983) and Alice Miller, The Drama of the Gifted 
Child: In Search for the True Self (1996) as well as Thou Shalt 
Not Be Aware: Society’s Betrayal of the Child (1998). 

Both psychiatrists are since long years specialized on narcissism and it was through 
their unique input and unwavering efforts that today the seriousness of the narcis-
sistic affliction has been recognized in mainstream psychiatry.  

This was namely not the case when they started out to publish on this matter, back 
in the 1970s. To be true, at that time, narcissism was as good as overlooked in psy-
chiatry, and was not held to be a serious affliction.  

Today, while health care professionals recognize the seriousness of narcissism as a 
psychiatric disorder, the general public maintains a state of confusion and misin-
formation about the very term and the nature of the narcissistic affliction that I 
have hardly seen for any other psychiatric problem.  

It is often wrongly assumed that narcissism means to overly love oneself! If that 
was so, there would not be a problem at all with narcissism. But narcissism is the 
very contrary of love of oneself, it is the very denial of love of oneself—and that 
makes that it’s a problem. 
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Chapter One 

What is Narcissism? 
And Why is it a Pathology? 

The Overall Behavior Pattern 
Perhaps it was a chance that I never bothered too much about the term itself, as it 
is confusing and misleads many people. There is about no other subject where the 
clash between professional knowledge and the half-knowledge of lay persons is so 
large as with narcissism. Everybody seems to know what narcissism means, but 
when you inquire further, you see that people maintain the strangest misconcep-
tions about it. 

Most people have heard about the ancient myth of Narcissus that is at the origin of 
the term narcissism. But what does this myth tell us? Here is where the misconcep-
tions start. Most people somehow got a scarce idea and extrapolate from the little 
knowledge they got, and the result is a standard answer like: 

—Oh yes, this strange guy who looked in the water and saw his 
mirror! That guy loved himself too much, he was fallen in love 
with himself …  

And then they go concluding narcissism was a hang-up of people who ‘love them-
selves too much,’ who are fixated upon their own self-image, who are fallen in love 
with themselves. 

—These people just love only themselves, they have no reception 
antennas for other people, they are selfish and even their erotic 
love is turned toward their own person, instead of being turned 
toward others. 

Needless to say that all of this is sheer nonsense. The very contrary is true. 

Narcissism is a pathology where the person, through deep hurt suffered early in 
life, is unable to love himself or herself, and thus lacks even a  basic level of self-
love. And what is worse with this affliction is that the true self of the person, their 
self identity, their feeling self, their I-AM, and also their body image, have been 
buried deep down in the unconscious. The result is that narcissistic people do not 
know who they are or, as it is expressed in psychiatry, they deny their true self. 

This denial of their own intrinsic being, their character, their values and oddities, 
their depth and dignity is what lets them appear like shadow dancers.  
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They are generally fluent talkers and take up new ideas quickly, but they do not in-
tegrate novelty, because there is nothing they could integrate it into, as they are out 
of touch with their true identity, the fertile soil of their human nature, their 
grounding. 

I use to call them for this reason ‘narcissistic comedians,’ as they actually behave as 
if being on stage, as if life was a huge stage where everybody performs a role—but 
where nobody plays the role of himself or herself, but always another. A plays B, B 
plays C, C plays A. But life normally is that A plays A, B plays B and C plays C. 

People who suffer from narcissism tend to appear aloof, they appear to float, as if 
their feet never touched the ground beneath. There is often also something Peter-
Pan like about them, something fragile and strangely youthful, often accompanied 
by a sunshine smile that seems to suggest that they know no sadness; while in 
truth, they are the saddest people on earth, only that they can’t even feel their sad-
ness, alienated as they are from their feelings, because they have repressed their 
deepest emotions. 

In exchanges with narcissists I also found that they often deny the reality of emo-
tions, trying to grasp all of reality with their pure intellect—that usually works bril-
liantly well. But that makes that they are truly alienated from humanity because 
they more or less consciously discard the irrational out of the world. For them, all 
must be rational, clear and straight, and they tend to condemn irrationality in peo-
ple, out of touch as they are with their own irrationality. 

We humans are at times rational and at times irrational. We are as good as never 
only rational or only irrational; we are a mix of many qualities and oddities, and it’s 
our vivid emotions that bring the necessary kaleidoscopic change in our lives so 
that we are not for too long rational and not for too long irrational. But for the nar-
cissist there has to be only rationality, and all the rest is as it were human weakness 
…  

And as they judge what is most extraordinary in the human to be weakness, they 
fatally remain with that weakness and cannot realize their divine potential. The na-
tives would say that these people have lost their soul. 

How to Identify Narcissism? 
You can identify rather quickly if you suffer from a narcissistic fixation or not. Sim-
ply check if you play yourself in your life, or if you are yourself. Check if you play a 
role that fakes it is you. Then, when you ask this question and it rings like ‘But who 
am I?,’ you are getting on the right track. When that question feels odd and strange 
because somehow you have never asked who you are, and if in the game of life you 
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as good as never play the Me-card, then you know you have a problem with narcis-
sism. 

Another reality check would be the obsessional idea to be altruistic and ‘always 
good’ to others, to a point of self-forgetfulness. Rings true? Why should you forget 
about yourself? You feel it’s a ‘moral duty’ to be always concerned about others, 
while putting yourself behind? No, it’s not. But you probably have a hangup with 
narcissism, as you are constantly denying your own self, replacing the vacuum at 
need with person A, friend B or relative C that you have to help out, to save from 
bad luck, rape or incest, to heal, to comfort, to look after, to console, to protect, and 
so on. 

Narcissism is really not a complicated thing and it’s not difficult to grasp. It has 
been made difficult to understand through popular psychology that loves to use 
strange terms and indulges in expressing simple facts in a simple way. For exam-
ple, it’s much more difficult to explain what neurosis is or psychosis than to say 
what narcissism means and what makes persons afflicted with narcissism suffer so 
much in life. They really suffer! 

Narcissism is not a party affliction, not a gentleman disease, and not an outflow of 
vanity, while it is often belittled as such. Narcissism is an affliction serious enough 
to be put on priority by most of today’s psychiatric services.  

For when you’re out of touch with yourself and your deepest emotions, you live a 
life that is not yours, you live an ‘empty life.’ This inner vacuum, this emptiness 
when it’s constant, is something that can trigger other serious afflictions such as 
substance abuse, chain smoking, depression, chronic fatigue, alcoholism, anxiety, 
phobias, and sexual obsessions, aggression and perversion.  

It also can trigger somatizations, which means that the body gets ill for reasons that 
are not physiological, but psychological. 
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Chapter Two 

Narcissism and Soul 
The Research of Thomas Moore 
Another corner of the literature on narcissism is what spiritual-minded people say 
about it. Their terminology is different, and that unfortunately also contributes to 
the general confusion about narcissism.  

I have in mind a particularly successful and brilliant author, Thomas Moore, whose 
most famous bestselling book, Care of the Soul (1994), is not a psychiatric manual 
for healing narcissism. It is a philosophical study for understanding the roots of 
narcissism both in our culture and individually, in our lives. 

But the problem is one of terminology. Moore speaks of soul and of lacking soul 
when he describes narcissism. His ideas are brilliant, and he points the finger on 
the wound when he says that narcissism cannot be healed through pushing the per-
son into a growth cycle or by otherwise suggesting the person ‘to grow up.’ Thomas 
more writes: 

Narcissism has no soul. In narcissism we take away the soul’s 
substance, its weight and importance, and reduce it to an echo 
of our own thoughts. There is no such thing as the soul. We say. 
It is only the brain going through its electrical and chemical 
changes. Or it is only behavior. Or it is only memory and condi-
tioning. In our social narcissism, we also dismiss the soul as ir-
relevant. We can prepare a city or national budget, but leave the 
needs of the soul untended. Narcissism will not give its power to 
anything as nymphlike as the soul. (Id., 58-59) 

I have coached narcissistic and highly problematic individuals over the Internet, 
free of charge, for a period of almost ten years, considering this as the ‘social’ part 
of my mission as a coach, and I found invariably that they wait for society to accept 
them, instead of doing the first step and accept themselves! Moore explains: 

What the narcissist does not understand is that the self-accep-
tance he craves can’t be forced or manufactured. It has to be dis-
covered, in a place more introverted than the usual haunts of the 
narcissist. There has to be some inner questioning, and maybe 
even confusion. (Id., 60-61) 
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And I made an astonishing discovery. I had myself a narcissism problem over many 
years, starting in my childhood, and it was not cured with a hypnotherapy, but I 
could cure it subsequently, virtually by ‘talking to the trees.’ It was almost fifteen 
years ago when, living in the Provence, I took the habit to go for night walks, when 
I would address speech to some of the trees in a huge alley with sycamores.  

There were three huge sycamores I felt spontaneously attracted to, and what I 
would do, late enough so that no cars would pass by, was to put my right hand 
firmly against the trunk of the tree, and talk to the tree, either by thinking or by 
whispering my ideas.  

Now, what happened to my surprise was that not only was I greatly energized 
through this unique kind of conversation, to a point to not being tired when coming 
home, but also to have dreams where the tree was talking back to me. And I learnt 
amazing depths of wisdom from these dreams!  

Now, I was of course very surprised when I found the following passage in Care of 
the Soul (1994): 

I suspect that this is a very concrete part of curing narcissism—
talking to the trees. By engaging the so-called ‘inanimate’ world 
in dialogue, we are acknowledging its soul. Not all consciousness 
is human. That in itself is a narcissistic belief. (Id., 61) 

And indeed, through my talking to the trees, I felt a sudden interest in shamanism 
and went on a spiritual quest that took me several years. I engaged in a tedious re-
search about shamanism and went to Ecuador, in 2004, to drink the traditional sa-
cred Ayahuasca brew.  

I left this initiation completely transformed, for I regained the whole range of mag-
ical beliefs I fostered as a child, and this really has completely healed the narcissis-
tic condition. 

Now, Thomas Moore has put a particular stress in this book on the danger of col-
lective narcissism and he investigates deeply in the culture of the United States of 
America, to identify it as a narcissistic culture par excellence. Moore writes: 

Nations, as well as individuals, can go through this initiation. 
America has a great longing to be the New World of opportunity 
and a moral beacon for the world. It longs to fulfill these narcis-
sistic images of itself. At the same time it is painful to realize the 
distance between the reality and that image. America’s narcis-
sism is strong. It is paraded before the world. If we were to put 
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the nation on the couch, we might discover that narcissism is its 
most obvious symptom. And yet that narcissism holds the prom-
ise that this all-important myth can find its way into life. In oth-
er words, America’s narcissism is its refined puer spirit of gen-
uine new vision. The trick is to find a way to that water of trans-
formation where hard self-absorption turns into loving dialogue 
with the world. (Id., 62) 

When we look at how present-day America, with its strongly narcissistic govern-
ment, faces this ‘loving dialogue,’ we see that the puer spirit is indeed very strong. 
Not only is it strong but Americans somehow like to choose their presidents among 
puer personalities, and that may one day result in a fatal outcome!  

Mature cultures choose mature leaders, senior personalities, people who have 
grown out from the cradle or from an adolescence where Peter Pan is the dominat-
ing archetype. 

And it is very interesting that Moore also notes that curing narcissism involves an 
expansion of boundaries: 

Narcissus becomes able to love himself only when he learns to 
love that self as an object. He now has a view of himself as 
someone else. This is not ego loving ego; this is ego loving the 
soul, loving a face the soul presents. We might say that the cure 
for narcissism is to move from love of self, which always has a 
hint of narcissism in it, to love of one’s deep soul. Or, to put it 
another way, narcissism breaking up invites us to expand the 
boundaries of who we think we are. (Id., 63) 

And here again, when we look at present-day reality in the United States, bound-
ary-dissolving substances, from DMT, over LSD to Marijuana have all been de-
clared illegal, which shows the degree of narcissism at the top government level in 
the enlightened nation. Only that the light seems to come from the wrong source. 

And the enlightened nation is an action nation. All is action. The major coach-actor 
of the nation, Anthony Robbins, performs in shorts, jumping around like a school 
boy. When all is action, everybody is an actor. Not himself. And everybody acts out 
his or her life, instead of living it.  

This timelessness of the nation, in the sense of ‘never having time,’ which is em-
bodied in its business values, business standing for busyness, is one of the symp-
toms of its cultural narcissism that is not a present-day phenomenon. The action-
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nation was born in New England, in the 18th century. When there is no more time, 
there is no more soul. Moore explains: 

A neurotic narcissism won’t allow the time needed to stop, re-
flect, and see the many emotions, memories, wishes, fantasies, 
desires, and fears that make up the materials of the soul. As a 
result, the narcissistic person becomes fixed on a single idea of 
who he is, and other possibilities are automatically rejected. (Id., 
67) 

Peter Pan resisted to grow up. And astonishingly enough, Thomas Moore writes 
that growing-up is not a cure for narcissism, in the contrary: 

But the solution of narcissism is not growing up. On the con-
trary, the solution to narcissism is to give the myth as much re-
alization as possible, to the point where a tiny bud appears indi-
cating the flowering of personality through its narcissism. (…) 
Narcissism is a condition in which a person does not love him-
self. This failure in love comes through as its opposite because 
the person tries so hard to find self-acceptance. The complex re-
veals itself in the all-too-obvious effort and exaggeration. It’s 
clear to all around that narcissism’s love is shallow. We know 
instinctively that someone who talks about himself all the time 
must not have a very strong sense of self. To the individual 
caught up in this myth, the failure to find self-love is felt as a 
kind of masochism, and, whenever masochism comes into play, 
a sadistic element is not far behind. The two attitudes are polar 
elements in a split power archetype. (Id., 71) 

When we apply this truth to the Peter Pan nation, we learn that we have to let them 
run where they run and let them break even more glass everywhere in the world, 
right? I am not sure if Thomas Moore wanted to say that because once of a sudden, 
after having expanded into collective narcissism, he again speaks of the individual.  

But our daily news about the hero culture really seem to suggest that Moore’s 
analysis of collective narcissism, that is shared by number of depth psychologists, 
would lead to an abysmal accumulation of Peter-Pan like acts, performed as a na-
tion-narcissist on the world at large, in order to gain depth. I am not so sure if this 
psychological solution will work out politically, because even the most optimistic of 
Peter Pans around in the great nation may get a hint of stretching the bow too 
much … and the international repercussions may not permit Peter Pan to continue 
his puer game infinitely …  
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Anyway, from the soul perspective, and leaving political realities untouched, 
Thomas Moore writes: 

The secret of healing narcissism is not to heal it at all, but to lis-
ten to it. (…) I am stuff. I am made up of things and qualities, 
and in loving these things I love myself. (Id., 73) 

This is in accordance with a general soul-based healing approach that was the 
prevalent approach to healing during the Middle-Ages and the Renaissance. Moore 
writes: 

Robert Burton in his massive self-help book of the seventeenth 
century The Anatomy of Melancholy, says there is only one cure 
for the melancholic sickness of love: enter into it with abandon. 
Some authors today argue that romantic love is such an illusion 
that we need to distrust it and keep our wits about us so that we 
are not led astray. But warnings like this betray a distrust of the 
soul. (Id., 81) 
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Chapter Three 

The Origin of Narcissism 
Drama of the Gifted Child 
In order to realize our personal identity and become whole human beings, we have 
to be able, still in childhood, to form an original personal identity. This is however 
impossible if we are reared by narcissistic parents, those namely that are indiffer-
ent to the unique person of the child they have brought to life. 

Narcissistic education is one of indoctrination going together with gradually alien-
ating children from their bodies. The most effective way to indoctrinate children 
with a certain culture is to implant in their mind a deeply rooted doubt about who 
they are. This doubt which creates a vacuum will then be filled with magic formulas 
such as ‘Be not what you are!’ 

The next step is to force the child to play roles in order to please their parents. The 
main role in this drama which is the Drama of the Gifted Child, as Alice Miller 
called it, is the role of the child as father or mother of their own parents. 

This education that I use to call ‘rearing narcissistic comedians,’ is very common in 
what I came to call, for this very reason, Oedipal Culture.  

—My critique of Oedipal Culture is inextricably woven with my 
critique of Sigmund Freud’s cultural concept of the Oedipus 
Complex. See Peter Fritz Walter, Normative Psychoanalysis, 
Scholarly Articles Vol. 14, 2015. 

This is why narcissism is rampant in Western nations, especially in the United 
States. 

However, there are few researchers who see that the main etiology for narcissism is 
to be found in our child-rearing paradigm. Those who do, such as Alice Miller or 
Alexander Lowen, are not representing mainstream psychology, despite the bril-
liance of their work. They have, inter alia, found that education that typically leads 
to narcissism is rich in inventing and executing magic formulas that are given to 
the child for so-called ‘good education’ but that are in reality perverting hypnotic 
injunctions. Some of these are ‘Hypnotic Injunctions Recognized by TA (Transac-
tional Analysis).’  

These injunctions have been found by TA as highly destructive for the child’s emo-
tional, cognitive, motor, skill and sexual development. They are voiced often non-
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verbally, through implication, through examples given, through confused and im-
precise language, through reproaches and through comparisons that may or not be 
true. 

—Be adaptable and flexible until self-alienation; 
—Never be yourself in front of your parents; 
—Be not child-like, but adult-like; 
—Be mature in immaturity; 
—Understand what your parents don’t understand; 
—Be logical and uncomplicated; 
—Respect your parents while disrespecting yourself; 
—Mistrust your intuition; 
—Follow authority without questioning. 

I see another etiology of narcissism in lacking primary symbiosis between mother 
and infant during the first eighteen months after birth. Regularly, with mothers 
who themselves suffer from narcissism, clinical research found a reduction or total 
absence of eye contact between mother and child, absence of breast-feeding or 
when the breast is given, the mother feels revulsion, disgust or aggression toward 
the child; in addition, such mothers tend to be hostile to the child’s first steps into 
autonomy, thereby creating in the child a pathological clinging-behavior that has 
very nasty consequences later on in the development of the child and young adult.  

Often what happens in such relationships is that the mother manipulates the child 
into a real codependence where she projects her longings for love, that remain un-
fulfilled in the partner relation, upon the child. This then in many cases leads to 
emotional abuse, and on the level of the child, a perversion of their psychosexual 
orientation into gerontophilia. 

Narcissism thus is often the inevitable result of emotional abuse suffered in early 
childhood, and that fact may help to understand the gravity of the affliction of nar-
cissism. 

What this results in is that the person later unconsciously tries to heal the lacking 
primary fusion by repeated pseudo-symbiotic relationships, which are relation-
ships where love is replaced by dependency or confused with dependency. Howev-
er, since those persons that are invested with that role of ersatz mothers and fa-
thers can never give the lacking primary fusion, disappointment and depression 
will invariably ensue in those relations. 

Narcissism is an inevitable by-product of patriarchy, and its etiology is wrong relat-
ing: wrong relating to self, wrong relating to others. It is built on what Joseph 
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Campbell called the ‘solar worldview’ and ignores the many shadows of the soul—
and thereby ignores its own shadow. 

Narcissists, therefore, are tragic figures. They are tragic in the sense that they run 
into the abyss without the slightest idea of what they are doing because they are not 
grounded and have their feet in the air, like the Fool of the Tarot. They are lunatics, 
because they have not integrated their own Luna, their Moon energy. They are the 
eternal Peter Pan’s of sunshine movies, and present themselves to the public smil-
ing, broadly smiling, most of the time, but in haphazard moments you see their 
true face—while they themselves ignore it. 
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Chapter Four 

The Performance Paradigm 
The Bias between Creating and Performing 
We have seen that narcissism can be both an individual affliction and a cultural 
phenomenon, and has become increasingly ‘cultural’ or ‘collective’ with the birth of 
the consumer paradigm and mass production, automated fabrication and stream-
lined standard education that stresses the need for unprivileged access to con-
sumption.  

In the last chapter of this article, I would like to discuss an area of cultural narcis-
sism that is not yet discovered by the psychiatric, nor even the popular psychology 
literature, perhaps because it is more subtle and less obvious a fact of life in post-
modern consumer society.  

I am talking about the bias between creating and performing. To anticipate the out-
come of my analysis, I am saying that creating is not what our society rewards and 
encourages, but performing. Not the creator is anymore the hero, but the per-
former, not the originator but the imitator, not the creative artist but the recreative 
artist. Why? Because what is the order of the day is not assimilation of culture, nor 
cultural advancement, but mere recreation, which is more properly called enter-
tainment.  

What is entertainment? A form of distraction, not contemplation, and thereby a 
way of of dissipating energy instead of accumulating energy. 

I will try in this last part of my article to give some flesh to this idea, and also, to il-
lustrate it with some real-life examples. Let me first try to explain the perhaps his-
torical roots of what in classical music is called the ‘performance paradigm.’  

It all started at the times of Mozart and Beethoven, and especially Chopin and 
Liszt, when not, as before, the pianists played their own works, but became mere 
virtuosos who played, as it is today, compositions they would not be able to com-
pose in the first place. The change came slowly and gradually, perhaps at around 
the time of Josef Hofmann (1876-1957), who set in motion a totally new paradigm. 
It was from that time no more the composer who plays his works, and a few others 
in between, but the pianist virtuoso, who played ‘a repertoire,’ a choice of music, 
and where he or she rather often used to ‘adapt’ the piece to their own stretch of 
hands, or would bluntly rewrite a part of the score for ‘better pleasing the public.’  
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It was common from about that time that pianists wore special clothes and dis-
played distinct mannerisms to attract the attention of the public, if they were not 
outright piano acrobats. 

With the performer paradigm replacing the creator paradigm, the whole musical 
world changed, and the ultimate results we see today must sadden the true music 
lover.  

At the same time, the tendency set in that the performance aspects of a composi-
tion were validated higher than the composition itself. For example, it was very 
common at that time to play a nonlegato ostinato passage in a sonata or fantasy in 
octaves, thereby duplicating the notes to play, but at the same time, reinforcing the 
sound. It was rather seldom questioned if so doing was actually justified by the 
composer’s intention. 

Here is a good example of this vision of musical performance of that time, by an 
eminent virtuoso of that time, Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1880), himself a contempo-
rary of Meyerbeer, Hummel, Kalkbrenner, Cramer, Herz and Weber, who all in-
scribed into that early virtuoso tradition.  

Harold C. Schonberg reports in his book The Great Pianists (1963/1987) that 
Moscheles once wrote in 1838, when pondering the new music: 

I play the new music of the four modern heroes, Thalberg, 
Chopin, Henselt and Liszt, and find their chief effects lie in pas-
sages requiring a large grasp and stretch of finger, such as the 
peculiar build of their hands enables them to execute. I grasp 
less, but then I am not of a grasping school. With all my admira-
tion for Beethoven, I cannot forget Mozart, Cramer and Hum-
mel. Have they not written much that is noble, with which I have 
been familiar from early years? Just now the new manner finds 
more favor, and I endeavor to pursue the middle course between 
the two schools, by never shrinking from any difficulty, never 
despising the new effects, and withal retaining the best elements 
of the old traditions. 

Moscheles believed that music had reached its Golden Age during the period Bach 
to Beethoven, and was suspicious of the virtuoso performance paradigm as it was 
shown exemplarily by Chopin, Wagner, Liszt, Busoni, Godowsky and Berlioz. 

Interestingly enough, one of the greatest exponents of the virtuoso paradigm, Franz 
Liszt (1811-1886), whose real Hungarian name was Franz Ritter von Liszt-Ferenc, 
was himself not a virtuoso in the sense that he was tastelessly modifying composi-
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tions not his own, to fit them to his own gusto. It was long unknown to what point 
Liszt was actually in this respect a man of the 20th century, who deeply respected 
the original score and intention of the composer, a fact that was mainly brought to 
our knowledge by one of the greatest Liszt interprets ever on this globe, the late 
Chilean pianist and nobleman Claudio Arrau (1903-1991).  

Arrau said in several interviews with Chilean television that Liszt was a person very 
much ahead of his time and that his musical understanding was flawless; and 
against the myth of Liszt as a ruthless acrobatic piano executioner, who pays little 
attention to the score, Arrau forwarded the subtle image of Liszt as a person who 
was meticulous in his intention to reproduce the original vision of the composer in 
its finest details.  

While Liszt, in accordance with the romantic tradition, was often transcribing mu-
sic not originally composed for the piano, he even then tried to follow the compos-
er’s intention up into the finest details. 

Now, the performance paradigm is what came upon us through this 18th and 19th 
century musical tradition, and we see its effects today aggrandized in many ways. 
For example, the flow of information to handle gets larger with every day, just for 
actually using all the wonderful features technology offers us in this modern cul-
ture. What strikes our consciousness these days is the question how people are go-
ing to handle this immense, undaunted information flow without actually turning 
mad, by a total breakdown of the nervous system?  

The results are that the culture is going to change at a level even more drastic than 
we can imagine these days. Children grow up with computers they can touch while 
they have lost touch with their peers and parents; touch becomes widely part of the 
tech culture, and is unrooted from nature where it was primal first, and for very 
precise reasons. 

The ‘lack of time’ phenomenon as a cultural obsession takes hold of people’s inti-
mate lives where with men, it turns the spiral toward large-scale impotence, as 
shown by newest sex research in Germany, because of the conception of sex as per-
formance, to fit it in the performance culture—while sex originally had nothing to 
do with performing something. But that is how all our basic life functions get mold-
ed into the corporate culture for being validated under the consumer paradigm. 

What can possibly be the future of the classical music, or acoustic music perfor-
mance paradigm? I see a dim picture here as young people excel on their synthesiz-
ers and keyboards they can use even in the night, with headphones, and can plug 
into their laptops and iPhones, transmitting their creations directly over the Web. 
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Pianos are especially bulky and the pianist needs a heavy investment for a piano 
and the money to pay for a high-class apartment or single house, because the 
‘noise’ disturbs others. (I was thrown out of the apartment of my mother, had to do 
a court action and lost it, when I was 22 years old, which added on to my brilliantly 
eloquent ‘classical music trauma’). 

Prices for music constantly drop for classical, and rise for rock and pop, and some 
popular jazz, and even for new age when the artist is popular. So what is the future 
of the classical arts? As the music management has largely assigned the classical 
scene to the bourgeoisie of old style, as this bourgeoisie is currently going to be re-
placed by a high-tech, and efficiency-prone new elite composed of very IT-literate 
men and women, I see black for the classical scene of old style, with its expensive 
operas and concert halls. 

The international handphone technology demonstrates that modern strategies of 
business deployment may simply bypass any of the older systems, invalidating the 
former ways of doing in a matter of years. While still about a decade and a half ago 
the German government invested millions of euro to put all the phone line system 
to copper lining, which is very expensive, in Asia or Africa, such expenses have nev-
er been made. All there is simply wireless, while the quality is of course lousy but 
nobody complains about it, because they don’t know any better. So, that means, 
when you apply that to our culture, that the development of all of it will be nonlin-
ear, not following the traditional ways of doing things. 

I see a dim future for the soul values of classical music because all will be transited 
toward ‘narcissistic’ performance with the virtuoso as the prime laureate, leaving 
the composer in the shadow. Young pianists today may do all of their promotion, 
using Youtube, their own web sites, iTunes and whatever and yet the audience is 
constantly shrinking.  

Still in the times of my own youth, some forty years ago, it was the older generation 
who was interested in classical. I was among my peers the only one who liked clas-
sical music of any kind. Today, this old generation is basically all dead, and that 
means the audience is shifting greatly. The young people also if ever they want to 
hear a classical will not pay for it but watch it on free video channels such as You-
tube, which means they are using second hand resources because they ignore the 
power of a first-hand life, as I call it. The whole culture will shift toward second-
hand productions where the originality of an artist is lesser and lesser a factor that 
people want to consider. All this means that pianists today tend to diversify their 
repertoire in order to be prepared and ready to strike, the day when they see a cer-
tain type of music getting popular, and then specialize in it. 
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But, of course, the narcissism paradigm is not exclusive to classical music, but also 
an intrinsic part of the jazz culture, where it’s stringently more the performer who 
is validated, applauded and lauded, than the composition itself. Actually the com-
position has hardly any value by itself which is metaphorically very well demon-
strated by the fact that jazz compositions habitually figure in so-called ‘fake books’ 
as simple musical lines that are annotated with a code language, similar to the ‘bas-
so continuo’ known in Baroque music, which marks and underlines the harmoniza-
tion of the piece. It is then up to the skill of the jazz musician to ‘write out’ this code 
according to valid principles of musical composition. 

I find the wordplay immensely suggestive, for what is content of a ‘fake book’ is af-
ter all fake, when considered in plain English.  

So that would mean that the composition, in total alignment with the narcissistic 
consumer culture, has no more value, and hence, the composer has no more value, 
but solely the performer, because it’s the latter that was declared as the cultural 
hero, because ‘performance is better than composition,’ exactly as in our culture 
‘violence is better than sex.’ 
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Oedipal Hero 

Essay by Peter Fritz Walter 
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Chapter One 

The Consumer Child’s Entan-
glement 
Parent-Child Codependence 
Let me first elucidate why I came to research these hairy issues of codependence 
and emotional abuse after having started, back in 1985, a much vaster research 
project on the topic of physical and sexual violence against children.  

It was a coincidental if not synchronistic real-life event that brought me to switch 
focus, after about three months of intensive research. I found first of all that while 
violence against children and sexual abuse of children were topics already well-
covered by forensic science and psychology, there was at the time as good as noth-
ing to be found about emotional abuse. 

But that alone would probably not have got me on what I consider today is the right 
track; it was encounters with adolescents during my research work in the United 
States that got me to rethink my initial research proposition, and open up to what I 
simply had overlooked—and symptomatically so because I myself was emotionally 
abused over the entire course of my childhood and youth, and even still as a young 
adult. 

Once I had discovered the new path for my research, I was not taking long to un-
derstand that there is something like a gradual relationship between codependence 
and emotional abuse, that both etiologies are sharing a common root in that emo-
tional abuse is but the higher octave of parent-child codependence, the worsening 
of a pathological condition that in most cases goes unnoticed and is yet detrimental 
to the child growing into autonomy and self-reliance.  

Let me emphasize here that my definition of codependence slightly differs from 
mainstream research for the simple reason that I specialized from the start upon 
parent-child codependence, while the problem usually is discussed more in terms 
of partnership codependence, the problem that in a couple relation one of the part-
ners projects their parent of the opposite sex upon the other partner with the result 
that sexual relations will be rendered impossible sooner or later. 

Needless to add that parent-child codependence is way more devastating for the 
child than this may be the case for any of the partners in a codependent marriage 
or concubinage, simply because children’s biosystem is so much softer than that of 
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an adult, and can thus more easily be imprinted with behavior patterns that, good 
or not, later will form the overall behavior of the person.  

For example, a man who was for the whole of his childhood codependent with his 
mother, while the father was absent, will always have conflictual relations with 
women, if he will have relations with women at all, and not later on opt for rela-
tions with little girls or boys, in order to circumvent the ‘incest injunction’ rendered 
by his inner critic that acts under the spell of what I came to call the ‘Oedipal Cog-
nitive Confusion.’  

It is important to understand that codependence and emotional abuse, while they 
are treated under two different headers, are two poles of the same psychic complex, 
which is why I discuss them here in one and the same study. As a side remark, let 
me add here that I discuss parent-child codependence synonymously under the 
headers of cofusion, secondary fusion, pseudo-fusion, and symbiotoholism, terms I 
have forged myself and that I find more descriptive than the term ‘codependence.’ 

It is by an large a dependency problem that manifests in the parent-child relation 
typically for the first time after the critical mother-infant symbiosis, and thus as a 
general rule after the 18th month of the newborn.  

What is generally little known is the fact that even before the completion of the 18th 
month of the infant, mother and child are interacting in a subtle communication 
about limits which reveals to what extent the mother is able and willing to give the 
infant autonomy, or not. This early dialogue, that is most of the time nonverbal, 
has been found to deeply condition people for their later relational behavior pat-
terns.  

This is more true in the mother-son relation than it is in the father-daughter rela-
tion simply because the matrix-provider has more conditioning power over the 
child, be it boy or girl, than the sperm-giver.  

This evaluation of the primal scene has been found valid both by Freudian psycho-
analysis and Transactional Analysis (TA), and it is not as such a matter of cultural 
conditioning, or compliance to either matriarchy or patriarchy.  

Codependence is a major building block in the political and social entanglement 
scheme of what I call Oedipal Culture. Causative factors that have been revealed in 
my own and other research are: 

‣ Mother did not really want the child; 
‣ Mother cares more about her career than her baby; 
‣ Lack of healthy parent-child physical interaction; 
‣ Parents leaving the child to babysitters most of the time; 
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‣ Insufficient eye contact in the mother-infant relation; 
‣ Insufficient or no breastfeeding; 
‣ Mother was breastfeeding but felt revulsion; 
‣ Infant tactile deprivation syndrome; 
‣ Shame-based identity of the mother and resulting rejection behavior: 

• when baby shows erotic behavior, and mother turns away regard; 

• when baby touches his or her genitals, and mother takes their hands off; 

• when baby seeks closeness with mother, and mother puts baby to sleep; 

• when mother holds the baby constantly away from her body, to avoid touch and 
being touched; 

• when mother constantly has ‘no time’ for baby and admonishes baby to be ‘not 
so demanding;’ 

• etc. 
‣ Father left wife and child during pregnancy, after birth or not long thereafter; 
‣ Father, while still part of the family, is as good as never present, alcoholic or practices 

progeny; 
‣ Father refuses to take over any role in childcare; 
‣ Father is abusive toward mother and/or child, etc. 

In other words, codependence is a compensation reaction of entangled organisms 
that intends to heal a split that was caused by a lack of early intimacy.  

The entanglement paradoxically comes about through a lack of physical closeness, 
and of communication, and through general tactile deprivation of the child, and 
also through non-physical elements such as parents’ thoughts being constantly fo-
cused on money and status or children generally relegated to receiving affection 
from secondary caretakers, nurses, babysitters, house teachers, and the like.  

The entanglement specifically comes about through the fact of lacking autonomy of 
the child, and of lacking exposure to experiences and a social life outside of the 
family. 

Details have been shown with abundant evidence by the long-term research of 
James W. Prescott, Ashley Montagu, Michel Odent, Frederick Leboyer, Melanie 
Klein, Alexander Lowen and others.  

The problem of codependence is for obvious reasons much more stringent in the 
individualistic and separative white Western cultures than in highly sociable open 
societies such as African, South American or Asian cultures. Yet in these cultures 
we face the problem in the middle and upper classes today as well because they 
have adopted Western values and a lifestyle that clones most of the alienated West-
ern behavior models, thereby shunning their own perennial wisdom that their el-
ders still are knowledgeable about. 
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There are many myths that distort and tear down naturally erotic but nonsexual re-
lations between parents and children, and these distorted popular views actually 
foster and purport codependence instead of helping to avoid it. For example, con-
trary to popular belief, the pathological codependence between parent and child is 
not the result of too much physical interaction and shared affection and tender-
ness, but in the contrary through touch hostility and prudishness. It has often been 
believed that a boy will develop a codependent relationship with his mother when 
he is ‘too close’ to her, or when he sleeps with his mother in the same bed. This is 
simply not true.  

The causes of mother-son codependence are often depicted in an overly simplified 
or even distorted manner. To begin with, it is not through abundant shared plea-
sure, affection, tenderness, and body touch that codependence is brought about. 
It’s not through mother and son, or father and daughter, sleeping together, taking 
baths together, sharing nudity, and it’s not through their sharing a naturally sensu-
al and erotic attraction for each other.  

In the contrary, if these elements were causative factors in the etiology of codepen-
dence, any abundantly sensual mothering or fathering would lead to entrapping 
children in pseudo-incestuous relations. But this is not the case. If a mother is fully 
erotically present for her boy-child, without being incestuous, and embraces him 
sensually while giving him at the same time the necessary amount of autonomy ac-
cording to his age and abilities, the boy will easily master the Oedipus Complex and 
develop his fully functional heterosexuality; he will then project his libido upon 
peer girls of his age, or approximately of his age. The same is true in the father-
daughter relation with regard to the girl-child’s mastering the Electra Complex and 
projecting her sexual feelings upon peers boys.  

There are many false signals in today’s popular culture and vulgarized psychologi-
cal publications. These false signals lead to parents’ becoming more and more inse-
cure as to the role physical affection and sensual touch play in healthy parenting. 
This makes that parents are more or less constantly bombarded with ambiguous 
messages with the consequence that many parents retreat physically from their 
children, thereby inclosing them in atrocious feelings of abandonment, loneliness 
and despair.  

As a result of 1960s American pediatrics that advocated physical separation be-
tween parents and child which in the meantime is seen as a fundamental error, 
many of today’s parents had a deprivatory childhood themselves and became dys-
functional parents of their own children.  
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Fact is that it is through the absence of the father together with a shame-based 
identification process in the mother-son relation that mother-son codependence is 
brought about. The reason for the more dramatic constellation in the mother-son 
relation has to do with the greater psychic fragility of the human male in general, 
and with the simple fact that it’s the mother who is the matrix, not the father, in 
particular.  

If we want to add one more problem complex here it’s the codependent mother-
daughter relation. By contrast, father-child care in our culture is seldom codepen-
dent simply because the father is most of the time absent. And this is, then, also 
one of the causative factors in mother-son codependence. Apart from this, there are 
singular cases of father-daughter codependence and they are marked by the fact 
that the father exceedingly overprotects the girl-child to an extent to virtually keep 
her ‘away from life.’  

As I have seen it in many families, this can bring about absurd constellations and 
relationships that symbolically express that the child is no more allowed to walk on 
their own feet, but on the feet of the father, so as to be ‘protected of the harshness 
of life.’ The problem is much more manifest in white American culture than in 
black American culture, or any of non-Western and tribal (native) cultures for that 
matter.  

My research has shown that virtually the only cultures that do not have the prob-
lem are tribal cultures, that is most native populations around the world.  

One important element in this etiology, that has hardly been elucidated by modern 
research, is that these children experience dreadful and lasting loneliness during 
their whole childhood and youth. 

Another important insight about mother-child codependence is that it deprives the 
child, typically the boy, of the time and care needed for developing his true intelli-
gence, his own intrinsic gifts and talents.  

Men who grow up entangled with their mothers are caught in a net of stiffening re-
sponsibilities, or obligations, or what is felt as such, which impedes them from real-
ly thinking of themselves, and minding their own business.  

The result is that they hardly think their projects through to the end, taking time 
and rest for vision-building, constantly harassed by their demanding mothers, 
threatened with love denial or even financial starving in case they disobey and be-
gin to live their own lives.  
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In this sense, it can be said that the son bears the cross for the sins committed by 
his mother, and it’s really a capital sin to suffocate a young man’s energies and in-
telligence by throwing one’s weight around as a mother and disregarding his 
fragility as a man. In this sense, many women in our society need to be educated 
what right motherhood is about, and even more so, what wrong motherhood is.  

Not only is the mother-entangled man subject to ridicule and humiliation, he is 
also one of the major actors on the stage of child-focused sexual crime.  

Our mass media depict the truth in a distorted manner, suggesting with their polit-
ically correct rhetoric a boy had to care for his mom eternally, if he’s a ‘good boy.’ 
These views have to be judged perverse, as they are really putting nature upside 
down. Childhood is transitory. Period. 

The French child psychoanalyst and therapist Françoise Dolto (1908-1988) has an-
alyzed this problem in the mother-son relation, in her book Psychanalyse et Pédia-
trie (1971), and she writes: 

There are boys who stay lovingly fixated upon their mothers; 
their behavior is characterized by the fact that they do not at-
tempt to ‘seduce’ any other woman. If the father is alive, the two 
men are constantly disputing, for the fact that the boy does not 
detach himself from his mother and searches out other love and 
sex objects proves that the boy has not liquidated—in a friend-
ship of equality with his father—his pre-oedipal homosexuality. 
He will therefore prepare for getting ‘in trouble’ with his father 
through his difficult and provocative behavior. (Translation 
mine) 

When the father has left and the boy ‘dedicates himself’ to his 
mother, this behavior can be accompanied by real social subli-
mations, which are associated with the activities derived from 
the repression of genital and procreative sexuality, but this boy 
cannot behave sexually and affectively like an adult. He suffers 
from inferiority feelings toward men that he unconsciously iden-
tifies with his father; he can also be a hyper-genital who is al-
ways avid to get new sex partners toward whom he will never 
build real attachment, but he will show impotent in relations 
with any woman he really loves, because this is associated in his 
unconscious with the tabooed incestuous object. (Id., 88, Trans-
lation mine) 
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The messages those boys and young men are typically bombarded with are, for ex-
ample:  

—You are egoistic 

—You are like your father …  

—Think a little of your mother … 

—I’m always sitting at home, can’t you make time and show me 
around a little? 

—You should have more gratitude for your mother, etc. 

And when the boy is on the right track and really develops a unique genuine inter-
est, mother will have enough reasons to tell him that he’s inadequate for it:  

—Why do you spend so much time for this, it leads nowhere …  

—Stay with your feet on the ground, you have grandiose ideas …  

—Like your father, big mouth and little wisdom …  

—Others have done that before you, so where’s the sense of it? 

—You better spend your time taking care of your old mother! 

—Why don’t you follow my advice, you are just stubborn. 

—I always told you, but you know everything better …  

Much evil in the world done by men has its roots in a stiffening mother-son rela-
tion that deprives the young boy for years of his vital energies, blocking his emo-
tional flow to a point of self-forgetfulness. This is, then, the reason why these men 
one day explode, so to speak, for thinking of themselves for one time, and do some-
thing horrible, to a woman, a little girl, or an elder.  

And who goes to jail is always the boy, then a man, and not his mother. And that, in 
my humble opinion, should be changed. Women are to be made responsible for be-
ing abusive as mothers, not only men, as fathers! Women always claim to not being 
given enough responsibility under patriarchy, but most women bluntly deny their 
abusive attitudes toward their sons in our society, which is an abuse of responsibili-
ty, an abuse of power. However, this abuse is hidden for the most part, and often 
veiled behind feminist activism, a career or what I came to call a victim attitude. 
Women always cry for abuse when it’s about them, never when it’s about the sons 
they drive into madness, suicide, child rape or even murder. And here our criminal 
laws have definitely to be changed, definitely! 
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Of course, in the clinical and psychotherapeutic practice, codependence does not in 
the first place manifest as a parent-child problem, but as a husband-spouse prob-
lem, and that is why it comes up in marriage counseling and family therapy. And 
that is exactly what makes it so intricate and difficult to heal it in the therapeutic 
setting.  

What many practitioners overlook is that the problem does not originate in the 
partner relation but in the earlier parent-child relations that both partners went 
through and that they project, as a matter of unconscious automatisms, upon their 
partner. We all project our parent of the opposite sex upon our spouse or husband, 
only that there are two essentially different ways of doing that, a conscious way 
based on the letting-go of the parent (mourning), or an unconscious way based on 
entanglement, confusion and hate-love. 

In the Freudian terminology of the Oedipus Complex, the first alternative corre-
sponds to what Freud called a liquidated Oedipus and the second corresponds to 
what Freud called an unresolved Oedipus. 

Christopher Bagley writes in his book Child Abusers: Research and Treatment 
(2003): 

Emotional abuse causes the most long-term harm to children, 
although combinations of emotional with physical and/or sexual 
abuse cause the most harm to long-term mental health. 

But what is emotional abuse, emotional incest or covert incest? I think that today 
many men have a quite sadistic relationship with women, which is something like a 
revenge reaction or compensation for the codependence they went through with 
their mothers. Unconsciously, these men want to punish their mothers for the con-
stant humiliations, the constant withdrawal of affection, the conditioned love they 
received and the painful lack of autonomy that is the sad reality in this kind of ex-
clusive relationships.  

The main problem in our culture is the mother-son relation and as good as all our 
social and relational problems flow out from this major distortion. Many men 
project their controversial feelings toward their mothers later on their spouses, 
girlfriends, and even little girls they encounter, with the result that the ambiguous, 
ambivalent, and hardly conscious feelings of aggression they bear against their 
mothers is projected outward in society, and creates havoc in man-woman and 
man-girl relationships. 

This aggression in men comes about through the combination of lacking autonomy 
in their boyhood, absence of the father, demanding attitude of the mother for the 
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son to stay at home, strict education with frequent humiliating punishment, isola-
tion from peers through motherly overprotection, attitude to enclose the boy in an 
exclusive, intimate and emotionally abusive relation, victim attitude of the mother, 
and the explicit or hidden demonization of the boy’s peer relations, friendships and 
social life. 

A way out could be a certain persistence of the boy in the face of such a situation, 
and a firmness to be developed on his part that insists on his right to maintain rela-
tionships with peers, teens and adults other than tutelary figures and family, and 
that he asks for a certain laps of free time, every weekend, for going out alone, and 
unmonitored. This could give the young male the opportunity to speak about his 
emotional pressures, about the humiliation he suffers and his confused feelings, 
especially when the boy turns into adolescence and these feelings of aggression be-
gin to get sexualized and become more or less violent sexual urges. While generally, 
with overprotected youngsters, a problem of acceptance will occur at the beginning 
in any group relation and a certain hostility may be experienced at the start, it can 
only be beneficial for young people to leave their nest from time to time to search 
out peer company and also adult males and females, who may be in state to support 
the young boy in his rightful quest for autonomy and respect. 

The advice that I give is to strengthen personal autonomy, and to get into an inner 
dialogue with the shadow, and the inner child, in order to unveil the hidden distor-
tions in the mother-son relation that has been internalized and that can be gradual-
ly rendered conscious through this kind of work.  

The result of my now thirty years of research on abuse and sexual paraphilias is 
that these sexual distortions result from mother-son codependence that has 
reached a level of gravity to be qualified as emotional abuse, and which is to be seen 
as one of the biggest relational problems of our times. 

Unfortunately, Western psychiatry only very recently began to get a hint of the 
emotional abuse pathology; to repeat it, when I started my research, back in 1985, 
there was not yet any book published on the matter, while emotional abuse now is 
considered as the worst and most long-term form of abuse, as it’s of all abuse eti-
ologies the primary etiology.  

Sexual abuse is only one of several consequences of emotional abuse. Emotional 
abuse has become something like my research specialty and even now, I discov-
ered, relatively few books are published about it, while whole libraries have been 
written on sexual abuse and father-daughter incest.  
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Contrary to many psychiatrists, I came to believe through my research that the 
long-term psychic strain and fixations sexual abuse causes is not typically related to 
the sexual experience, if there was any, but to the following factors that are, or are 
not, present in such cases: 

—Suddenness of the experience; 

—Behavior of the adult was in conflict with social code or family 
attitude; 

—Entrapment effect that led to immediate anxiety; 

—Debasing attitude of the man of the type ‘I can have all females 
I want’; 

—Impossibility to speak up, even after the experience, that is, a 
general milieu that would endanger the child to talk to anybody 
about the experience. 

Much could be changed if anti-abuse social work could be based on these research 
insights instead of going on with tearing in the dirt certain forms of sexuality, as 
this is the common public rhetoric in today’s postmodern international consumer 
culture.  

The focus is obviously wrong, as authors such as Stevi Jackson, a feminist 
activist, and Alayne Yates, an American child psychologist, have shown in their 
books.  

—See Stevi Jackson, Childhood and Sexuality (1982) and Alayne 
Yates, Sex Without Shame: Encouraging Your Child’s Healthy 
Sexual Development (1978). 

The focus must be on fighting coercion, violence, and entrapment, not sexuality, 
and Western society should eventually learn to accept all forms of sexual behavior 
as a non-vulgar, non-harmful, non-debasing and creative human activity. Sexuality, 
after all, is a form of communication, and it’s a social, not an asocial activity. 

Together with sexual prudishness, what Western culture does in addition is to dis-
tort and pervert children’s emotional life virtually from the cradle, and the Freudi-
an myth of the Oedipus Complex has contributed to this distortion of the natural 
psychosexual growth of the child.  

Children do not grow through being codependent ersatz partners of their parents, 
and yet this is exactly what the present culture is doing with them, imprisoning 
them in the nuclear family and depriving them of the whole bunch of hairy folk 
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they were hitherto exposed to, when still growing up in the extended family and 
also a good part of the day living in the street, without being constantly monitored 
and followed up.  

The present structure virtually breeds violence, and this on a worldwide scale be-
cause the Western educational paradigm is exported all over the world within glob-
al consumer culture. 
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Chapter Two 

The Oedipal Mold 
The Myth of the ‘Oedipus Complex’ 

What means ‘Oedipus Complex?’ 
Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), an Austrian neurologist and co-founder of the psy-
choanalytic school of psychology believed that psychosexual growth comes in three 
stages, the so-called oral phase (0 to 2 years), anal phase (2 to 4 years) and geni-
tal phase (4 to 7 years), followed by the latency period (7 to 11 years) and adoles-
cence (11 to 16 years) and that the child invariably passes through these stages. 

—I have oversimplified the age groups here for easier under-
standing; in reality the borderline between the phases is not that 
clear-cut. Most psychoanalysts, for example, let the oral phase 
end with the age of 18 months of the infant, and put this also as 
the ideal end of the primary symbiosis with the mother. In addi-
tion, it has to be seen that children are not automatons and do 
not follow those schemes on the letter, which is especially true 
for highly gifted children. It is known, to give an example out of 
context, that the late pianist Arthur Rubinstein did not speak be-
fore the age of three, but he spoke at once several languages. 

In addition, Freud argued that the intrinsic setup of the sexual drive structure was 
taking place through identifications, especially the identification, during the anal 
phase, with the parent of the same sex, that Freud called homosexual identification 
and the following heterosexual identification with the parent of the opposite sex, 
during the genital phase.  

This latter sprocket in the psychosexual process of sexual growth was called Oedi-
pus Complex by Freud. More specifically Freud and later psychoanalysis require 
the child to successfully liquidate each phase or fixation, and conclude that if a 
child was not able to do such liquidation, the sexual energy would become stuck in 
the particular phase where the development was arrested with poignant conse-
quences on sexual habits. 

For example it is argued that when a child does not successfully liquidate the Oedi-
pus Complex by developing a strong heterosexual relationship with the parent of 
the opposite sex (without however acting this attraction out as incest), then the 
child was likely to become homosexual later on. Freud has found this first for boys 
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with regard to their mother, and later added it on for the girl-father relationship, 
which he called Electra Complex. 

Is the Oedipus Complex Universal? 
I think a number of intelligent and child-loving people find it makes sense when 
Freud affirmed the basic sexual nature of the child and infantile sexuality. But my 
question is if this understanding really implies that they see and acknowledge 
Western culture’s fundamental denial of the child’s affective, emotional and sexual 
complexity?  

As a parent, to allow one’s child to be sexual in a culture that actually is against that 
kind of freedom, really is a challenge; that is why only when parents get the whole 
picture, they can do what needs to be done. If parents are wishy-washy on this 
question, and half-hearted, it makes it probably only worse. 

When I was starting my research, I honestly had no idea that children could have 
an authentic sexual life in the sense of engaging in penetratory embrace, not just in 
the sense of being autoerotic through masturbation or mutual masturbation with a 
friend. I learnt these facts through anthropological field work, ethnological reports 
published by Bronislaw Malinowski, Margaret Mead, and others, and through liter-
ature on alternative childhood, and children in the counter-culture. 

—See, for example, Bronislaw Malinowski, The Sexual Life of 
Savages in North West Melanesia (1929) and Sex and Repres-
sion in Savage Society (1927/1985), Margaret Mead, Sex and 
Temperament in Three Primitive Societies (1935), Susanne Cho, 
Kindheit und Sexualität im Wandel der Kulturgeschichte (1983), 
Larry L. & Joan M. Constantine, Treasures of the Island: Chil-
dren in Alternative Lifestyles (1976) and Where Are the Kids? 
(1977), V. Elwin, The Muria and their Ghotul (1947), Richard L. 
Currier, Juvenile Sexuality in Global Perspective, in : Children & 
Sex, New Findings, New Perspectives (1981), pp. 9 ff. 

In the absence of this vital and important knowledge, Freud’s theory that children’s 
psychosexual development is a process of libidinal identifications was for me an at-
tractive surrogate for the real knowledge!  

And it is an attractive lie, for it justifies the existence of the holy consumer family 
with a child as the main stage clown who is used and abused under the pretext of 
his or her ‘infantile’ needs—while the reality is that this psychological construct 
rather serves the the parents’ needs for emotional security and the socially sancti-
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fied and legally imposed avoidance of children’s real autonomy through real erotic 
experience with people outside of the nuclear family. 

The myth of ‘infantile sexuality’ is obviously a reductionist and pseudo-scientific 
cover-up needed by today’s mainstream child psychology to continue their blinding 
out the fact that the child is a complete human from birth! It could appropriately be 
called child sex mythology! Freud was the avatar for what later became, and today 
still is, the mainstream paradigm in child psychology and education.  

 One of the pitfalls of our modern educational system is the exclusion and societal 
blinding out of parameters that serve to build identity through self-knowledge, in-
tuitive or inner knowledge, paranormal knowledge, pre-life knowledge and rela-
tional experience. The identity that is said to be the only possible mold according to 
Western mainstream psychiatry is a derived, not a genuine, identity. It is derived 
from the parents’ identities.  

For a boy, for example, the process will be identification with the father, as primary 
homosexual identification, during the anal phase and identification with the moth-
er, as secondary heterosexual identification during the genital phase. True identity 
is built, according to this system, when the boy has successfully liquidated the 
Oedipus Complex by having developed enough aggression against the father and 
enough castration of his incestuous desire toward the mother at the same time.  

That this system is built upon the grave of child sexuality, in the sense of child-child 
sexual activity is clear from the start. It was clear to Freud but he thought that a 
deeper yielding to the core of nature’s laws would throw Western bourgeoisie into 
chaos. 

I critically reviewed Freud’s theory of infantile sexuality and came to the conclusion 
that Freud’s scheme is clearly detrimental to the child’s building autonomy, by 
keeping the consumer child in pseudo-fusional dependence on their parents, thus 
creating codependence and perversion, and a fake heterosexuality that covers up all 
the undealt-with secondary drives that are produced by forcefully impeding the 
child from living out their natural emosexual attraction toward peers.  

My wake up call had come not from psychology, but from the side of anthropology 
and the insights I got through my studies of the human energy field, the energetic 
functionality of the organism and the nature of the bioenergy. 

—See Peter Fritz Walter, The Energy Nature of Human Emo-
tions and Sexual Attraction: A Systemic Analysis of Emotional 
Identity in the Human Sexual Response, 2015. 
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It was first of all through the anthropological findings of Bronislaw Malinowski and 
Margaret Mead and their observations of biologically healthy child-child sexuality 
with the Melanesian Trobriand culture, and other tribal cultures, that brought 
about a change in my regard upon child sexuality. 

We have two ways to create a new reality, in which society, recognizing the child’s 
affective, emotional and sexual complexity and high bioenergetic charge, sets up 
new and comprehensive forms of child-rearing: 

‣ by confining the child in an oedipal triangle within the 
nuclear family, depriving them of non-incestuous erotic 
relations, and thereby artificially raising their geron-
tophilic eroticism, while projecting this eroticism exclu-
sively upon the parents, and in turn creating a striking 
conflict within the child’s psychosomatic setup; 
 
or 

‣ by transforming mainstream culture and granting chil-
dren their own domain of intimacy, outside of the par-
ent’s embrace, allowing the child to live their affective, 
emotional and sexual complexity in freedom, thus help-
ing the child to build true autonomy and self-reliance. 

The first alternative leads to the consumer child. The second alternative leads to a 
complete human. 

To summarize, Sigmund Freud has significantly contributed to consolidating what 
I call Oedipal Culture, to a point to have prepared the subtle ideological soil for 
postmodern international consumer culture. Freud has less significantly con-
tributed to helping the modern child consolidating their natural quest for autono-
my and self-reliance, and their birthright for an unobserved realm of intimacy, 
outside of the jovially persecutory parental and educational embrace, if not to be 
kept save from the Kindergarten regime of slave-puppets to their culturally per-
verted and schizoid parents and educators. 

Criticism of the Theory 
I present my critique of Freud’s theory of the Oedipus Complex here in eight dis-
tinct points. 

Restricted Validity 
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The Freudian scheme of ‘infantile sexuality’ is only if ever valid for cultures where 
child-child erotic relations are forbidden and structurally impaired, that is, for pa-
triarchal culture and postmodern international consumer culture as the successor, 
in a new garment, of the patriarchal rut; 

Cultural Conditioning toward Homosexuality 
The Freudian scheme represents systematic perversion of the child and implies the 
cultural conditioning toward homosexuality because identification is not the natur-
al way for the child to build his drive structure, and to individuate, but a culturally 
conditioned one, which is why I call this culture also Hero Culture, implying the 
child is molded after their parents taken as cultural standard molds, and not in re-
lation to their own specific soul structure, and emotional setup. 

A Distorted Psychosexual Base Structure 
Building homosexual attraction before building heterosexual attraction is not the 
way nature builds our psychosexual structure, but is a pure projection upon nature. 
Small boys are erotically attracted to their mothers and girls to their fathers, and 
not homosexually toward their same-sex parents. This is so from birth, not just 
from age four or five, as the Freudian myth assumes. When, as this is admittedly 
often the case within patriarchal cultures, children are well homosexually fixated 
upon their same-sex parent, and refuse to open up for embracing their parent of 
the opposite sex, exhibiting anxiety in front of anything erotic, this is so because 
the child is narcissistic and neurotic. Needless to add that the neurotic child is of 
course not the natural child; when this happens, it has a reason, as it does not hap-
pen with children who are educated with love.  

I have personally seen it over and over with children whose parent of the same sex 
gives only conditioned love, and where children lack emotional constancy and se-
curity with their parents, or even grow in disruptive and dysfunctional families. 

Mechanistic View of Sexuality 
Freud’s professional and private life philosophy was patriarchal and at the same 
time materialistic, and mechanistic. He had discarded out of his life any spirituality 
as well as his wistful Jewish tradition, and most of his theories defy truly spiritual 
insights and truths. The very essence of a holistic worldview, that sees the hidden 
connections was alien to Freud. This was one of the reasons that his relational life 
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was full of strife and disruption, and ended in many painful separations and per-
sonal conflicts.  

It can be said, cum grano salis, that Freud was abandoned later in his life by all his 
real friends, which was one element in the etiology of his atrociously painful death 
of jaw cancer.  

When we consider that we are talking about love, and erotic attraction, when we 
talk about the psychosexual growth of the child, it denotes confusion to choose 
Freud as the authority on the matter. He was not. That Freud’s theories are slavish-
ly followed till today has political reasons, and is in no way to attribute to any real 
insights he had. In fact, Freud’s psychosexual theories are the ideological base jus-
tification for the enslavement of the consumer child, with all that results from this 
cultural perversion. 

Nature Fosters Copulation, Not Masturbation 
Freud overlooked not only female sexuality, as the feminist movement rightfully 
alleges, but he also overlooked that the small child is not an autoerotic freak and 
serial masturbator when being allowed to have full relations with other children. 
Freud ignored the real natural emotional and sexual growth processes in children, 
as they are amply demonstrated by non-patriarchal cultures where children enjoy 
full sexual freedom from early childhood. In these cultures, children engage in sex-
ual peer relations that are tolerated and encouraged, but not interfered with by 
tutelary adults, as shown by the ample research of Bronislaw Malinowski, Margaret 
Mead and Wilhelm Reich, and many others. 

—See Bronislaw Malinowski, Crime and Custom in Savage Soci-
ety (1926), Sex and Repression in Savage Society (1927), The 
Sexual Life of Savages in North West Melanesia (1929), Mar-
garet Mead, Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies 
(1935), Floyd M. Martinson, Infant and Child Sexuality (1973), 
The Quality of Adolescent Experiences (1974), The Sex Educa-
tion of Young Children, in: Lorna Brown (Ed.), Sex Education in 
the Eighties (1981), The Sexual Life of Children (1994), Children 
and Sex, Part II: Childhood Sexuality, in: Bullough & Bullough, 
Human Sexuality (1994), and Wilhelm Reich, Children of the 
Future (1950). 

The ‘Oedipal Family’ Brings Perversion, not Sanity 
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Freud’s system reflects the power structures of patriarchal society; he just put 
names on things that were already there. In fact, today’s global consumer society is 
unthinkable without the conditioning dogma of the Oedipus Complex, the resulting 
parent-child codependence and the confusion it brings about in the mind of the 
child. Truly, when natural peer relations are forbidden to the child and because au-
tonomy and self-thinking abilities of the child are replaced to a large extent by sys-
tem-conform consumer conditioning, the way is open for total addiction in form of 
non-ending consumption. The result is the perverse consumer child, and the so-
called citizen, that are both based on the massacre of the original primal child that 
was naturally heterosexual—and more generally so, sexual in the first place. 

The Oedipal Theory is Pseudo-Science 
The theory of the polymorphously perverse infant that was erected by Freud is a 
result of the mechanistic science tradition along the lines of Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, La Mettrie, Baron d'Holbach, René Descartes and others, which consid-
ered man being a machine and infants to be born as a tabula rasa. While this view 
today is scientifically outdated and while we know that infants are born with a full 
heritage of former incarnations and resulting imprints in the soul, positivistic mod-
ern child-psychology has to this day not done the necessary shift from a blind 
mechanistic and highly doctrinaire pseudo-science into a real holistic science of the 
bioenergy. I have created this science and call it Emonics (Emotional Identity Code 
Science). Emonics assumes that our emotional identity is a soul imprint, which is 
the blueprint of our later individuality. It also assumes that all in life is a function 
of the human energy field or quantum vacuum. Sexuality is but flowing vital energy 
and has little to do with the mechanistic assumptions ignorant sexology and doc-
trinaire psychology as well as myth-ridden psychoanalysis projected upon it. 

—See Peter Fritz Walter, The Energy Nature of Human Emo-
tions and Sexual Attraction (2015), already quoted. 

Oedipal Reality means Cultural Slavery 
Responsible parents raise their children in total opposition to Freud and the cul-
tural slavery that his theories and the power structures of patriarchal society re-
quire, and give their children ample opportunity for peer-peer, and peer-adult, 
emotional and sexual relations, by interfering as little as possible in their children’s 
love lives, which includes avoiding both emotional and sexual incest, while at the 
same time encouraging the child to project their libido upon figures outside of the 
family framework. 
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Oedipal Culture: Castration or Permissiveness? 
My criticism of Oedipal Culture is inextricably woven with my critique of Sigmund 
Freud’s ‘cultural’ concept of psychoanalysis, and here especially my revision of his 
theory of the Oedipus Complex.  

Many young parents believe psychoanalysis had contributed to the liberation of the 
child; they tend to think it was a professional vintage of permissiveness, or a vari-
ant of permissive education. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Freudian 
psychoanalysis, applied to children is not permissive, it is normative; it is actually a 
tool for forging the ideal consumer child within a consumer culture based upon or-
dained consumption. As such, it is an ideological pillar for the functioning of a so-
ciety that, as a matter of economic necessity, needs to repress natural pleasure be-
cause it replaces it by consumer pleasure. 

Psychoanalysis is not permissive at all. It can be proven statistically that the word 
most used in psychoanalytic publications is the word castration. 

Castration is a highly violent term that suggests the cutting off of the male sexual 
organ or the infibulation of the female sexual organ, the latter often also being 
called clitoridectomy. While psychoanalysis suggests to use a mythical or 
metaphorical vocabulary, this vocabulary becomes strangely real when it goes to 
take a measure that will affect the long-term destiny of a child or a family. In dis-
carding out children who are judged as sex offenders or social delinquents, psycho-
analysis exerts its full social power in that it can put people, not only adults, but 
also children, in jail. The children’s jails are cutely called educational rehabilitation 
centers, but their regulating principles are the same as those of jails for adults, 
however with the difference that in child jails to this very day constitutional princi-
ples are not applied, while those principles are well in place for adult prisons.  

This shows, more than anything else, the true attitude of Oedipal Culture toward 
children, as it shows the devil’s face of this matter called child protection. 
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Are Masturbating Children Better Citizens? 
Françoise Dolto, the late French child therapist and psychoanalyst was very out-
spoken about the benefits of masturbation but I interject that we are not set in the 
world to masturbate, but to copulate and lovingly embrace others.  

We are not set in the world to engage in endless autoerotic self-satisfaction, but to 
use our natural erotic desire for building relationships. In this sense, sexuality is 
social, a social factor, and social behavior. Hence, people who are sexual are more 
social than those who repress their sexual wishes.  

Child development, as a whole, today cunningly cheats about this fact and relegates 
the child to eternal masturbation in the name of their own best. Children are en-
couraged to develop the habit of masturbation, instead of learning to make love 
with another human, which is the real, and natural, form of loving sexual embrace. 
What a split paradigm this is! The child is encouraged to be autoerotic, which 
means narcissistic, and to develop erotic fixations upon their parents, but violently, 
with all the police power of modern society, withheld from engaging in what is 
most natural: to embrace others lovingly, others who are not incestuous objects, 
and thus peer children and adults other than their parents.  

Sorry, I believe that Western culture’s child-rearing paradigm, whatever Dolto and 
others had and have to say about it, is perverse, as it really puts life upside down in 
the name of culture, morality or whatever other fake arguments. Dolto encourages 
professionals to take note of the child’s sexuality to better serve the child, but what 
does this service look like down the road? To transform loving children into egois-
tic masturbators and incestuously fixated psychopaths?  

The functional organic troubles of children she mentions in her books are often the 
result of love prohibitions, not prohibitions to masturbate, but prohibitions to have 
real love relations outside of the family, and to have the basic freedom to build such 
love relations in the first place. See the following quote from Psychanalyse et Pédi-
atrie (1971): 

All those who study behavior problems, functional organic trou-
bles, the educators, the doctors in the true sense of the term, 
must have notions about the role of libidinal life and know that 
sexual education is the grain for the social adaptation of the in-
dividual. (Id., 63, Translation mine) 

It is of course true what Dolto says about the negative effects of prohibiting mas-
turbation. But the trick is that the reverse argumentation is not per se correct. To 
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allow masturbation does not mean to per se give the child real freedom for love. 
This is the logic error here, and here is where society cheats the child and argues 
from an irrational and mystical position that is not factually verifiable. The proto-
type example for this mysticism is where society or psychoanalysis—and here they 
lovingly coincide in their spanking the consumer child—speak about pedophilia 
when the question is not giving pedophiles their right, but giving children their 
right to love adults. These are two different matters, do what you will, but they are 
thrown in one pot and judged as one and the same thing. Here is exactly where the 
trail of lies begins. Dolto writes: 

To prohibit the child to masturbate and sexual curiosity means 
to force the child to pay unnecessary attention to activities and 
which normally, before puberty, are unconscious or precon-
scious. (…) Developing consciousness prematurely in an at-
mosphere of guilt does great harm to the development of the 
child because it deprives the child of ways to use their vital ener-
gies (libido) that is inherent in those spontaneous activities. 
Psychically healthy children who have mastered the genital stage 
are toilet-trained, graceful in their body and dexterous with 
their hands, they talk well, listen and observe a lot, like to imi-
tate what they see others doing, ask questions and expect truth-
ful answers, and when they don’t receive them, begin to make up 
magical explanations. (Id., 66, Translation mine) 

The truth is that normal masturbation does not at all fatigue the 
child, but appeases the phallic vital tension of which give his 
erections ample evidence. Masturbation provides the child with 
physiological and affective relaxation which does not equal in 
intensity the orgasm of an adult as there is no ejaculation (…) 
(Id., 70, Translation mine) 

The Dogma of the Autoerotic Consumer Child 
It goes without saying that for those who are against all expressions of children’s 
eroticism, Dolto’s ideas about child masturbation must sound somewhat progres-
sive or permissive. But from the background of the larger picture that I am trying to 
paint here, masturbation, while it’s good of course and while many children need it 
just for getting rid of their surplus bioenergetic charge, is not the real thing what 
the child needs and asks for. To repeat it, we are born to learn copulating, not mas-
turbating, and what children should learn instead of becoming proud masturbators 
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is to become humble partners in a real sexual embrace where set and setting are 
correct, and where there is mutual respect, dignity, love and acceptance.  

To say this, excuse me, is not an apology for pedophilia, as such a social policy, 
once enacted, would naturally lead, just as in most native cultures, to sexual rela-
tions among children.  

If a random number of children choose adult mates, this then has to be respected, 
for there can only be one result when we give the child the right for free choice rela-
tions. If children are free to choose their mates, they must be allowed to have adult 
partners as well. To do so does not imply a legal implementation of pedophilia as a 
new social and legal paradigm, let me be explicit about this!  

However, it well implies that there is no criminal punishment for adults who en-
gage in sexual relations with consenting children. But as matters are in our culture, 
the basic resistance against children as erotic beings is not even child-adult sexual 
interaction, but even more so, child-child sexual interaction. According to Freud’s 
cultural preservation theory, to admit and endorse child-child sexual relations is 
against the setup of our culture.  

This dogmatic position of Freud is documented and led to a number of conflicts 
with his students. It was the main reason for Wilhelm Reich taking a distance to 
Freud, after the latter said regarding Reich’s activism for the sexual liberation of 
children ‘Culture must prevail!’ 

Françoise Dolto, when I interviewed her in 1986 in Paris, put it in the following 
terms: 

It is true that Freud was normative in this matter. But why not? 
The task of psychoanalysis is not to bring about a social revolu-
tion or changing the cultural paradigm. We are here as psycho-
analysts to heal the neurosis, in the individual case, that comes 
from the cultural repression of the child’s sexuality. This is our 
task, not more and not less. Freud has seen it in the same way. 
(Quoted from memory. Translation mine) 

Hordes of slave-psychoanalysts follow their master in this greatest myth of all 
myths that Freud created with the whole of his doctrine of the Oedipus Complex. It 
may be against our tradition to eventually accept the child’s full sexual freedom, 
but every culture can change, and only when it’s in constant change, it’s alive. A 
culture that never changes is a dead culture, and a dead culture is a no-culture.  
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In truth, what Freud ordained here as some kind of cultural imperative was a 
command to uphold patriarchy, so he was not that progressive child-loving psycho-
analyst that history has made out of him, but a reactionary! And his doctrine, then, 
is a recipe for cultural neurosis and stagnation, not for cultural progress. 

The advice Françoise Dolto gives to parents for the child who is found to mastur-
bate often is equally ambiguous, and suspiciously on the line of Freud’s cultural 
reasoning.  

She argues such a child would have to be initiated. And until here I agree. But she 
continues that such a child has to be initiated into superior activities, which require 
a higher mental level than those usually reserved for children of that age. 

[W]hen you see a child masturbating often, a child who is nor-
mal, you can be certain it’s a gifted child that should be initiated 
into superior activities, which require a higher mental level than 
those usually reserved for children of that age. But even more 
often, it’s a neurotic child for whom masturbation has become 
an obsessional habit. Such a child must be given treatment, not 
punishment. To intimidate the child, or even prohibit masturba-
tion will impair the development of the child; in case the child 
obeys the prohibition he will become dull and insensitive, and if 
he does not obey he will become instable, angry, undisciplined 
and revolted. Neither of this is intended to be brought about by 
the adults who react in those ways; but this is what adults are 
doing to children, without knowing what they are doing. (Psych-
analyse et Pédiatrie (1971), 74. Translation mine) 

Intellect Boosting for Sexually Demanding Children 
That means a child who is longing for stronger sexual fulfillment than that of mas-
turbation has to receive a boost of their intellect. That is really giving a child a pear 
who asks for an apple. What such a child naturally wants is to be initiated into lov-
ing copulation, because in masturbation, as my research on the human energy field 
clearly shows, the vital energy level is well brought to a new balance through or-
gasm, but that is not all there is in sexual love.  

What is perhaps even more essential than the sexual abreaction is the tactile expe-
rience of two nude bodies being close in excitation for a while, which results in a 
high-level exchange of bioelectricity and emotional flow which is like feeding our 
internal batteries, strengthening our immune system and working counter to the 
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aging process. From this larger picture that I tried to paint here, the pretended rev-
olution of so-called infantile sexuality sounds like a bad joke, if it was not a bad 
trick, and actually a big lie and a real enslavement of the child in the name of a life-
denying dead culture that knows only to consume and to possess, and as a result, to 
conquer and to rape, but not to live and to love and respectfully embrace. 

Of course, what Dolto reasons here about the development of the rational mind is 
all true; it’s genitality that brings about the objective mind. But our society is not a 
group of genitally developed individuals, which is why it is so deeply irrational and 
mystical, and so little responsible. Our society is one of anally fixated fabulators 
who are caught in the trap of mysticism that they call, in their madness, psycho-
analysis.  

To take an ideological crap science and culture-protection system such as psycho-
analysis for the ultimate truth about life or childhood is about the greatest madness 
I have ever heard of in my life. What Dolto says in the following quotes is valid even 
more for real genital cultures such as the Trobriand islands where children learn to 
copulate from early age, and not, as in our culture, to become virtuous masturba-
tors and pleasing night cushions for their emotionally frustrated parents. The dif-
ference is that they do not need the whole of the Oedipal construct, with its detour 
to arrive at genitality and heterosexuality via homosexuality, simply because they 
give real freedom to their children, and real sexuality, not a perverted form of it. 
And that is why the outcome is real heterosexuality, and not, as in our culture, fake 
heterosexuality. 

It is only after the liquidation of the Oedipus that thought can 
be put at the service of so-called altruistic sexuality, which 
means that seeking narcissistic satisfactions must have been 
overcome, without however invalidating those satisfactions. In 
the genital state, thought is characterized by common sense, 
prudence, and objective observation. It's what we call rational 
thought. (Id., 54, Translation mine) 

Qualifying Oedipal Castration as Child Abuse? 
My criticism of Dolto, as I was on good terms with her and exchanged with her for 
a while, may sound strange and exaggerated, but it is not in any way directed 
against her personally. I am speaking here about the perversity of the whole of psy-
choanalysis, the whole theater and comedy it represents, the grotesque family sce-
narios it plans and puts on stage, and the whole abstruse worldview it embodies. 
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What Dolto explains in the following quotes is certainly true, sadly true, as it exact-
ly shows the shadow side of the whole of the Oedipal construct, and what it results 
in when the boy does not make it to ‘liquidate his Oedipus,’ as psychoanalysts ex-
press it. And yes, the problem is more stringent with boys than with girls, for rea-
sons we do not yet fully understand, but it has been argued by many psychologists 
that men generally are psychically more fragile than women. 

There are boys who stay lovingly fixated upon their mothers; 
their behavior is characterized by the fact that they do not at-
tempt to ‘seduce’ any other woman. If the father is alive, the two 
men are constantly disputing, for the fact that the boy does not 
detach himself from his mother and searches out other love and 
sex objects proves that the boy has not liquidated—in a friend-
ship of equality with his father—his pre-oedipal homosexuality. 
He will therefore prepare for getting ‘in trouble’ with his father 
through his difficult and provocative behavior. (Id., 88, Transla-
tion mine) 

When the father has left and the boy ‘dedicates himself’ to his 
mother, this behavior can be accompanied by real social subli-
mations, which are associated with the activities derived from 
the repression of genital and procreative sexuality, but this boy 
cannot behave sexually and affectively like an adult. He suffers 
from inferiority feelings toward men that he unconsciously iden-
tifies with his father; he can also be a hyper-genital who is al-
ways avid to get new sex partners toward whom he will never 
build real attachment, but he will show impotent in relations 
with any woman he really loves, because this is associated in his 
unconscious with the tabooed incestuous object. (Id., 88-89, 
Translation mine) 

This is how the superego of the boy becomes very early rigid 
(…); the reason for this is the necessity to repress the heterosex-
ual desire in the ‘maternal sphere’ (Id., 89, Translation mine) 

The symbiotic fixation upon a parent, especially the mother, beyond the natural 
mother-infant symbiosis, and thus after the age of 18 months of the infant, is 
pathological and it brings about a clear reduction of intelligence because of the en-
tanglement of the vital energies of parent and child. This is particularly true, as 
Dolto, points it out, in the mother-son relation, and much less in the father-daugh-
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ter relation because the mother-matrix has naturally a greater attraction power for 
the child than the father-spermgiver.  

When mothers do not encourage their children to develop autonomy, they are on 
the best way to entangle their children in a codependence where the parent is the 
winner and the child the loser, and where the child, in most cases without parent 
and child being really conscious about that, becomes the ersatz-mate for the par-
ent. While this mating is in most cases not sexual, the consequences of mother-son 
codependence are devastating. 

I talk about emotional abuse in cases where the parent has received clear signals 
from the child for being granted more freedom and autonomy, but does repeatedly 
not comply with this request, or even actively cuts down or prohibits love and erot-
ic relations of the child with persons outside of the family, whatever their age.  

Last not least, it doesn’t come as a surprise when Dolto categorically judges per-
verse behavior and social delinquency as the result of a non-liquidated Oedipus, or 
one that is not yet liquidated. 

[P]erverse behavior or social delinquents, both are the result of 
a non-liquidated Oedipus, or a not yet liquidated one. (Id., 130, 
Translation mine) 

Rationality vs. Oedipal Mysticism 
The judgmental attitude of psychoanalysis is not surprising; it shows how devastat-
ing the Oedipal construct is at the end of the day, together with all the cultural 
weed that has grown around it. This insight, that is shared by most psychoanalysts 
and psychiatrists is not the real bomb; the real bomb is the fact that our society tol-
erates psychiatric nonsense that perverts our children into potential violent perpe-
trators, using a construct for the psychosexual growth of our children that is anti-
life, dysfunctional, dangerous and unnatural. 

There must be an awakening one day; perhaps a movement is to be created that is 
similar to Antipsychiatry in that it clearly unveils the social utilitarianism of Oedi-
pal Culture’s child development paradigm because what it creates is not psychic 
health and responsible citizens but emotional and sexual cripples and a horde of 
silent anarchists who, while paying lip service to order and morality, are in fact 
barbarous uncivilized rapists because they have never ever learnt to copulate and 
embrace another in love when they were young and still open for sexual learning. 
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Modern rape research has shown that rapists are highly sexually inexperienced in-
dividuals who foster in most cases a highly repressive and moralistic worldview. 
These people suffer not from too much but from too little permissiveness and a 
blown-up super ego, and they are usually endorsing educational violence. In addi-
tion it has been shown that they are hostile toward healthy and caring touch, and 
suffer from actual tactile deprivation. It is for this reason correct when researchers 
on the roots of violence, such as Dr. James W. Prescott, suggest to treat sex offend-
ers with sexual permissiveness, granting them relaxation, massage, psychotherapy 
and frequent loving sexual embrace. 

—See, for example, James W. Prescott, Body Pleasure and the 
Origins of Violence (1975) and Deprivation of Physical Affection 
as a Primary Process in the Development of Physical Violence, A 
Comparative and Cross-Cultural Perspective, in: David G. Gil, 
ed., Child Abuse and Violence (1979), pp. 77, 78. 

Seen from a social policy point of view, we must conclude that it’s exactly this de-
nial of real child sexuality in the form of an active involvement of children in love 
relations outside of the family that renders our culture so outright false, morally 
corrupt, violent and destructive. And what we get from the pulpit of psychoanalysis 
here is but reject and denial, a false, jovial and grinning pseudo permissiveness 
which is an outright betrayal of the child, together with cathedral lectures from a 
blown-up patriarchal superego incarnated in women like Dolto, who ‘speak the 
rude truth in all ways,’ to paraphrase Emerson. Only that contrary to Emerson’s, 
this truth does not liberate, but enchains our children in more codependence, more 
emotional entanglement and abuse and more murderous fascist ideologies to come 
from this soil of a deeply perverted psychosexual base structure, which is the rotten 
foundation of our culture. 

Oedipal Hero 
Oedipal Hero is a term I forged for an individual, usually of male sex, who suffers 
from a specific pathology that comes from a combination of unresolved Oedipus 
Complex and a narcissistic fixation. In my view, modern psychiatry has just begun 
to identify this problem, and my approach to scientifically and psychologically out-
line this pathology is therefore to be seen as a pioneering work. 

I use the term Oedipal Culture or Oedipal Consciousness synonymously with a 
range of similar expressions so as to denote the complex process of denial of truth 
about the cyclic and pleasure-bound nature of life through the repression of the 
child’s emonic vitality. Wilhelm Reich wrote in Ether, God and Devil (1949/1972): 
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The unarmored organism does not know an impulse to rape and 
murder little girls, or to get pleasure through violence. It is 
therefore indifferent toward all moral rules that try to repress 
such impulses. It cannot comprehend that one has intercourse 
with another only because there is an opportunity for it, for ex-
ample being in one and the same room with a person of the oth-
er sex. The armored character, by contrast, cannot envision an 
orderly life without coercive laws against rape and lust murder. 

While the true reason for repressing the child’s emotional vitality is hardly ever dis-
cussed in international consumer culture, the lifting of the veil behind so-called 
morality used to be a strong domain of post-revolution French philosophy.  

Most people in modern consumer culture really believe the main reason for inhibit-
ing the child’s free sexuality had to do with morality or with a concern for protect-
ing the child’s natural vulnerability. This cultural and social naiveté strongly con-
trasts with other cultures’ perspective, such as the French or Hispanic cultures, and 
it stringently contradicts the life and love philosophy of most tribal cultures. 

French social historians such as Michel Foucault and social philosophers such as 
Gilles Deleuze have clearly demonstrated that the reasons for the child’s emotional 
castration are to be found in the setup of Western consumer economy.  

—See Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. I : The Will 
to Knowledge (1976/1998), The History of Sexuality, Vol. II : 
The Use of Pleasure (1984/1998), The History of Sexuality, Vol. 
III : The Care of Self (1984/1998) and Gilles Deleuze & Felix 
Guattari, L’Anti-Oedipe: Capitalisme et Schizophrénie (1973). 

It has economic, and not moral reasons why the Western consumer child is relegat-
ed to forced orality and deprived of tactile stimulation.  

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, in their philosophical exposé Anti-Oedipus, Cap-
italism & Schizophrenia, set out to formulate a detailed philosophical, logical and 
ethical critique of Freud’s theory of the Oedipus Complex. 

To illustrate my own point of view, subject to several of my books, I will provide 
here some quotes of this major philosophical and psychoanalytic treatise. All the 
quotes are my own translation from the French original. 

People often believe that with Oedipus, it’s easy, and you can 
take that for granted. But it is not so: Oedipus presupposes an 
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extraordinary repression of desiring machines. And why, and for 
what reason? (Id., 8) 

Does Oedipal imperialism only require to abandon biological re-
alism? Or has something else, infinitely more powerful, been 
sacrificed to Oedipus? (Id., 63) 

The un-Oedipal nature of desire production continues to exist, 
but is aligned with Oedipal coordinates that translate it in ’pre-
Oedipal’, ’para-Oedipal’ or ’quasi-Oedipal,’ etc. (Id., 65) 
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Chapter Three 

Oedipal Hero 
A Yet Uninvestigated Psychiatric Problem 
Since long I carry with me the idea to write about what I perceive is a barely inves-
tigated behavior pattern to be found among those raised since the baby boom in the 
1970s and 80s, and for the most part without breastfeeding. And they have suffered 
from tactile and sensual deprivation in many other forms as well, as that genera-
tion was growing under the spell of a really devilish pediatrics that in its life-deny-
ing ignorance arrogantly kept parents from touching their children. Co-sleeping of 
parents and children, originally an activity that forms part of the natural continu-
um, was declared a crime, and assumed to be just another form of covert incest 
they had discovered as the newest cry in fashionable popular psychology. 

—See the important study of Jean Liedloff, The Continuum Con-
cept (1977/1986) that was written in that same era of the 1970s, 
and that clearly marks the turning point in that it shows with 
much anthropological evidence that Western culture was clearly 
steering into an abyss with their modern touch-denying chil-
drearing paradigm. 

Parents caressing their children were blamed as perversely sensuous and weak, as 
fondling and caressing was connoted with ‘spoiling the child.’  

Sexual permissiveness, while often declared as in for educated people, turned out 
to be a media bluff, as researchers clearly unveiled. 

—See John P. Alston & Francis Tucker, The Myth of Sexual 
Permissiveness (1973). 

This alienated child-rearing paradigm, Made in USA, as so much of the same that 
is now exported worldwide, was assiduously absorbed and cloned by parents in 
Britain, Australia, Germany and France, and to a lesser extent in Italy, Spain or 
Greece. In fact, Mediterranean culture was always strongly in favor of sensuality in 
the parent-child relation, and generally is much more erotically intelligent as any 
country from the Anglo-Saxon world with their debilitating history of life-and-love-
denying Puritanism.  

Even today, while most of Spockian assumptions have been found to betray the 
very core of healthy nutrient childcare, Dr. Spock’s manual is still sold.  
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—See for example, Dr. Spock’s Baby and Childcare (2004). 

And, interesting coincidence, the Dr. Spock who wrote it has not little in common 
with the character of the same name in Star Wars. Both emphasize the priority and 
supremacy of the intellect, and belittle, if not deny, the innate intelligence of our 
emotions. The star war plot explains that the Vulcans have assessed themselves as 
being ‘too emotional,’ which had created strife and turmoil in their relationships 
and political dealings.  

As a result and as it were as a remedy for their high emotionality, they did away 
with emotions as much as they could, developing something like a Spartan attitude 
or lifestyle, which puts rationality first, as something like a supreme value, and 
which assures that in all their shortcomings, the intellect always got the overhand 
over their emotions. Facial expression, way of addressing others, verbal communi-
cation and body language of Spock expresses this attitude very concisely. His dic-
tion is short and crisp, his remarks to the point, his empathy one of polite and cal-
culated aloofness, his critique biting and always brilliant. 

He is able to demonstrate to everybody around that he’s intellectually superior, by 
nature, or by birth, simply because he’s a Vulcan. But this attitude, we know it very 
well among us other humans! And this is one of the attitudes of the Oedipal Hero I 
am going to talk about in this chapter, because attitudes betray. Attitudes are sign 
posts, not just the little critter in our daily relationships.  

I do not say that Star Wars is a particularly Oedipal kind of production. In Star 
Wars, the Oedipal Hero is given a three-fold expression, part being incarnated by 
Captain Kirk, part by Spock and last part, the hero’s shadow, by Darth Vader.  

But this book is not about Star Wars, and this was just an example. This book is not 
about movies either, but about psychology. I would say it’s the psychology of psy-
choanalysis, the truth about this tragic character called Oedipus that Sigmund 
Freud dug out from the Greek’s huge reservoir of mythology for explaining the 
child’s psychosexual development.  

To put things in straight terms, and to give an idea what this rather queer book 
about, let me say this. I have not just vague, but clear-cut objections against Freud’s 
theory and have put them up in eight points.  

—See Peter Fritz Walter, Normative Psychoanalysis: How the 
Oedipal Dogma Shapes Consumer Culture (Scholarly Articles, 
Vol. 14), 2015, Kindle Edition 2017. 
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I will not repeat this critique here because this is not what the present study is 
about. I go beyond Freud, and not only. More importantly, I go beyond Oedipus.  

Oedipus was not the starting point of the human race. He was rather the starting 
point of the decline of the human race. I will show in this book that the man Oedi-
pus is not what is really interesting about him. He was pretty much a victim of cir-
cumstances. So what actually counts in Sophocles’ tragedy is not Oedipus, but the 
circumstances that pushed him around like a boat in heavy sea.  

All tragedies have in common that the good will of the hero did not positively affect 
his destiny—even to the contrary. And here is a leitmotiv of this study: it’s rather 
the hero’s too-goodness, as it were, that throws him in the abyss, that makes him a 
prey of bad forces.  

This goodness is false, it’s the narcissistic shell that hides the shadow. Second, 
when we investigate those circumstances that made out of Oedipus’ life an endless 
series of twists and turns, and ended him up in an impasse, we see that there is 
something like a curse upon him, or his family.  

His father got the strangest oracle one can ever think of: he will be killed by his own 
son. The horrified man set the baby out on a mountain, for who wants to have it 
may take it. And a shepherd had a good soul: he said why others, and not me, and 
took the baby, and through his good deed, the baby landed in the arms of a king’s 
family, while himself being from royal origin.  

The terrible fate is here, and that’s one vision of it, that by the very will of Oedipus’ 
father, King Laius, to avoid the fatal prediction, he was setting all in place to fulfill 
it. The other vision of it would say: anyway, if he had kept the boy, the prediction 
would have been fulfilled as well. Speculation does not help. We do not know. It 
was as it was. He wanted to avoid the worst and abandoned the baby. That would 
be an interesting topic for a poll, I guess, to see how many people would act like 
him, and how many would take a different action —and which action? 

A psychological view of the story penetrates deeper into the mystery of karma. To 
put it squarely: nobody gets fatal predictions who has a good karma.  

So who had the bad karma? First of all, the father. Here is the key of the story. We 
have a father and a son. Everybody says the son is the bad guy but the curse was 
coming upon Oedipus through his father.  

No curse comes from nothing, karma is cause and effect. And here we are at the 
very core of the character that I came to call Oedipal Hero. He is the savior of his 
parents in saving them, consciously or not, from their family curse, their Verza-
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uberung, their narcissism, their undealt life issues, and their bad karma. And his 
very mission to save them is his—misunderstood— heroism, what makes him a 
false hero. 

Well, in this moment it should ring in the reader’s ears, as it should appear obvious 
from this point of my explanations that what the Oedipal trap in fact leads to is 
narcissism, but I see that differently than mainstream psychiatry. The difference 
consists in the fact that I see an entanglement, a missing link between the tragedies 
of both Oedipus and Narcissus that I have never seen mentioned in any psychology 
or psychiatry treatise, nor in any work on mythology. Generally, the two stories are 
explained as standing for different psychological complexities. This is of course 
generally true, but that does not exclude that they can be seen together as well.  

The astonishing thing is that when you do this, as I did it for the first time back in 
1992, when I wrote my first sketch on this problem, you will see not just one door, 
but a whole series of doors opening in front of your eyes, and you will discover the 
whole why-and-how our culture is so hopelessly entangled in parent-child code-
pendence, widespread emotional abuse of children, a true denial of love, violence, 
self-alienation, narcissism and widespread, non-diagnosed, and more or less social-
ly accepted schizophrenia.  

And you will also begin to understand the true etiology of pedophilia, a problem 
that until now is not understood by Western psychiatry, while a certain acceptance 
has been established in the meantime for all paraphilias.  

The fact that pedophilia is not understood makes it easy for political opportunism 
to gain the overhand and put up pedophiles as a new scapegoat group that is to be 
sacrificed for the sake of public order and other fake agendas that serve right-wing 
and outright fascist leaders to hide their overall incompetence and their pitiful 
spiritual ignorance to manage political affairs in a highly complex world.  

This vacuum that we are facing right now is to be blamed on mainstream psychia-
try that joined the right-wing and fascist forces since long in helping to condemn as 
a curse and condemnation a sexual orientation it has never understood because it 
ignores its etiology. The political consequence, then, is to demonstrate that the 
public is being misinformed, and perhaps intently so, in order to believe that pe-
dophilia was a family curse, a genetic default, or another sort of mental debility.  

All these assumptions have been voiced over time, but they are what they are, hy-
potheses. In addition, self-labeled pedophiles added on to the confusion by the very 
fact of their self-labeling. Their public and online campaigns for acceptance of 
childlove were not only hitting granite, but worsened their overall condition as a 
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sexual minority worldwide; this is so because they steered public with the wrong 
strategy.  

Instead of understanding that sexuality is not rigid and eternally determined, this 
small but influential group of pedophiles going public tried to gain social accep-
tance in a similar way as formerly the homosexuals, namely by affirming time and 
again they were born ‘as such.’ And that very argument of course turned against 
them in the long run, as it turned against the homosexuals, while the latter still go 
on to believe they had gained something like long-term social acceptance. In crisis 
situations and when polemics rise because the reigning strata need again a scape-
goat for obfuscating their pitiful corruption and political incapacity, the homosexu-
al cause will be torn up again, and anarchy and chaos will again break down the 
walls not of silence, but of their bars, shops, cafés and houses. 

Contrary to both right-wing polemics and mainstream psychiatric ignorance, I have 
shown in other more specific publications that sexuality is by no means a rigid and 
fixated condition, and that once the functionality and the flow nature of the sexual 
energies is understood, all sexual attraction can be changed, however not by coer-
cion, not by imposing a behavior standard on certain people, not by force. Not by 
violence. It can change by itself when the person begins to weigh other love op-
tions, and takes chances in other sexual avenues.  

—See Peter Fritz Walter, The Energy Nature of Human Emo-
tions and Sexual Attraction: A Systemic Analysis of Emotional 
Identity in the Process of the Human Sexual Response, 2015 

Sexuality is a matter of choice and predilection, and first of all of emotional attrac-
tion that by and by becomes sexualized. Hence, emotional choice primes before it 
ever becomes a subject of sexual reasoning. And here is where I deliberately con-
tradict modern sexology that in its mechanistic Cartesianism is unable to grasp the 
primacy of our emotions, and the fact that sexual attraction follows emotional 
predilection, and not the other way around. 

I have since long analyzed the public demonstration of pedophiles as the search for 
a fake identity, which is just another manifestation of narcissism, but it has to be 
seen that those who came up with these slogans are a tiny minority within a minor-
ity. Contrary to the standard assumption of mainstream psychiatry, not all pe-
dophiles are narcissistically fixated, and not all pedophiles are rigid, exclusive and 
inflexible in their love choices. Those who are, and who have been at the forefront 
of the public discussion, are not representative. They have to be blamed with the 
same kind of ignorance as their opponents, putting up in their public forums noto-
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rious assumptions about as it were the ‘phylogenetic’ if not the ‘biogenetic’ etiology 
of pedophilia.  

It is so easy to blame the fate of birth for all our misfortunes in life, and it is most 
often a denial of responsibility to accept one’s destiny.  

Destiny, contrary to folk wisdom, is not a predestined fate, but pure potentiality. 
Nobody is born a mathematician, a genius, a homosexual or a pedophile, in the 
same way as nobody is born a masturbator. There is potentiality for a certain path-
way of self-realization, be it professionally, or in love. Those pedophiles who told 
their story to the public did this probably in an attempt to be taken for what they 
are, in a naive hope society would finally drop the debate and say ‘Well after all, if 
they are so, and born like that, we should better accept them.’  

Yet society does not reason that way. Nicolas Sarkozy and many other social policy 
makers are reasoning out ways to establish new euthanasia laws that in their fascist 
worldview would end for all times the problem of pedophilia in much the same way 
is Hitler’s megalomanic idea of ‘total war.’  

Those narcissistic freaks who were at the forefront of the debate of pedophilia, as 
the self-chosen representatives for a community the contours of which can hardly 
be defined in scope and quantity, have served their own deficient egos, but they did 
a bad service to the cause of loving children erotically. They brought this cause 
down through their rigidity and their fear to be homeless, having chosen the haven 
of pedophilia addiction as their new home, as the hanger for their fragile identity, 
because they never really cared about their soul values and their spiritual belong-
ing. This is true narcissism, this denial of soul, this denial of complexity, and here 
the pedophile propagandists and their opponents, the Oedipal Heroes, have much 
in common! And this is why, as a matter of holistic logic, they had to clash. Be-
cause, if they know it or not, they have much to share! 

The truth? Not to be found on either side of the ring, but in its very center, halfway 
between the extremes.  

The Oedipal Hero suffers from exactly the same hangup as the pedophile, with the 
only difference that they repress their pedophile desire and project it on others.  

The way out is not pedophilia or anti-pedophilia, because it’s the wrong question. 
The right question is to ask if the repression of children’s emotional and sexual life 
is bringing anything positive to children, or if rather the absence of such repression 
brings the true benefit for children’s healthy growth?  
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Both the Oedipal Hero and the Propagandist Pedophile are blind-eyed to see that 
the only tangible and provable etiology of both the Oedipal fixation and pedophilia 
is the emotional and tactile starving, and the sexual deprivation of children and 
adolescents, as it’s rampant in postmodern industrial bourgeoisie since about the 
second half of the 17th century.  

When the complexity of sexuality is understood, and once it’s energetic nature is 
clearly seen, when its changeable and fluid nature eventually has been accepted, we 
are one step ahead. When the true etiology of pedophilia is defined within a larger 
systemic interdependence with other social factors, we are two steps ahead. When 
we see that we do not need any polemics about pedophilia, that we do not need to 
bother at all with this matter, nor with homosexuality or other paraphilias, we are 
at the point to recognize that what we have to tackle is the education of our chil-
dren, the way we help them integrate their emotional and sexual energies, the way 
we look at them as complete beings, not dwarfs who are limited, because of lacking 
growth, to express their emotional and sexual feelings.  

Then, as a matter of systemic logic, when we have changed the social and legal situ-
ation as a result of our insight in the importance of respecting children’s integrity, 
and our responsibility to do away with all violence in relating to children, be it edu-
cational, then our culture as a whole will change. And the problems of homosexual-
ity, pedophilia, sadism, masochism and what I know more sexual fixations will be 
no problems anymore.  

I do not imply that these manifestations of the life energy will completely disap-
pear, but a society that has eventually accepted the child, and the child within, will 
be able to accept sexual diversity as it accepts ethnic, racial and social diversity.  

And as an advice to those who recognize themselves as being different from the 
sexual norm, I would like to say this: 

Do not absolutize your sexual attraction whatever it is like. It 
may change tomorrow as a matter of overall change of your life 
and love options, as a matter of personal growth, or as a matter 
of deliberate choice. When you absolutize and dogmatize your 
sexuality, you are on the same track as the Oedipal Hero who 
takes his Oedipal hangup, and the whole ridiculous macho be-
havior that results from it, as eternal and unchangeable. Fact is 
that we can change all in life, as life itself is unending change. 
Those who deny this fact are more often than not situated on the 
right wing of the political spectrum and their denial of complexi-
ty is just one element of their emotional distortion and mental 
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debility. The cause of childlove is no cause, as love itself cannot 
be a cause. This is so because love cannot be defined. And what 
cannot be defined cannot be made a cause. Any cause of action 
for love will thus be the cause of action for a concept of love you 
have made up in your mind before you ever started out to be an 
activist for that cause. The real cause that is hidden behind the 
fake cause of childlove is the cause of the child. It’s as simple as 
that, and in two senses of the word: in the sense of a cause for 
your own repressed inner child, who needs your empathetic in-
ner parenting, and of the cause of the children all around you 
whose emotional and sexual needs are shunned by present soci-
ety’s many Oedipal Heroes who fight against the proverbial 
windmills instead of seeing the real causes. The cause of the 
child I am talking about is a cause that will not serve the Oedipal 
Hero in his or her eternal striving for glory nor your ego for sex-
ual fulfillment with children, which may equally serve your per-
sonal glory. The cause of the child is paradoxical in that it helps 
the child to become an adult, that it serves the child to grow, and 
against both Oedipal culture’s and your interest as a pedophile, 
to grow out of childhood as fast as possible. 

It goes without saying that I will treat these subjects in this chapter, as in all of my 
books, in a scientific manner, avoiding polemics pro or con while I admit that I bet-
ter understand and can better empathize with those who are arguing pro life and 
pro desire than those who argue pro morality as a doctrine to replace nature by 
culture.  

From this natural bias, that is based not on belief or dogma, but on knowledge, I 
may argue in ways that provoke anger and revulsion in those who are eternally 
stuck in the league of moralism, of life hate, and of religious fundamentalism. Be it 
so. 
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Chapter Four 

The Complete Oedipus Story 
A Lesson in Mythology 
What Freud did was to mutilate the Oedipus saga for it is originally imbedded in a 
greater epic cycle, the tragedy of the House of Thebes, as it is referred to in mythol-
ogy. The myth must include, to be fully understood, at least one generation before 
Oedipus, and one generation after him. Without seeing the family curse, how can 
Oedipus’ tragedy and suffering be understood? And if it’s not understood, how can 
the tragedy and suffering of the consumer child in Oedipal Culture be understood? 

The Oedipus saga is the account of a family curse. It is about what the ancient 
Greek called ‘offending the gods,’ what Christians, Jews and Muslims call sin, and 
what in modern language is called an abuse story.  

The family curse aspect of the abuse was in this family especially pronounced in 
that it went over several generations. But the expression family curse is inept as it 
suggests something like an outside agent or a dubious notion of fate that triggers, 
like a Damocles sword, people’s destruction. To believe this is an error. It can well 
be made out, when analyzing this family story, who the culprits were, and how 
what they did triggered a negative response.  

In case of that family, it is true, the behavior of our heroes was particularly harsh 
and the response of the universe was equally harsh, and even cruel. We have to 
keep in mind that it is an extreme case, but it’s a good moot court trial. It shows as 
it were the principle. Liz Greene and Juliet Sharman-Burke write in The Mythic 
Journey (2000), p. 51: 

The mythic history of the House of Thebes is a dark one, and be-
gins even before Oedipus himself. Sin follows sin in this family, 
worse than any television soap opera, and the line is plagued by 
the curses of various offended gods. The House of Thebes is the 
ultimate ‘dysfunctional family.’ 

My hypothesis is that Freud chose the Oedipus saga as a metaphor for the psycho-
sexual development of the child at the onset of the genital response because he 
knew or assumed that our culture is incestuous in its very roots, and abusive, espe-
cially in the parent-child relation. How else could a sane mind dig in human 
mythology to find the most abysmal story ever told about human vileness, and glue 
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it on the back of every innocent little child? And here the word ‘innocent’ virtually 
rings in my ears—because it sounds false.  

If ancient mythology is true, we are not innocent, not even as small children, as we 
bear, each of us, our individual and our family karma, if we want or not, as a matter 
of universal law. But I won’t give a judgment here, I won’t jump to any conclusion, 
and leave this question open. 

Let us instead look at the details of the saga of Thebes and see what water we can 
draw from it for our question if Freud’s theory of the Oedipus complex bears truth 
and can be validated, or if it has to be dismissed as a cultural projection upon hu-
man nature.  

Liz Greene and Juliet Sharman-Burke write in The Mythic Journey (2000): 

This tale is concerned with what the Greeks understood as the 
family curse—an offense against a god which is punished 
through successive generations. In modern psychological terms, 
we might understand this as the passing down of unresolved 
family conflicts. What our parents have not dealt with, we may 
find ourselves facing, and these ‘sins of the fathers’ will in turn 
pass to our children if we do not deal with them. (Id., 51) 

Now let us look at the facts first. Laius, the King of Thebes received from the oracle 
in Delphi a prediction he might be killed by his own son. The answer could have 
consoled him in a way because he was childless and it was exactly for that reason 
that he came to consult the oracle. So he could have reasoned, ‘well, it was not 
meant to be, then.’  

But what did he? He first cast out his wife Jocasta. As she did not know why her 
husband wanted to get rid of her, she managed to get him drunk and made love 
with the drunken man—and got pregnant, as she had intended it.  

This sounds quite strange, as the couple had been childless before, but anyway, it 
appears the invisible threads of destiny were already at work. And Laius was anx-
ious then, and as soon as the child was born, took the next chaotic step in unknow-
ingly fulfilling the oracle: he took the baby to a mountain, pierced his feet with a 
nail and left him there, exposed to all dangers.  

Coincidentally, the protector spirit of the Delphic oracle is Apollo, and the child-
protecting gods were with the Greeks equally Apollo, and his sister Artemis, which 
is why they were infuriated, and it was this act that triggered the whole series of 
tragedies to come.  
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These gods then let a shepherd find the baby who named him Oedipus which in 
Greek means ‘swollen foot.’  

By another turn of destiny, the baby got in the arms of the Royal Family of Corinth 
where Oedipus grew up in good and equal standing.  

One day, somehow anticipating his destiny, Oedipus went to Delphi to ask the ora-
cle about his future, and got from Apollo the terrible oracle he would murder his 
father and marry his mother. In a chaotic streak of action that reminds of his fa-
ther, Oedipus did not return to Corinth, determined to prove the god wrong. He 
took his adoptive parents for his true parents and thought that by simply not being 
around them any further, he could avoid the fate. Apollo however was infuriated 
about so much human willfulness and sheer arrogance, and the next turn of destiny 
was again a blunt fulfillment of the prediction.  

As a strange turn of events, Oedipus happened to meet the chariot of King Laius, 
but he did not know it was his father. Laius told the young man to step off the road, 
Oedipus gave a rude reply, and the king let the chariot roll over Oedipus foot, thus 
opening the old wound. In a fury, Oedipus flung Laius on the road and drove the 
horses over him, thus murdering, unknowingly, his father. In addition, what was 
considered a particularly heavy crime in ancient Greece, he left the dead corpse to 
lie unburied in the dirt.  

Here, the myth seems almost unbelievable. When we consider that Laius was a 
king, how could it be that he was attacked so easily by a youngster who happened to 
cross his way, without enjoying any protection from the part of the chariot driver 
and other staff?  

Coincidentally, Laius had been on his way to Delphi again, to find appeasement for 
having abducted a young boy for sex, whereupon the gods had sent to Thebes an 
ugly monster, which settled at the city gate asking every passenger a riddle: ‘What 
being, with only one voice, has sometimes two feet, sometimes three, sometimes 
four, and is weakest when it has the most?’ Oedipus, who went to Thebes straight 
after the murder of his father, guessed the right answer and replied:  

—Man, because he crawls on all fours as an infant, stands firmly 
on his two feet in youth, and leans upon a staff in his old age. 

The monster vanished and Oedipus was made King of Thebes, and he married Jo-
casta, his own mother, without of course knowing what he was doing.  

But his glory did not last as a blind seer arrived at the court and declared that King 
Oedipus was the murderer of Laius. Nobody believed him but the Queen of Corinth 
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then spread the information about Oedipus’ origins. Jocasta committed suicide, 
and Oedipus blinded himself and, pursued by the Furies, cursed his sons (and 
brothers) Eteocles and Polyneices, and went into exile.  

And here we see the curse taking over the next generation. After many years of 
wandering about the world, guided by his daughter-sister Antigone, Oedipus died, 
but peace did not come to the House of Thebes. Both Eteocles and Polyneices died 
in the war that broke out over the succession to the Theban throne. And Antigone 
was sentenced to death because she had released her dying brother’s spirit against 
the order of her father Creon. Polyneices’ son attempted to regain the throne, but 
lost the battle and Thebes was sacked. 
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Chapter Five 

A Teaching Tale? 
Authenticity Doubts 
I honestly wonder if we can believe in the authenticity of this old myth?  

There are at least three incidences where the plot is against common sense, when 
we consider the custom of the times it originates from. And independently of that 
context, the credibility of the tale is weakened by lacking probability. These inci-
dences are: 

—A patriarch who casts his wife out will not possibly invite her 
again for sharing a meal with her. How could Jocasta get her 
husband drunk if he did not revoke his repudiation and invited 
her to join him again? And if he did, her act of forcing him to 
copulate with her to get her pregnant when he was drunk is at 
least equal in low spirits to his harsh act of repudiating her. In 
ancient patriarchy, an act of repudiation did not need to be justi-
fied in any way. Every man had the right to cast his wife out at 
any moment. And of course, he equally had the right to take her 
again if he repudiated her in a hot temper. If the story says they 
were sharing a meal and wine was consumed, this means that he 
had taken her again, and thus the harsh act of repudiation was 
forgotten.  

To construe an evil act out of the repudiation as such, as Liz Greene and Sharman-
Burke do in saying he had to inform his wife about the reason of casting her out, is 
a typical trap-reasoning of modern psychologists, who interpret meaning into old 
myths, instead of taking meaning out of them. 

—A royally bred and educated young man infuriated about a 
king’s chariot, reacts rudely and then, because the chariot 
doesn’t make way, gets hurt, and as a retaliation bluntly mur-
ders the king, tearing him down from his chariot like a street 
robber would do, and then mounts the horses to treat him in the 
dust? Wait a moment, this may fit in a Hollywood story, but it 
doesn’t fit in that time. A king was not driving his own chariot, 
and he was not being driven in any kind of chariot, but a royal 
chariot, and he had a horseman, or several horsemen, for doing 
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that, and there were a number of other people around who 
would have prevented the young man from tearing the king 
down in the gutter and then let the horses tread him in the 
ground.  

—A king abducting and ‘raping’ a young boy? Wait a moment 
again, and look at what boylove means in ancient Greece, and 
what abduction means! And here, a look at the original text 
would be needed for Green and Sharman-Burke call ‘rape’ is 
again something that is most of the time interpreted into old 
myths.  

I have demonstrated in my book ‘Minotaur Unveiled’ that the abduction of noble 
boys was prohibited by law in ancient Greece, but not the abduction of slave boys. 
Abduction was at that time a frequent means for having a fortnight of intercourse 
with a pubescent boy. This kind of abduction was not, as today, followed by mur-
der. In the regular case it was followed by setting the youngster free after giving 
him a more or less important gift that depending on the social status of the lover 
could be a substantial remuneration. As a matter of fact, abduction was frequently 
in old patriarchy the foreplay of a marriage as well; this is true for both Jewish cul-
ture and ancient Greece and Rome. The only obligation a lover had when abducting 
a girl for sex was to marry her, or to pay a compensation to the father of the girl in 
case he did not. When the lover was a king, he certainly had the right to enjoy sex 
with young people, as this was the custom of the time, and here, his responsibility 
was conditioned to paying an indemnity to the boy or his family.  

Without considering all these details, to construe out of Laius’ boylove an offense 
against the gods, as the authors reason or worse, to call this act a crime in the mod-
ern sense of the term, is quite far-fetched and is, as I pointed out before, just an-
other ‘intropretation’ of an ancient tale that betrays the bias of the interpreter. 

I have to resign here from further interpretation as I got long ago a strong feeling 
that this myth was construed as a teaching tale, and as such would not to be quali-
fied as a myth that grew organically within a culture, to reflect the mores of that 
culture. This story is either misconstrued or it was reconstrued later on to fit the 
morals of our modern epoch.  

What I intuitively feel about this strange tale of human madness is that it teaches 
that patriarchy as a social paradigm doesn’t work and creates havoc in all possible 
relationships, parent-child, husband-spouse, and ruler-citizen. I feel that the actors 
on the stage are not playing their own selves, but social roles. The roles they are 
playing are cultural clichés.  
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The question I was asking to myself when I once read this tale for the first time 
was: ‘How would I react if I received such an oracle?’ And I found I would ask my-
self: ‘What have I done that I receive such a bad and fatal oracle?’   

With this quest for self-knowledge, I would try to find out who I am, what my roots 
are, what my parents have thought when they conceived me, and what the circum-
stances were of my birth.  

Had Oedipus asked these questions, he would with high probability have returned 
to Corinth to seriously find out the truth about his origins by questioning his adop-
tive parents. And if he had been honest, serious and committed, there is again a 
chance they would have told him the true story. And with this opening of his con-
sciousness, the spell of the oracle would have lost a lot, if not all of its power.  

The very act of inquiry, the quest for self-knowledge, is exactly what appeases the 
anger of even the most revengeful gods, and this is why above the gate of the Apollo 
temple in Delphi, visible for everyone who visits the oracle, is written:  

—Know Thyself!  

But ancient patriarchy as today’s consumer culture, which is but a modernized vin-
tage of it, are against the inner quest, and do not teach children what self-inquiry 
means and how it can be carried out. And this is, after all, the greatest pitfall of this 
cultural perversion we use to call patriarchy. 

And to come back to Freud, I must note that I am not ahead in my inquiry why he 
chose this tale for exemplifying the child’s psychosexual growth. I can only guess 
that Freud chose this tale for exemplifying the modern child’s neurosis, or potential 
neurosis, the modern child’s cultural and individual neurosis that namely results 
from a deeply schizophrenic cultural setup.  

Dr. Françoise Dolto (1908-1988), the late Freudian psychoanalyst who one of the 
worlds most reputed child therapists, capable of healing psychotic children, said in 
one of her workshops on child psychoanalysis that most young psychoanalysts for-
get about the fact that only the neurotic child is incestuously fixated upon their 
parents, or the parent of the opposite sex, but not the normal and psychically 
healthy child. 

—See Françoise Dolto, Séminaire de psychanalyse d’enfants, 
Tome 2 (1985). 

If I could, I would ask her: ‘What about the percentage of children born in modern 
consumer culture that are really psychically healthy in the sense that they are fully 
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sexual without being psychosexually attracted to their parents?’ My own guess is, 
perhaps ten percent. 

So I am back at where I started, knowing what I knew before, that is, that a culture 
is mad that arranges family in a way that incestuous fixations are going to be a 
rampant problem. That they are rampant in our culture was indeed Dolto’s view, 
and her view was based upon almost lifelong professional experience. In her book 
La Cause des Enfants (1985), she writes: 

In the nuclear family of today, especially in urban areas, the ten-
sions and conflicts are much more explosive, and this is so be-
cause they are underlying. Today, the number of persons a child 
is in touch with is more restrained than formerly. In the 17th  and 
18th centuries, the child could transfer their incestuous feelings 
toward other women than their mothers who enjoyed to play lit-
tle funny sex games with little boys or young people of whom 
they were not the mother. (Id., 29, Translation mine) 

So what am I to do? Blame psychoanalysis? That sounds like blaming the messen-
ger for the message he brings. Freud analyzed his culture. He did not create a new 
culture. He did not want to change what he saw was an insane culture that brings 
more evil than good with its moralism, its wars and taboos. He said his mission as a 
psychiatrist was to heal those who suffer from the pathologies this culture quite in-
evitably brings about, not more, and not less. But I do not need to follow Freud 
here, but can become an activist for a new society where children enjoy sexual free-
dom.  

Of course, I can take the position that Wilhelm Reich at the time took against 
Freud, who admitted and recognized his cultural imbeddedness. Reich argued that 
we are not the victims of the culture that brought us about, but that we bound to 
help changing a culture we see is based on principles that stir madness and chaotic 
behavior in humans.  

I personally agree with Reich, while Freud was not wrong after all. He only was 
conservative. That was his choice.  

I am ahead one step, a tiny step though. I know that I can heal people who suffer 
from the pathologies this culture creates, and I know also that I can help changing 
this culture. And more importantly, I know that for doing the latter, I cannot har-
ness the power of psychoanalysis. As a matter of common sense, for changing my 
culture, I must go beyond analyzing it, or proving it wrong. I must show a better 
way, and I do this first of all by changing myself. What does that imply? 
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I already mentioned one part of it: find out who I am, what my origins are, what my 
individual and family karma is. And also, what my talents are, my unique gifts, 
what my creative potential is like, if it’s mathematical, visual, literary, or artistic, if 
it’s good for a career in design, in painting, the performing arts, in science, or in 
philology, or if I am manually gifted, to become an artisan, or a pianist. 

The next part would be to see what my spiritual orientation is, what I personally 
understand under spirituality and what I can take from the waters religions offer, 
or what I cannot take from them. I may choose to craft to my own religion, my own 
liberal or not so liberal spirituality.  

And what happens when I do that? I not only gain self-knowledge, I also help 
changing my culture. Explain it as a morphogenetic response or in any other way, 
fact is that all we individually achieve is an achievement also for the whole of our 
culture. Thus we impact upon culture, and, incrementally help that culture to re-
form itself, to change, to transform into a better, more conscious and more harmo-
nious culture in the future. For example, when I have suffered early child trauma, I 
will seek out advice and try to cope with what I see are consequences of my fixation, 
and I may become aware of the fact that this deep early hurt created anxiety and a 
constriction of my emonic flow. So I need to get to terms with my body and my 
bioenergetic setup, by trying to have a harmonious sex life that is as much as possi-
ble free of hurt inflicted to others, as much as possible free of anxiety, and as much 
as possible free of compulsion.  

So I will not obey to what society tells me because I know it’s wrong and abject be-
cause it’s society’s setup itself that has brought about abuse in the first place; 
hence, I will opt for free and consenting erotic relationships that I feel are okay for 
me and my partners—whatever their age.  

This is the way of the true hero. In the next chapters I am going to explore the more 
convoluted ways of the Oedipal Hero. And then you may see for yourself which is 
the better way for you. You can choose what kind of hero you want to be, a true 
hero or a false hero. Oedipus was the latter.  

The true hero integrates self-knowledge, the fake hero, or Oedipal Hero, does with-
out. That’s really the only difference.  

But that tiny difference in our inner setup, in our basic worldview, our attitude, our 
orientation, you are going to see in the following pages, makes a huge difference in 
the world, in what the person brings about, as fruits, as karma.  

To condense it, I’d say that the true hero creates human progress and evolution 
while the Oedipal Hero creates denial, stuckness, stifled evolution or devolution.  
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Why this is so is quite easy to understand. The true hero’s mission, as it is based 
upon conscious choices brings about an increase of humanity’s consciousness.  

The Oedipal Hero’s mission, as it is based upon unconscious choices is to decrease, 
and veil further, humanity’s consciousness. In still easier terms, the true hero 
brings more light to the shadows, while the Oedipal Hero brings more shadow to 
the light. You could also say that the Oedipal Hero is the counterplayer to human 
evolution, and was historically always prominent in times of fascism, political 
restoration, religious tyranny and the retrogradation of true spirituality into fun-
damentalist religious fanaticism. 
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Chapter Six 

The Oedipal Hero 
The Perpetrator Elucidated 
It may still not be clear what an Oedipal Hero actually is, so I need to further eluci-
date what characterizes a man or woman who actually is an Oedipal Hero.  

As a matter of terminology, the woman-type, according to the Freudian expression, 
should be called Electra Hero, but I may simplify matters, or rather restrict the 
topic of this book to the male vintage of our Oedipus. I think it’s wiser to leave it 
over to a woman to write the other half of the story! I namely argue with the I 
Ching that self-restraint is a virtue rather than a vice as far as knowledge is con-
cerned.  

To be true, I am not possessing the emotional knowledge to write the other part, as 
I do not feel what it is to be a woman, and any man who does is a liar. And this is 
especially true regarding our hot melting sexual feelings; a man can only speculate 
how a little girl experiences love for her father, and here is where science finds its 
natural limitation. Science is not objective and will never be, and a man who ex-
plores a woman’s sexual universe will never be a real scientist! Period. 

This is why, at this point of the study, I am going to deliberately restrict the scope 
of the study, and explore further on about the male vintage of the Oedipal Hero 
only. And hereby, I imply that there is of course a female version of the tale, and I 
do invite female authors to venture into writing the other half of the moon.  

Yet I dare to utter that there is a difference still. The mother-son relation can hard-
ly be compared with the father-daughter relation because the male is more fragile 
on a psychic level, and therefore mother-son codependence is more devastating for 
healthy psychosexual growth of a boy than is father-daughter codependence for the 
psychosexual growth of a girl. This is recognized by most psychologists, psychoana-
lysts and psychiatrists today; this insight also is part of perennial philosophy and it 
is not a sexist view. 

The male and female sexes are not construed in the same way on the psychic level, 
a fact that has been demonstrated time and again in times of crisis, war and social 
upheaval. Women simply are stronger and more psychically robust than men. They 
live longer, are less prone to heart disease, chronic fatigue and depression disor-
ders, and can cope better with stress, both in the work place and at home. Of 
course, as always, exceptions confirm the rule.  
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But I am thinking of women who love not small boys but little girls erotically, and I 
am wondering what the etiology of their sexual orientation is. Some of these 
women have talked about their feelings on the Internet, but they have not speculat-
ed about what made them little girls as love mates over little boys. I speculate that 
it has to do with the specific manner they have lived their Electra Complex, how 
they related or did not relate, or could not relate, to their fathers. All is still open in 
this intriguing research field; little is known because these women are very secre-
tive. I have written emails to some of them, but they did not reply, and I heard of 
friends they disclosed their feelings to no males, but only to females; which is sex-
ism on the other half of the moon, but okay. I think to advance theoretical reason-
ing and intellectual deductions on what characterizes the Oedipal Hero would be a 
tedious endeavor. Instead, let me discuss the problem by using teaching tales or 
examples.  

As I do not wish to importunate anybody, I will construe examples from the living 
material, and leave it over to the reader to see parallels to any known person of the 
past or of present times.  

To begin with, the main characteristic of the Oedipal Hero is his lack of self-knowl-
edge. He ignores his true identity. He does not know anything or very little about 
his roots, and has build a worldview that is not unlike a torso. He has left out from 
his basic life philosophy all that would betray his true identity, so he rejects karmic 
astrology, any kind of divination, and also any kind of lesser esoteric knowledge 
that could inform him about himself. In one word, he rejects truth, true knowledge, 
and construes a science that delivers him the half-truths that comfort him in his 
pitiful spiritual ignorance.  

In the same way as Oedipus did not reason after receiving the oracle in order to 
find the truth of that strange prediction within himself, and thus within his destiny, 
he goes out to save the world from evil, and here is where his pseudo-heroic quest 
starts.  

In the same way as Oedipus did not even think of journeying to Corinth to investi-
gate his origins, the Oedipal Hero murders his father, metaphorically speaking, by 
denying his origins and his karma.  

He betrays himself, and his biological, spiritual and genetic roots by reasoning that 
he ‘never had a father,’ that he was growing up ‘in a females-only household,’ that 
he had ‘nothing in common’ with his father, as his father was ‘a lost soul,’ ‘a 
drinker’ or a ‘social freak,’ ‘clochard’ or ‘inept,’ a ‘secret homosexual’ or ‘hidden pe-
dophile,’ an ‘eternal student,’ ‘hopeless philosopher’ or ‘eternal abuser’ or simply, 
‘somebody who should never have married and put a child in the world.’  
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All these variations of the theme ‘father’ surge up in dialogues with Oedipal He-
roes, which are in real life to be found in dialogues with those who either got a 
problem with society, with rules, with authority, or who are on a spiritual-only 
track.  

The latter group of males is interesting because in rejecting their father, they more 
precisely reject life, the juice of it, pleasure, sensuality, and emotional intelligence, 
replacing it by a rigid and dogmatic system of fundamentalist beliefs. Thus we got 
the social-inept, the home-sitters and misanthropes, the revolted ones who want to 
blow up the system, if they call themselves terrorists or not, and we got the dicta-
tors and tyrants who want to punish the world as a projective act for punishing 
their inadequate fathers.  

And we got the child killers who want to punish little girls or boys for not being 
‘nice enough’ to them when they play out their unresolved father imago with the 
implicit but unvoiced question ‘Am I not lovable?’ and we got, last not least, the so-
cial activist for any ‘good cause’ for teaching the world what ‘real goodness’ is all 
about.  

All of them are Oedipal Heroes, only that society in its eternal stupidity finds the 
latter vintage okay and all the other vintages not okay. Society, while not reflecting 
about the difference, worships the positive Oedipal Hero while it despises its nega-
tive counterpart.  

Society somehow understands that both characters have in common that they had 
a hard childhood, but mainstream society sees a sign of strength and virtue in the 
fact that a person denies his wound instead of understanding that real strength is 
to acknowledge one’s wound.  

Society does generally not see that both the positive and the negative Oedipal Hero 
are hurting others, only that the criminal, the schizophrenic and the terrorist do it 
openly and as it were honestly, and the fake hero, the social activist who becomes a 
persecutor, fundamentalist, spy, world puritan and ruthless policeman does it 
covertly and in a projective manner. He hurts those he slaughters in the name of 
‘doing good.’ 

The sane mind does not need to save anybody. He does not need to go out for wars 
against prostitution, child abuse, women’s rights or whatever hits his mind. He ac-
cepts the world because he accepts himself. And he accepts himself because he has 
accepted his origins, his father, and his karma. 

The main characteristic, thus, of the Oedipal Hero, compared to the true hero is 
that he does not know who he is and why he does what he does. He believes he is 
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doing good for others and the world, following a rather mechanistic scheme of val-
ues and good-and-bad judgments he has internalized when he was the good boy for 
his mom. As a result, his behavior code is rather rigid, and his mindset is judgmen-
tal. He sees the world divided in the good guys and the bad guys, like in a movie, 
and his political opinions are following this black-and-white scheme of extreme 
judgmentalism. 

The psychological reason for the Oedipal Hero being often simplistic, harsh, clear-
cut, dry and judgmental in his evaluation of the world, and human action, is that he 
needs to defend the insight that life’s complexity is smarter than him, telling him, 
one way or the other, the fake-reasons he is acting for, and what his true motiva-
tions are. He intuits that this, in turn, would get him quite automatically on the 
track of self-inquiry, and that he would by and by find out about his origins, and his 
karma. 

 The truth is that life always guides us to gain more self-knowledge and a person 
must really be rigid beyond reason and judgmental and projective in their overall 
attitude that this natural quest for self-knowledge is completely cut-off. It means 
the person needs to invest vital energy to uphold the denial structure and the array 
of projects it has created.  

And here we are at the core of the etiology of neurosis as Freud and others have de-
scribed it. It’s a denial of desire, the desire for knowledge that is inherent in all liv-
ing, and it’s this denial of knowledge that is the true reason why the person denies 
sexual engagements, because sex with others brings knowledge. While masturba-
tion or autoerotic sex doesn’t. Only intercourse brings this knowledge; it is highly 
significant that the word is also used for denoting social intercourse. It brings 
knowledge both about our mate and ourselves. This truth is beautifully expressed 
in the Bible where sexual intercourse is described as ‘carnal knowledge’ or when it 
is said that a man is going to know a women when he goes in to his wife or concu-
bine. It has often been said that the Hebrew’s prohibition of masturbation had pro-
creational reasons, but it may also have been an encouragement to seek intercourse 
in the sense of ‘going out and multiply’ as a matter of social communication, in-
stead of staying home and masturbating one’s soul off in dreadful solitude.  

The number one reason why free sexuality was historically forbidden to slaves is 
that it brings knowledge. In ancient Greece, for example, boylove, the erotic and 
passionate love of adolescent boys, was permitted only to noble men, not to slaves. 
A slave who would arrogate to engage in a love relation with a boy would have been 
jailed.  
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Another well-known example is the Christian Church. The taboo on sexuality out-
side the marriage bed and procreation was a powerful aid in the Church’s quest for 
spiritual dominion and control; the Church enforced this taboo draconically, by us-
ing threat, persecution, torture and deliberate murder, during the Inquisition. The 
result was a populace that was highly ignorant, and is in wide parts still today, for 
example about natural contraception, while before the holocaust committed by the 
Inquisition, this knowledge was freely available from midwives and witch doctors. 

—See, for example, Riane Eisler, Sacred Pleasure (1996), with 
further references. 

By the same token, the rationale behind the child being today prohibited to engage 
in sexual relations with peers and adults outside of the family is to keep children 
ignorant as long as possible in order to safeguard consumer culture’s dominion 
and to insure that, as they are starved emotionally and sexually, they become avid 
and brainless consumers. The present stronghold of multinational business over 
people’s bodies and minds would be impossible to maintain if children grew up 
knowledgeable about natural copulation from early in life.  

And here we may further understand that the Oedipal Hero really is a masturbator 
in every sense of the word, sexually, and also metaphorically in the sense of rub-
bing himself against himself, thereby avoiding the warm company of others. 

This latter characteristic forms part of his self-enclosing narcissism, and is not evi-
dently related to his Oedipal fixation. The Oedipal Hero is a brilliant masturbator 
also in front of others, when it goes to hold speeches where he can ejaculate all his 
poison against his particular scapegoat target. 

The other main characteristic of the Oedipal Hero is that, much to his own igno-
rance, he is a repressed pedophile. He has strongly repressed and condemned his 
pedophile urges, to a point to forget his initial attraction somewhere around ado-
lescence and early adulthood. Instead of asking what makes him desire children, 
and because of fear and guilt, he prefers to shut the door to that inner world and 
rejects the whole of that itching need for closeness with children; this is how, as a 
matter of bioenergetic retrogradation, he becomes a pedophile-hater and persecu-
tor.  

The pedophile differs from the Oedipal Hero in that he is conscious of his desire for 
emotional and sexual closeness with children, and he more or less accepts it. But 
there are also pedophiles who have not really accepted the choice they have made 
unconsciously, cursing their fate to be among a sexual minority that is the most de-
spised of all; these half-cooked pedophiles are often also half-cooked Oedipal He-
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roes. I have known a number of exemplars of this vintage and saw them invariably 
engaged in humanitarian activities for destitute, poor or orphan children, but they 
strongly condemn in themselves and others every hint of erotic attraction for a 
child, and when they see other pedophiles acting out, they strike, and denounce 
them! 

All Oedipal Heroes, fully or half baked, have in common that they are out to prove 
the world how strong, good, righteous, courageous, tough and determined they are, 
and they tend to emphasize that they do not do what they do for selfish reasons, but 
for ‘making a difference,’ for helping ‘change the world,’ or making ‘a significant 
contribution.’ It is the rhetoric of selfishness being bad, and altruism being good, of 
egoism versus altruism, of ego versus beyond, and all the simplistic spiritual gim-
mick we know from fundamentalist religions. 

They have as it were customized that rhetoric for justifying their persecutor if not 
terminator spirit that lets them be eternally on guard, like the proverbial baboon, 
with an erect phallus, to spy out the bad guys and punish them by painful anal rape
—at least in their fantasies. (Most of them will do male rape within the range of le-
galized persecution, thus in most cases by calling law enforcement, but some of 
them do rape physically, when they happen to be in jail and can spy out sex offend-
ers). As a matter of fantasy, and because they repress a good part of their genitality, 
they are often regressed into anality, which makes them not very cosy to have 
around, as they are never relaxed, always constipated, dutifully busy, always on 
guard, always ready to strike, always charged with emotions they have never learnt 
to handle. 

In their relations with women, these males are most often rough, as they are con-
fused about what tenderness means, and believe a ‘real man’ had to be smelly, 
rough and always ‘on top,’ also sexually. At home, they hardly ever take care of the 
children as they believe indoor activities are for females, and that males have to win 
the bread—most of the time.  

They most of all abhor imposing females, and a female is dominating already for 
them when she doesn’t want to follow but got her own opinions. Then, she is found 
‘opinionated.’ When she refuses to be beaten for daily little critter, she is found 
‘emancipated.’ When she likes beauty and an aesthetic home, she is called ‘extrava-
gant.’ When she is tender, sweet and caring with the children, she is called ‘a hen.’ 
Beware she is a beautiful woman; she will be constantly supposed to have an affair! 
And when she did have an affair and is found out, she is called ‘a loose cunt’ and 
cast out. 
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Oedipal Heroes are often to be found in rough sports such as boxing or car racing, 
and they definitely are the species that populates our gymnasia, and that need to 
order extra size for the suit, simply as a matter of muscular hypertrophy. They ob-
viously prefer bodybuilding over mindbuilding, and they are increasingly to be 
found in politics, where mind was notoriously never asked for. Intellectually Oedi-
pal Heroes tend to be mediocre, while they may invest a good time in learning and 
study, even when adult. When around brilliant people, people at home in academia, 
or geniuses, they tend to feel inadequate, inferior, ridden with a complex to be in-
tellectual inferior, not smart enough, or to lack conversational abilities, which re-
sults in their poor attitude when around on parties, receptions or gala diners.  

Regarding manners, they are rather unpolished and tend to come and go in com-
pany, so as to have some backup in case they commit a faux pas. They abhor to 
dress well and then go alone to a reception, or they simply avoid it. They are the 
stuff of dreams of naive country girls, and they have made their fame on the back of 
that kind of populace, especially in Hollywood drama. Their clumsiness when being 
around in good society is taken for the charm of the eternal youth, the adolescent 
charming guy, the Peter Pan of the fairies, the puer archetype. 

They have helped decisively in forming the American Dream, and in the glamorous 
world of Hollywood movies they are stage requisites. The hidden side of the Oedi-
pal Hero’s glory, his glorious goodness, is his abysmal violence. In most cases, 
Oedipal Heroes are aware of their problem with controlling their anger, their vio-
lent outbursts and temper tantrums, and their overall rather revengeful behavior. 
As if they waited for an opportunity to get mad and run amok, so as to prove them-
selves that they are real men. 

The other side of the moon is well to be seen in the movie Dr. Jeckill and Mr. Hyde 
that shows the schizophrenic nature of the Oedipal Hero in a beautifully staged and 
orchestrated manner. Here the good doc, there the bad dick, two sides of the same 
medal, as the good citizen transforms into the bad animal-man in a matter of sec-
onds.  

Nature is indeed revengeful to those who repress their true nature, and they are 
controlled by the inner selves they disown. In repressing our pedoemotions or, 
generally speaking, in replacing love by moralism, which is the bad choice the 
Oedipal Hero did and where he acted against his better nature, his better knowl-
edge and his higher consciousness, he became deeply fragmented, to a point, in 
some pathological cases, that the personality splits apart and two separate split 
personalities emerge.  
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But what the film shows, and what good psychiatry can equally demonstrate, the 
split is already there in the Oedipally fixated character, and as a matter of cultural 
choice, this split is also part of our culture.  

Which is why I call it an Oedipal Culture. 

While we see Oedipal Heroes acting out on the public stage virtually every day, as 
they are so popular, and increasingly popular, we see only their light, and not their 
shadow. We see only what they do and say officially, not what they do and say in 
private, and behind closed doors.  

We are not supposed to know about it because we would be shocked! 
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Chapter Seven 

Narcissus and Oedipus 
A Complex Psychiatric Problem 
This brings me to explain the narcissistic hangup of the Oedipal Hero, his extreme 
narcissism. The authors of The Mythic Journey talk about the ‘tragedy of narcissis-
tic love.’ In understanding the Oedipal Hero’s narcissism, we will understand his 
destructiveness, and more specifically, we will begin to see why he is out to destroy 
love wherever he meets with it. Liz Greene and Juliet Sharman-Burke write: 

This sad myth from Greece tells of passion and rejection, and 
shows how retaliation and revenge, far from bringing relief, only 
increase the agony. More importantly, it implies that if we do 
not know ourselves, we may spend our lives seeking this knowl-
edge through self-obsession—which means that we are not able 
to offer love to others. (Id., 124) 

Narcissism really is not what most lay people understand under this header. It is 
not selflove, but the very contrary of it. Narcissus was deaf to the whispers of the 
nymph Echo not because he loved himself too much, but because he was self-ob-
sessed. Self-obsession is not selflove, it is a compensation of their inner vacuum, 
which is a lack of self-knowledge, and also a total lack of true spirituality. It is a loss 
of soul. We cannot love another when our lives are soulless, and meaningless, when 
we lack spiritual orientation in life, when we don’t know who we really are.  

Narcissists, and also those who have the double affliction of an Oedipal hangup to-
gether with a narcissistic fixation, that is, Oedipal Heroes, are understanding many 
things under the header of love. They understand that it may allow one to control 
another, to take advantage of another, to be comforted in lonely moments, to have 
a wife that bears children,  or children who care for one in old age—which are all 
utilitarian concepts of love. He may foster other concepts of love, but they are all 
not love, but conceptual molds for something they do not understand. They are fin-
gers that point to the moon, but not the moon, as the Zen saying goes. And what 
most narcissists most want when they say they love somebody is fulfillment, satis-
faction, emotional and sexual, and often also material satisfaction. ‘I have one wife 
and two children. I have a family. I have a home. I have company. I have security. I 
have comfort. I have.’ The Oedipal Hero is fully on the side of what Erich Fromm 
called To Have and very little or not at all on the side of To Be. He believes a life of 
true To Be is reserved to artists, children and life coaches. For him, love must have 
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a reason. And if it has none, he will give one to it. The Oedipal Hero virtually 
bathes in conceptual thinking; the idea that life may be something to be truly per-
ceived only when doing away with all concepts and put up a direct connection is an 
alien idea to him.  

I have got the proof of these facts many times in my life, in relations with Oedipal 
Heroes, most of the time those who worship a social ideal, and who are violently 
against alcohol and consciousness-altering compounds. These people regularly suf-
fer from depressions, experience constant drawbacks in relationships, and most of 
them complain about hard-to-control sexual urges. When I suggest to them to once 
go and look over the fence of their senseless activism by going on a discovery jour-
ney, either by using Ayahuasca or by doing some real spiritual work on their ether-
ic bodies, I get the answer that they are invariably ‘against esoterism,’ ‘against new 
ageism,’ ‘against drugs’ and ‘against daydreamerism.’ 

The ending -ism most often appears in their diction. One wrote about my Encyclo-
pedia, he found it quite good but could not understand my ‘mysticism and spiritu-
alism,’ as he expressed himself. When I pointed him to his need for love in his rela-
tionships, and affirmed that love given was most often returned, he said he had no 
sense for ‘so much lovism.’ And in subsequent mails he would come up with rea-
sons why love does not exist and can never exist with the human race, that love was 
but a ‘religious idea’ or an intellectual concept, and nothing real. 

The most offensive of Oedipal Heroes, in my view, are the spies. I have discovered 
a number of them in the rings of the pedophile movement, and what is typical 
about them is that they want to appear more pedophile than pedophile to attract 
the attention of those who are really pedophile. They themselves, be they outright 
police spies, be they half-baked pedophiles who are not clear about their feelings 
and how they can cope with them, constantly are to be found in search of contact 
with pedophiles, usually via online forums and mailing lists, where they implore 
their ‘affliction’ and ask others how to cope with it, or if suicide was perhaps the 
best solution?  

What they are really searching for is love and understanding. They want to be loved 
and chose to mix with one of the most persecuted minorities so as to get attention 
and consolation of their inner emptiness, and their more or less total spiritual igno-
rance. They may have felt an attraction once to a little boy or girl, adolescent or 
child, and derive from such a single event a conclusion of ‘being a pedophile’ while 
they otherwise completely ignore what this means and implies. Which is just an-
other typical habit they often engage in: jumping to conclusions with a tidbit of 
knowledge, or in total ignorance of what they are actually talking about.  
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The reason is boomeritis. They pick up whatever they find fashionable and cool, be 
it something others frown upon, if only they can make a difference by indulging in 
it and pretending to be this-and-that. So doing will for a certain while fill their in-
ner emptiness; they have something to gossip and rant about.  

As to the facts, I have largely expanded about what is, and what is not pedophile at-
traction in other publications; the fact of having a one-time or transitory sexual at-
traction for a child by no means implies the person to being pedophile and still less 
to being ‘a pedophile’.  

—It has to be noted that there is no one-type singular clear-cut 
definition of the personality of ‘The Pedophile;’ there are only 
pedophiles, and each has a different psychic setup, as every het-
erosexual or homosexual. It is one of the most sordid polemic 
bursts of the mass media to suggest there was something like a 
one-dimensional definition of ‘The Pedophile’ as a distinct char-
acter type. This kind of polemics leads straight to euthanasia, 
and that is why it should be prohibited by law in a democracy. 

I have particularly elucidated that we all have pedoemotions, which means loving 
feelings for children that may or not become sexualized.  

While pedoemotions are universal, pedophiles are special in that their sexual at-
traction has crystallized into something exclusive; their emosexual focus is on chil-
dren, and here even more particularly upon a specific age group and gender of chil-
dren, not just children as a generic group. Pedophile attraction is not random, but 
specific.  

A favorite modern-day subject Oedipal Heroes rant about is pedophilia, or rather 
what they project upon it. And it’s no better when it’s about their own supposed 
pedophilia, when in truth they are hooked up in a shallow normalcy and are look-
ing for a girlfriend, a young women, but dare not approach one, coward as they are. 
Interestingly so, Sigmund Freud must have known some exemplars of this vintage, 
but he was gross and unscientific when generalizing that male pedophilia generally 
was but cowardice to approach an adult female. In that general sense, Freud’s 
statement is blunder, but with regard to this specific group of Oedipal Heroes I 
mentioned, it is true. 

Oedipal Heroes bear their narcissistic wound often in public, like one bears an 
amulet; this is especially today the practice in the United States and in the Ameri-
can media world; narcissism, as it’s the fashionable affliction of a whole nation, has 
become a sign of class. Thomas Moore says in his bestselling book Care of the Soul 
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that America has a great longing to be the New World of opportunity and a moral 
beacon for the world. 

—Thomas Moore, Care of the Soul (1994), 62. 

And further: 

It longs to fulfill these narcissistic images of itself. At the same 
time it is painful to realize the distance between the reality and 
that image. America’s narcissism is strong. It is paraded before 
the world. If we were to put the nation on the couch, we might 
discover that narcissism is its most obvious symptom. And yet 
that narcissism holds the promise that this all-important myth 
can find its way into life. In other words, America’s narcissism is 
its refined puer spirit of genuine new vision. The trick is to find a 
way to that water of transformation where hard self-absorption 
turns into loving dialogue with the world. (Id.) 

In a way, narcissists suffer not only from their own emotional starvation, and their 
inner lack of love, but also, and more importantly, from the love and the emotions 
they try to attack, invalidate and make down in others. This terrible reductionism 
breeds destructiveness that they pay for by being increasingly nihilistic and depres-
sive, the older they get. Accordingly, Thomas Moore observes: 

Narcissism has no soul. In narcissism we take away the soul’s 
substance, its weight and importance, and reduce it to an echo 
of our own thoughts. There is no such thing as the soul. We say. 
It is only the brain going through electrical and chemical 
changes. Or it is only behavior. Or it is only memory and condi-
tioning. (Id., 58-59) 

The authors of The Mythic Journey comment that ‘The unhappy love lives of many 
public icons testimony to this voracious hunger for love which is meant to replace 
what was missing early in life – a sense of being real as oneself.’ In a society that 
has since long lost every notion of what love truly is, because it has killed love, it is 
no wonder that it has become a fashion to speculate love was just a concept, and 
there was nothing behind but rhetoric, and that what religions suppose is love is 
not.  

Many males in our sensually deprived postmodern neo-patriarchy believe love to 
be a mere concept, a word, a religious idea, or a rose-colored birthday card, be-
cause they really never experienced how love feels! As children they were not loved, 
not desired, because they had busy parents, parents who were interested in money-
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making, science or banking, but not in the children they procreated. Thus, here is 
their huge narcissistic wound, as they grew into a life that was basically felt as cold 
and hostile, as they have felt their parents to be eternally absentminded, when they 
really needed their warmth, their closeness, their touch, their kisses, their strokes 
and fondling, their love expressed by the body – and not by nice-sounding ver-
biage. Many of them had probably as parents those gossiping monsters that Amer-
ican commercials lavishly portray as the nation’s model parents.  

In fact, this vintage obviously coins the mold for the mass of shallow-minded indi-
viduals who are hostile to touch as they suffer from the culture’s bias that assumes 
that ‘all touch is somehow sexual’. They thus embody the politically correct Ameri-
can parent who keeps his hands safely in his pockets! Noli me tangere! 

I think it would be a miracle when in such a culture a family is not habitually vio-
lent, not schizophrenic, not touch-hostile, and where a single child can grow into a 
healthy and joyful autonomy and self-reliance. I want to see that child! You can 
search for it as the proverbial needle in the hay. For of course the collective picture 
of a society assembled of a majority of Oedipal Heroes, mixed of the male and fe-
male vintage, is not your usual healthy collective, but a madhouse. 
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Chapter Eight 

Postmodern Mix 
The Origins of Sexual Violence 
In this last chapter, I shall elucidate how the Oedipus and Narcissus sagas hang to-
gether, and how this has given the intrinsic taste to today’s postmodern consumer 
culture, which I call synonymously Oedipal culture, hero culture, paranoid culture, 
paraculture, incest culture, rape culture, murder culture or abuse-centered cul-
ture. I shall focus in this analysis on how the violent impulse comes up to abduct, 
sexually penetrate and murder young children, and how it is related to both the 
Oedipal and narcissistic fixations playing in synch, which, then, gives the special 
postmodern mix of violent moralism.  

This problem has never been understood by psychiatry. In the case of the German 
child killer Jürgen Bartsch, even today German psychiatric authorities exhibit the 
nonsensical theory of Bartsch having been at the same time ‘a pedophile, a pederast 
and a homosexual’. Which is about as saying that a cauliflower is composed of a 
tree, an apple and a pear. 

As long as Western psychology, psychiatry and sexology do not recognize the pri-
macy of the emotional etiology in sexual paraphilias before jumping to look for 
the culprit in the sexual setup of the person, nothing will be understood here, not 
even in the future.  

I have drafted an approach to healing sexual sadism that focuses on a bioenergetic 
view and that acknowledges that in every sexual attraction the prime motivating 
force is emotional, and not sexual in the first place. It is this emotional predilection 
that in some cases becomes sexualized, or charged with sexual energy. The healing 
of the sadistic affliction, then, is brought about through reactivating the natural 
emotional flow in the organism. Thus, when I want to understand sadism and vio-
lent sex crime that is an outflow of this sadism, I must focus on the emotional setup 
of the person, and inquire if emotions are flowing, or if the emotional flow is 
blocked.  

In fact, sadism can only be understood when the fact is seen that emotions, as a 
condensation of élan vital or life force, naturally flow in the healthy organism, and 
are changing in a kaleidoscopic way, and that every blockage of this flow brings 
about a violent outburst because the energy will free its way to full discharge. (If 
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the latter is also prohibited by the person’s superego, the person will not be a sadist 
but grow a cancer or throw a heart disease). 

I shall develop further along the lines of the Narcissus legend and ask a few ques-
tions. According to the myth, Narcissus fell in love with his own self-image. Was he 
never loved by anyone, or why did he feel such an urge to fall in love, an urge so 
strong that in absence of any tangible other love object, he chose himself? Since his 
childhood, his beauty had been admired by everyone. 

Narcissus himself, however, who has never seen himself in the mirror, was un-
aware of his identity. One day, when he walked at the border of a lake which was a 
virgin lake as no animal had ever drunk from it, and no tree ever plunged its 
branches in it, and no human had ever seen it. Here, the youngster felt a sudden 
fatigue. He sat down at the lake and bowed over the water for drinking. And, for the 
first time, he saw his double. Fallen in love with himself, the myth says, he spent 
hours in melancholy and in regretting that he would never be able to possess his 
twin sister, which was his living self-image. Eventually, concludes the tale, Narcis-
sus could not stand the agony of this impossible love and ran a knife in his heart, 
bursting out in: ‘Farewell, beautiful love that has no hope.’ And on the place where 
his blood fell on the ground, white narcissi grew that had red hearts.  

Thus far for the legend. 

On first sight one may think that this is a story about vanity. But in reality the leg-
end stands for the discovery of identity. What is identity? Identity can be defined 
operationally, as it’s very difficult to give an overall definition to it, about as diffi-
cult as it is to define love. Functionally speaking, identity is characterized by the 
fact that all what we can discover in another, we must have discovered in ourselves 
first.  

And the end result of this self-discovery is identity. This means that we cannot per-
ceive the qualities of another if, and as long as, we ignore our own. Narcissus’ ap-
parent egocentrism is truly the first step, and a necessary one, in his self-discovery, 
which is catalyzed by the discovery why he is lovable. Selflove is the condition for 
our capacity to love others. 

This psychological insight must be put in relation to education and the child’s rela-
tionship with the mother. It is not haphazard that in the legend, the mother took all 
kinds of precautions to avoid the child discovering himself in a mirror! Such as 
Narcissus’ mother are mothers who have never time and attention for their child. 
The mother is the mirror of the child’s ego. The ego can develop only in a child 
whose mother is able and willing to mirror that ego. A narcissistic mother cannot 
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do that. This is why children who have narcissistic mothers, also called witch 
mothers, do not know who they are, and their ego development is deficient. Such 
kind of mothers search in their children what they, when they were young, 
searched in their parents: they try to mirror themselves in their children, thereby 
changing the roles, and the rules, in that they burden the child with an ability a 
child cannot have, namely to be a parent for their own mother. This results in the 
child as a later adult having in turn a deficient ego. As it is already obvious after 
this short explanation, narcissism is by definition generational, really a family 
curse, to use the old term, and here it’s correct, but not for the Oedipal hangup. 

The problem of narcissism is especially virulent with single mothers who got a sin-
gle male child, and when the father of the child is absent forever or most of the 
time. Here then, in this constellation, as I have shortly outlined earlier in this 
study, the Oedipal hangup comes in and makes itself felt.  

When the boy cannot identify with his father during the Oedipal phase, the boy will 
develop an Oedipal hangup. That means the boy will cling to his mother in an un-
healthy and neurotic manner that will negatively infringe upon his emotional and 
psychosexual development. 

In the legend, Oedipus killed his father and married his mother. He however did 
this unconsciously, for he ignored his parents. The tragedy was triggered by the fa-
ther, not the son. If we say it was fate, and only fate, we in last resort deny respon-
sibility. An Oedipal fixation becomes a problem for a little boy especially in case the 
mother is a home-sitter, a woman who has abandoned any hope to find a viable 
partner, and thus projects her erotic wishes on her son. This may be expressed in 
erotically seductive behavior, but in most cases these women are actually erotically 
blocked on a conscious level. The problem here is that the boy won’t leave the home 
in search of a partner and that the constant emotional demands of the mother trap 
the boy in a pseudo-incestuous and co-dependent partner relation where he be-
comes the ersatz for the partner the mother denies herself to find.  

The fact that such a relation remains platonic is insignificant compared to the im-
possibility for the boy to truly build autonomy. In this constellation, what happens 
is that the boy’s striving for autonomy either faces explicit demands of the mother 
to stay close to her, or is charged with guilt and a growing rationalization of the sit-
uation that will be expressed by the boy in the wish to ‘protect’ the mother, to save 
the mother from any harm she suffered previously with men.  

Typically in this entanglement situation, the mother tells her son in all length and 
width the misfortunes she suffered in her love life, thereby invoking in him a self-
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defeating judgment about himself, his own maleness. This negative judgment of 
the male can be coarsely expressed in the slogan ‘all men are swines’. 

In my own case of co-dependence with my mother, all this was aggravated further 
through the fact that my mother put me in homes where I was cruelly mistreated, 
without caring too much about the violence inflicted upon me on a daily basis. This 
resulted in a particularly strong contradiction between the life I was leading during 
the week, in the home, and the life I was supposed to live with her, during the 
weekend; it gave her a basis for justifying her over-protectiveness, and the home 
sweet home philosophy she spun around it. I had to be compensated, she reasoned, 
for the ‘bad home’ in having a ‘nice weekend’ with her and she would, as always, be 
‘very generous’ to me, and it was this so-called ‘generosity’ that she always for-
warded as a shield in situations of conflict, when I namely wanted greater autono-
my.  

I was of course not unconscious of this sordid entanglement, and here I certainly 
differed from other youngsters in that I was actually so conscious about it that I ac-
tively wished to break out of it and repeatedly thought of running away from home. 
I was often furious against my mother and had a strong sense of the injustice she 
was doing to me, but I could not express this anger other than by thinking of myself 
as being a bad boy.  

Later on in life, when I was already married, actually not so much later, as I mar-
ried young, I reproached my mother to have overprotected me in a way to keep me 
away from life, thereby invalidating my striving for autonomy, and my quest to 
make love experiences with girls outside home and school. Her answer in that and 
other very similar situations was one of viciously attacking me as an ungrateful 
nerd who was ‘just like his father and uncles’, while she had ‘sacrificed herself al-
ways’ so that I could have a decent life because if I had been under the tutelary au-
thority of my father, I would have ‘run the streets to find food’. That she regretted 
the bad experiences I made in the homes but that she had ‘always been much more 
generous than any other parent’, for compensating me a little for the hurt suffered 
in those homes.  

When I asked her, at age eighteen, to study in Paris, she replied she was not going 
to finance my ‘interest for luxury’ and that if I wanted to study there, I should ‘find 
my money in the street’. I stayed and studied in my home town. Similarly for the 
subject to study. I preferred to become a musical teacher or recording engineer, but 
she insisted law was the best for me to study. I gave in while I knew that I had a 
passion for music, and for children, and would have to force myself onto law. 
Which I did for the next twenty years. 
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Typically, emotional abuse does not imply a sexual interaction between parent and 
child. In the contrary will the mother carefully avoid touching the boy, and it’s this 
avoidance of touch much more than anything that rings the alarm bell in the boy’s 
unconscious. Why does my mother never touch me, he reasons? And correctly so. 
Why do these mothers never touch their sons, I thus ask again, as the answer is in 
the question? Emotional abuse is so much ingrained in patriarchal culture, and the 
role of the mother-saving Oedipal Hero is so common in our culture that most 
people never even once reflect about the perversity of such a family constellation! 

Easy body touch is not something fostered in this kind of milieu; in the contrary. It 
is something fostered in healthy families, where parents have a functional love and 
sex life. It is the conflict between the never-talked-about and repressed, and the 
prudishness that results from this repression, on one hand, and the open or implic-
it possessiveness of the symbiotoholic parent, on the other, that triggers in the 
child an unconscious sexual response for the parent. The for most people uncom-
fortable truth is that if the incest had been acted out sexually, the psychic tension 
at the root of the co-dependence would not pent up and no Oedipal fixation would 
result from it.  

Men have given open testimonials on television who had consenting intercourse 
with their mothers, and the astonishing result was that they had the most fulfilling 
sex life with adult females later on in life; often in these constellations the future 
wife will have an excellent relationship with the first woman the boy enjoyed sexu-
ally, his mother. It is emotional incest, not sexual incest that really creates havoc in 
a boy’s psyche because his biological male identity is gravely impaired through the 
exclusiveness of his relation with mother; and guilt and shame is the result of it be-
cause the boy knows that he should rather look around for a girl of his age or even 
an older woman, and that it’s time to leave his mother and the nest behind. 

I see in this ungainly attitude of narcissistic mothers toward their sons the real core 
of the problem of emotional abuse because it creates a flagrant contradiction. 
When the boy wants to go out and look for friends or a girlfriend, the mother will 
tend to keep him away from life, arguing he was still ‘too young and unexperienced’ 
to just go on his own, that there are dangers involved in such a quest, or perverse 
strangers waiting to get him around the corner. But when it goes to care for mother 
because she is sick, depressed, or had a bad day, then boy is big enough to play the 
gigolo, and to be around mother, and at her feet for any service she may need, and 
boy is big enough then to understand when mother talks about her past and her 
‘bad experiences with men’. This contradiction creates rage in the boy because he 
sees that the mother just uses him for her purposes and plays power games with 
him. 
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From a bioenergetic point of view, it has to be seen that the Oedipal conflict is 
traumatic for the child because of the denial of sexual fulfillment it implies, while it 
triggers so much longing in the child. It’s a real torture for the child, a real trauma, 
and it has been admitted by psychoanalyst Françoise Dolto that in most cases chil-
dren lose their pre-Oedipal memory, which only confirms my assumption that the 
Oedipal construct in Western culture brings real trauma to the child as it results in 
amnesia. In her book La Cause des Enfants (1985), Dolto writes: 

Memory in adults erases all that belongs to the pre-oedipal peri-
od. That is why our society has so much difficulty to accept in-
fantile sexuality. In past centuries there were the nurses who 
knew it. Parents, however, ignored it. 

Freud namely found that amnesia, the loss of memory subsequent to the trauma-
triggering situation is in most cases the indicator for trauma having occurred. 
Hence, Freud concluded, when we find childhood amnesia in a patient, this can be 
taken as direct evidence for the etiology of trauma to be affirmed for that situation 
in question. This is in my view the reason for the strong aggressiveness toward the 
parent of the same sex, in the Oedipal situation. It’s a visceral reaction of the 
biosystem that comes from sensual and sexual deprivation and that is caused by 
the exclusiveness of the parent-child relation in general, and parental and societal 
prohibition of children having sex with peers, in particular.  

Children need and want a sex life, much like adults, while the sexual acts children 
perform or attempt to perform may be of a lesser complete nature, but this differ-
ence does not alter the psychosexual importance of childhood sexuality.  

When, as in our culture, children are prohibited from engaging in sexually explicit 
and healthy peer relations, or relations with adults other than their parents, they 
will be trapped, if they want or not, in a gerontophilic attraction toward their par-
ents.  

This cultural setup that is obviously against nature, results in the triangular rela-
tionship between parents and one or two children that is so typical for the modern 
urban family. In this strongly exclusive and triangular relationship, the child is co-
erced into an ambiguous love-hate relation with their parents; what fuels the 
child’s aggressiveness toward the parent of the same sex is not, as Freud supposed, 
a situation of rivalry for the single available sex partner, often coined colloquially as 
‘two men desire one woman’ or ‘two girls desire one man’, but more generally a 
rage to have been denied the vast realm of potential sex partners of same or differ-
ent age, outside of the family! And the aggressiveness, therefore, of the child is not 
exclusively directed against the parent of the same sex, but against both parents, 
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while it has to be noted that the child’s organism will not allow the child to gain 
consciousness of this rage because of mere survival reasons. The child’s cognitive 
apparatus will build in a justification factor that leads to the child’s reasoning on 
the lines of : 

—Well, I am supposed to love my parents, and be exclusively 
loved by my parents, as society does not allow me to love other 
people, and does not allow other people to love me in the same 
way as my parents love me. Society says it’s dangerous for me, as 
other people may want to abduct and kill me as they cannot love 
me in the same pure manner as my parents do. 

Here is where the whole system of lies and betrayal starts to distort the perception 
and cognitive grasp of love by the consumer child, in this bias that society puts up, 
and that it strongly fuels through its abysmally violent anti-pedophilia debate! And 
what it leads to is that because children cannot for survival reasons express the 
rage against their parents and society, they will turn this rage against themselves, 
and become narcissistic and autodestructive, if not schizophrenic!  

Even children who do not develop a pathology will remain with strong guilt feel-
ings, often all their life through, regarding sexuality and all forms of erotic love.  

I guess Freud’s reasoning here is true insofar as when the parent of the opposite sex 
is present, the child can project some of the aggressiveness upon him or her. But 
here, contrary to Freud, I assume that because of survival reasons, this acting-out 
of aggressiveness toward the parent of the same sex, for example through straight 
talk, or by hitting the parent, is such perilous an action for a child that this will be 
done only when he or she can be sure of the support and unconditional love of the 
parent of the opposite sex.  

This is a precarious situation for a child in any kind of family, and I believe that 
generally Freud’s reasoning here was quite theoretical. As a general rule, children 
do keep true to respecting their parents even to a point of self-denial, except a mi-
nority of children who incarnate with a very strong ego and character. I have in-
deed observed that the number of children of the latter vintage is growing over the 
last decades, but at the same time, the situation of the child in consumer culture 
has become more and more tough, and alienating, to a point that children are today 
as much under state control and supervision as nuclear weapons, foreign em-
bassies, top secret material and spies. 

This is a potential root for more domestic violence because to enclose children in 
homes and schools that function pretty much like prisons is not what a caring state 
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will do who loves their child citizens. We are facing a major social and political 
pathology here, if we can face it at all.  

In my experience, most people in Western culture blind these facts simply out of 
their consciousness interface, and this because of sheer fright of the consequences 
of any vital action to the contrary. 

Freud’s cultural bias is notorious and I will not need to write pages about that as it 
has not only been analyzed in modern biographies and recent psychoanalytic litera-
ture, but it was the true reason for the clash between Freud and Reich, Freud and 
Jung, Freud and Adler, Freud and Rank, Freud and Klein, and Freud and Fromm.  

The clashes were of course personally tinted, and in each case, there was a personal 
drama behind the scenes.  

What is significant however, and common to all of these deep relationships is that 
none of them was solved peacefully; this already is a hint as to the unruly nature of 
Freud’s authoritarianism. And the material speaks for itself, as we have really a 
large body of evidence. 

The clash between Reich and Freud was particularly revealing, and Freud’s cultural 
bias, for one time, was explicit and coined into the dictum ‘culture must prevail’. 
Freud rejected Reich’s activism for child sexual rights, despite the fact that it was 
he himself, who had for the first time in Western social history openly declared that 
the human child is sexual from birth. Freud reasoned Reich with the argument that 
the psychiatric profession had to accept the basic setup of society including its de-
nial of the sexual rights of the child, and that the psychiatrist and psychoanalyst 
had to cure the psychic malformations resulting from the cultural distortion of the 
natural sexual function, but not more. In other words, they had to restrain from 
any social activism because otherwise, as Freud thought, society would be thrown 
into chaos.  

The Oedipal situation, as I coin in one term the whole of the emotional, tactile, sen-
sual and sexual deprivation of the child in modern consumer culture, is a real 
trauma. It creates havoc in the child’s psyche and one of the undesired results of 
this pathology is that it leads to a link between sexual desire, aggressive rage and 
fear, which can lead to sexual deviations later in life. Typical for these deviations is 
namely that the person can discharge sexually only if acts of sadism are inflicted 
upon the mate, or conversely, the masochistic suffering of acts of sadism is experi-
enced during the mating game.  

When adult males project their unconscious Oedipal mother imago on little girls, 
they may experience emotional and sexual attraction for them, but they also may at 
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times experience the same rage they felt toward their mothers, but that they re-
pressed. This repressed rage, then, may become sexually charged. This may, or not, 
depending on the level of consciousness of the person, lead to a violent urge to pun-
ish little girls by beating them up and/or by forcing oral, anal or vaginal intercourse 
on them, or by abducting them for this purpose. It has since long been established 
by psychiatry that these urges, be they acted out or not, have their origin in an un-
resolved Oedipus Complex. 

The person will have greater control of this affliction if he does not fight it but tries 
to understand his behavior, and his emotional confusion. And here we see again 
the difference in behavior between the true hero and the Oedipal Hero.  

The true hero will first of all acknowledge the desire, be it hard to accept, and hard 
to live with, and cope with, even if the desire is so virulent that it can never be acted 
out without really hurting and harming the child physically, or emotionally.  

This is, to repeat it, not the case with a pure sexual attraction, as in that case a way 
can be found in most circumstances to abreact sexually without actual penetration, 
but only in the aggravating case that the desire is charged with violence in such a 
way that penetration is needed for coming off, and even worse, that the child has to 
be beaten, made suffer and cry and give signs of expressing the pain, typically by 
screaming, for the sadist being able to discharge orgasmically. It goes without say-
ing that for any child, whatever their age, and even an adult, the latter experience is 
not a particularly nice one, while a tender sexual encounter with an adult without 
penetration may go along with a child, even a completely innocent boy or girl, if 
only there is no pain, no violence and no threat, and most importantly, no coercion. 

The problem is that most Oedipal Heroes in one way or the other suffer from sexu-
al sadism, as a simple result of the rage they repressed when they repeatedly want-
ed to build autonomy and were held back by their possessive and narcissistic moth-
ers. While society has developed in recent years quite a permissive attitude toward 
sadomasochism when it occurs between consenting adults, this form of sexuality 
remains highly problematic when an adult traps a child into his sadistic affliction, 
and perhaps by expecting the child to be masochistic ‘by nature’ in order to justify 
the offense. 

Whatever one may think in this respect, it can hardly be denied that our society 
must show more responsibility in working out future social and legal policies for 
preventing sexual violence against children. The present situation is  not satisfying, 
as it only focuses upon enforcing time and again criminal punishments, which has 
never been an effective social policy; one may begin to look at how the situation of 
the Oedipal Hero could be cognitively grasped and understood, and how, as a re-
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sult of these insights, methods could be developed to help the afflicted men to grow 
beyond their fixation.  

In this endeavor, one focus should certainly be to help the individual to accept to be 
loved, to be touched, to be kissed and fondled, to begin contemplating himself in a 
mirror while experiencing feelings of power, selflove, admiration and healthy self-
pride.  

An important element of the therapy would be to dissolve the muscular and charac-
terological armor, and this by suggesting the person to experience sexual inter-
course with a young woman in a loving and tender way, while the focus should be 
on enjoying the hot and melting energy flow as it streams through the body, once 
the armor has been dissolved. 

My research showed that no coercion can help with sexual sadism, but only toler-
ance, and again tolerance, and teaching the person actually to be tolerant with 
himself. Tolerance means patience first of all, as any progress will be incremental, 
and rather slow in the beginning. With dissolving the character armor, the entire 
belief system of the Oedipal Hero will bit by bit fall in ashes, and when the mind is 
enlarged, the body will decrease in size, as a matter of inverse proportionality.  

I mean that any pattern of obsessive body-building, obesity, heavy drinking or 
chain-smoking will vanish by itself, once the armor begins to fall apart. On the oth-
er hand, I am not in the rings of those who believe that curing the symptoms will do 
the job, which is why I am firmly opposed to any kind of quick fixes in this respect. 
Only a holistic, and inside-out approach can do.  

Sadism is not easy to heal, and in mainstream psychiatry’s view sadistic child sexu-
al offenders, rapists and killers are still today declared incurable!  
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Postface 
Summary 
This brings me to close this article with a hopeful outlook; it was not written in the 
intention to blame a certain group of people, or to blame any behavior they indulge 
in, or they compulsively engage in.  

My intent for writing this chapter was to raise awareness in postmodern in-
ternational culture for a complex of phenomena that are clearly on the rise because 
of various factors inherent in modern consumer culture, one of them being an un-
healthy exclusiveness in the parent-child relation, another being the turndown of 
the traditional extended family, another still the shortening or total abandonment 
of breastfeeding, another the rampant tactile, sensual and sexual deprivation of in-
fants and children and decreasing periods of breastfeeding, and still another the 
rise of the single-parent family because of rampant divorce rates in all major urban 
areas worldwide.  

I hope that this topic will invoke a larger scientific interest in exploring the possi-
bilities of helping persons with an Oedipal, narcissistic and sadistic affliction to 
deal effectively with their problems, as this will turn out to be the best way of re-
ducing violent sexual crime against children, wherever in the world. I especially 
hope that eventually the fatalistic trend in mainstream forensic psychiatry will give 
way to a deeper regard on the real possibilities that exist now in our society and 
that existed in tribal societies since millennia for healing sexual and nonsexual 
sadism.  

One of the researchers who has dealt with these issues since almost twenty-five 
years is Dr. Alberto Villoldo, whose elucidating books I have all reviewed. 
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Parent-Child Codependence 

Essay by Peter Fritz Walter 
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Introduction 
A Common Etiology 
Addiction, sadism and abuse are all power traps. I call them traps because when 
you are suffering from addiction, from being sadistic or abusive, you are trapped.  

Why are you trapped? You are trapped because you are in bondage, you are not 
free, you have fallen prey of an obsession, or what in popular psychology is called a 
complex. The main complex to be dealt with is codependence; it is one of the major 
issues to be solved in therapy today. 

Abuse is always power abuse! There is no other abuse; all what is usually called 
abuse, like sexual abuse, physical abuse or emotional abuse is power abuse. It’s to 
be defined as abusing one’s power over another and thereby doing harm to that 
other person, child or adult. Power abuse is a confusion about limits. When we dis-
respect the limits of another person’s body, by interfering in that body, by penetrat-
ing one of its orifices without consent, for example, we are treating that other body 
like our own body; hence we are confused about the limits of our body.  

This is what essentially characterizes codependence; it is a confusion about limits. I 
am talking here only about parent-child codependence within the modern nuclear 
family, which I synonymously term cofusion, secondary fusion or pseudofusion.  

Codependence is something like a pathological fixation upon a certain person; it is 
a dependency problem that manifests in the parent-child relation typically for the 
first time after the critical mother-infant symbiosis, and thus as a general rule after 
the first eighteen months of the baby.  

What is generally very little known is the fact that even before that time, mother 
and child are interacting in a subtle communication about limits which reveals to 
what extent the mother is able and willing to grant to the infant autonomy, or not. 
This early dialogue, that is most of the time non-verbal, has been found to deeply 
condition people for their later relational behavior patterns.  

This is more true in the mother-son relation than it is in the father-daughter rela-
tion simply because the ‘matrix-giver’ has more power over the child, be it boy or 
girl, than the ‘sperm-giver.’ This evaluation of the primal scene has been estab-
lished first by Sigmund Freud and later by Transactional Analysis (TA), and it is 
not as such a matter of cultural conditioning, or compliance to either matriarchy or 
patriarchy.  
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Causative factors that have been revealed in research are: 

‣ Mother did not really want the child; 

‣ Mother is professionally over-engaged, lacking time for the infant; 

‣ Lack of healthy physical interaction between parents and child; 

‣ Overly strong career focus of parents, leaving child to babysitters; 

‣ Insufficient eye contact in the mother-infant relation; 

‣ Insufficient or no breast feeding; 

‣ Insufficient tactile stimulation of the baby (tactile deprivation); 

‣ Shame-based identity of the mother and resulting rejection behavior: 

• when baby shows erotic behavior, and mother turns away regard; 
• when baby touches their genitals, and mother takes their hands off; 
• when baby seeks closeness with mother, she puts baby to sleep; 
• when mother holds baby away from her body, to avoid touch; 
• when mother constantly has ‘no time’ for intimacy with baby; 

‣ Father left family during pregnancy, after birth or not long thereafter; 

‣ Father, while still part of the family, is as good as never present; 

‣ Father refuses to take over any role in childcare; 

‣ Father is abusive toward mother and/or the child, etc. 

In other words, codependence can be described as a compensation reaction of en-
tangled organisms that tries to heal a split that was caused by a lack of early inti-
macy, and thus an insufficient caretaking or lack of nutrient behavior from the side 
of the mother, during the first eighteen months of the infant. The entanglement 
paradoxically comes about through a lack of physical closeness, and of communica-
tion, and through a general tactile deprivation of the child, and also through non-
physical elements such as parents’ thoughts constantly focused on money and sta-
tus or children generally relegated to receiving affection from secondary caretakers, 
babysitters, house teachers, and the like.  
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The entanglement specifically comes about through the fact of lacking autonomy of 
the child, and of lacking exposure to experiences and a social life outside of the 
family.  

This has been shown with abundant evidence by the long-term research of James 
W. Prescott, Ashley Montagu, Michel Odent, Frederick Leboyer and others. 

The problem of codependence is for obvious reasons much more stringent in the 
individualistic and separative white Western culture, and by extrapolation in the 
modern global culture, than in highly sociable ‘open’ societies such as African, 
South American or Asian cultures. Yet in these cultures today we face the problem 
in the middle and upper classes as well because they have adopted Western values 
and a lifestyle that imitates most of the alienated Western behavior models, thereby 
shunning their own perennial wisdom, that most of their elders still are knowl-
edgeable about. 

Now, let me deepen a particularly important aspect in this research context. It is 
the relationship between eroticism and codependence. There are many myths, es-
pecially in the highly Puritanical Anglo-Saxon culture that distort and tear down 
natural eroticism, and these distorted popular views actually foster and purport 
codependence instead of helping to avoid it.  

For example, contrary to popular belief, the rampant parent-child codependence 
we are facing in postmodern culture is not created through too much physical in-
teraction and shared affection and tenderness, but the result of lacking touch! 

It has often been believed that a boy will develop a codependent relationship with 
his mother when he is ‘too close’ to her, or when he sleeps with his mother in the 
same bed. This is not true. My research shows that the problem manifests more of-
ten and with more explosive consequences in the mother-son relation than in the 
father-daughter relation.  

However, the causes of mother-son codependence are often depicted in an overly 
simplified or even distorted manner.  

To begin with, it is not through shared pleasure, affection, tenderness, and touch 
that codependence comes about; it is not through mother and son, or father and 
daughter, sleeping together, taking baths together, sharing nudity, and touching 
each other, and it is not through their sharing a naturally sensual and erotic attrac-
tion for each other. If these elements were causative factors in the etiology of code-
pendence, any abundantly sensual mothering or fathering would lead to entrapping 
children in pseudo-incestuous relations. But this is not the case. If a mother is fully 
erotically present for her boy-child, without being incestuous, and embraces him 
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sensually while giving him at the same time the necessary amount of autonomy ac-
cording to his age and abilities, the boy will easily master the Oedipus Complex and 
develop his fully functional heterosexuality that he then will project upon peer girls 
of his age, or approximately of his age. The same is true in the father-daughter rela-
tion with regard to the girl child’s mastering the Electra Complex and projecting 
her sexual feelings upon peers boys. 

There are many false signals in today’s popular culture and vulgarized psychologi-
cal publications. These false signals lead to parents’ becoming more and more inse-
cure as to the role physical affection and tenderness plays in parenting. In fact, par-
ents are more or less constantly bombarded today with ambiguous messages that 
result in many parents retreating physically from their children, thereby leaving 
them alone in atrocious feelings of abandonment, loneliness, deprivation and de-
spair.  

As a result of 1960s and 70s American pediatrics, which fostered a physical separa-
tion between parents and child, while in the meantime this approach has been 
identified as a fundamental error, many of today’s parents have never had an affec-
tionate childhood themselves and became dysfunctional parents of the next genera-
tion.  

A long-term bestseller on the list of socially approved child-torture is the American 
parenting manual by Dr. Benjamin Spock that is still today a leading guide for 
many parents—to the detriment of their children. 

In the contrary, it is through the absence of the father together with a shame-based 
identification process in the mother-son relation that the most rampant and most 
destructive form of codependence is brought about in our society. The reason for 
the more dramatic constellation in the mother-son relation has to do with the 
greater psychic fragility of the human male in general, and with the simple fact that 
it is the mother who is the matrix, not the father. If you want to add one more prob-
lem complex here, it is the codependent mother-daughter relation. 

By contrast, father-child care in our culture is seldom codependent simply because 
the father is most of the time absent, while this absence is well one the causative 
factors in mother-son codependence.  

Another important insight about mother-child codependence is that it deprives the 
child, typically the boy, of the time and care needed for developing his true intelli-
gence. Men who grow up entangled with their mothers are caught in a net of stiff-
ening responsibilities, or obligations, or what is felt as such, which impedes them 
from really thinking of themselves, and minding their own business.  
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The result is that they hardly think their projects through to the end, taking time 
and rest for vision-building, constantly harassed by their picky and demanding 
mothers, threatened with love denial or even financial starving in case they disobey 
and begin to live their own lives.  

In this sense, the son bears the cross, so to speak, for the sins committed by his 
mother, and it is really a capital sin to suffocate a young man’s vital energies and 
intelligence by throwing one’s weight around as a mother and not minding his psy-
chic fragility as a man. In this sense, many women in our society need to be educat-
ed what right motherhood is about, and even more so, what wrong motherhood 
looks like.  

The French child psychoanalyst and therapist Françoise Dolto (1908-1988) has an-
alyzed this problem in the mother-son relation, in her book Psychoanalysis and Pe-
diatrics (1971), and she writes: 

There are boys who stay lovingly fixated upon their mothers; 
their behavior is characterized by the fact that they do not at-
tempt to ‘seduce’ any other woman. If the father is alive, the two 
men are constantly disputing, for the fact that the boy does not 
detach himself from his mother and searches out other love and 
sex objects proves that the boy has not liquidated—in a friend-
ship of equality with his father—his pre-oedipal homosexuality. 
He will therefore prepare for getting ‘in trouble’ with his father 
through his difficult and provocative behavior. 

—See Françoise Dolto, Psychanalyse et Pédiatrie (1971), p. 88 
(Translation mine). 

When the father has left and the boy ‘dedicates himself’ to his 
mother, this behavior can be accompanied by real social subli-
mations, which are associated with the activities derived from 
the repression of genital and procreative sexuality, but this boy 
cannot behave sexually and affectively like an adult. He suffers 
from inferiority feelings toward men that he unconsciously iden-
tifies with his father; he can also be a hyper-genital who is al-
ways avid to get new sex partners toward whom he will never 
build real attachment, but he will show impotent in relations 
with any woman he really loves, because this is associated in his 
unconscious with the tabooed incestuous object. (Id.) 
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This is how the superego of the boy becomes very early rigid 
(…); the reason for this is the necessity to repress the heterosex-
ual desire in the ‘maternal sphere.’ (Id., p. 89) 

The messages those boys and young men typically are bombarded with expressions 
such as: 

—You are egoistic! 

—Think a little of your mother also! 

—I’m always sitting at home, can’t you make time and show me around a little? 

—You should have a bit more gratitude for your mother …  

—and so on and so forth.  

When the boy is eventually on the right track and really develops a genuine interest 
in something, mother will have enough reasons to tell him that he’s inadequate for 
it:  

—Why do you spend so much time for this, it leads you nowhere! 

—Others have done that before you, so where’s the sense of it? 

—You have grandiose ideas, stay a little bit on the floor and take care of your old 
mother! 

—Why don’t you follow my advice, you are just stubborn! 

Much evil in the world done by men has its roots here, in a stiffening mother-son 
relation that deprives boys for years of their vital energies, blocking their emotional 
flow to a point of self-forgetfulness. This is, then, the reason why these men one 
day explode, so to speak, for thinking of themselves for one time, and do something 
horrible, to a woman, a little girl, or an elder. And who goes to jail is always the 
boy, then a man, and not his mother! And that, in my humble opinion, should be 
changed. Women are to be made responsible for being abusive as mothers, not only 
men, as fathers! 

Women always claim to not being given enough responsibility under patriarchy, 
but most women are bluntly oblivious regarding their abusive attitudes toward 
their sons in our society—and even veil them behind feminism or what I came to 
call a ‘victim attitude.’ They always cry for abuse when it’s about them, but never 
when it’s about the boys they drive into madness, suicide, homosexuality, child 
rape or even murder.  
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I do not deny the responsibility of the man, of course, for we cash in the karmic 
boomerang anyway, irrespective of what drove us to that point of doing harm to 
others, and I do not say they are not responsible. What I am saying is that both ed-
ucational attitudes and criminal punishment have to be reformed as a result of the 
insights we got through research on emotional abuse because it is a major trigger of 
violent crime in our society. Instead of tightening the laws on and on, what needs to 
be done is social, psychological and educational prevention of codependence, as a 
matter of public sanity! Unfortunately, the clinical and psychotherapeutic practice 
does still not consider parent-child codependence as the most important pathology 
in our modern society, but bothers way too much about marriage relations, and the 
husband-spouse codependence, and that is why it comes up in marriage counseling 
and family therapy.  

But the root problem is not here but in the way men and women have spent their 
childhoods, and related to their parents. What many mental health practitioners 
overlook is that the problem does never originate in the partner relation but in the 
earlier parent-child relations that both partners went through and that they project 
upon their partner. We all project our parent of the opposite sex upon our spouse 
or husband, only that there are two essentially different ways of doing that: 

‣ a conscious way based on the letting-go of the parent (mourning); 

‣ an unconscious way based on entanglement, confusion and hate-love. 

In the Freudian terminology of the Oedipus Complex, the first alternative corre-
sponds to what Freud called a liquidated Oedipus and the second corresponds to 
what Freud called an unresolved Oedipus. 

To summarize, when we see that addiction, sadism and abuse share a common root 
problem, we are more effective as facilitators in localizing and helping to solve per-
sonal difficulties related to each of these etiologies. When we see that a power dis-
tortion in the form of lacking identity, blocked emotional flow, or an insufficiently 
built ego is at the root of these disturbances, then we have found a recipe for heal-
ing that is consistent and effective.  

Mainstream psychology only reluctantly admits the commonality of these distur-
bances, and this reluctance is related to Western society’s long-term denial of inte-
grating the knowledge about the bioenergy, the subtle or bioplasmatic energy, or 
human energy field. When we see that emotions are but flowing vital energy, then, 
in a situation where emotional flow is blocked, we know it’s a problem related to a 
person’s lack of streaming in their bioenergetic flow cycle. When we further see 
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that this blockage of the energy flow is at the root of both substance abuse and sex-
ual sadism, then we are closer to drafting a healing concept for all these biogenetic 
disturbances.  

This is more or less the approach I have taken for finding solutions to these prob-
lems, which I am going to present in the following pages. 
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Chapter One 
What is Substance Abuse? 
Substance abuse is a problem that ultimately is related to obstacles in the process 
of individuation. More precisely, addiction is in my view a symptom in a pathology 
that has hardly anything to do with physiological causes, but that indicates a block-
age or obstruction in the individuation process.  

As a result of this insight, my focus when helping addicted persons is not the drug, 
but the web of problems that cause many of us to crave for altering their con-
sciousness. The reason for addiction most often is to flee a reality that one finds 
more or less insupportable.  

This desire is not pathological; in a society that basically has lost its humanity long 
ago, it’s no wonder that intelligent and sensitive people want to shift their reality 
and find ways to drop out. This desire is rather a sign of psychic health. Or the oth-
er way around, and as Krishnamurti put it, it’s not a sign of psychic health to be 
well adjusted to a profoundly sick society.  

This shift of focus right at the onset of the therapy makes for the difference of this 
form of treatment in comparison to a multitude of drug treatments presently out 
there. Treating a drug with drugs is as effective as fighting war with war. And yet 
that’s exactly what is done in most conventional drug addiction treatments. It 
shows the fundamental weakness of modern Western medicine, that is, the mecha-
nistic approach that treats symptoms without even remotely understanding the 
underlying cause. 

When I started my research on codependence  years ago, I was wondering in the 
first place why I myself never had a problem with addiction. One reason may be 
that from childhood I had a strong and undisturbed relationship with pleasure. I 
remember sexual activeness back until age three and from my mother’s amused 
remarks I was born with a strong erection and  was being sexual right from the 
moment of birth.  

In addition, I grew up in a permissive environment regarding alcoholic beverage, 
while alcohol consumption never represented a problem in my life. It was perhaps 
through this permissiveness of both my parents and their intelligent advice that I 
could learn from early age to consume wine in ways that did not damage my health 
and wellbeing. And it was only wine that I liked, not beer and never any stronger 
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alcohols. I actually was a wine drinker from school times, which was not an excep-
tion in our region, which is one of Germany’s famous wine-growing regions.  

And it was as early as in high school that I began to reason on more critical lines, 
many of which I am still reasoning on today. I thought to myself that it was amaz-
ing how easily I had learnt to manage pleasure, while I saw in the lives of my school 
mates that they hardly questioned any of the established views—and the view that 
pleasure is important was anathema at that time, and in that repressive environ-
ment. I actually put up the slogan ‘only smart people are sexual, stupid ones not.’ I 
had very early in life understood that an undisturbed pleasure function and ab-
sence of guilt is the basis of high intelligence, and later high achievement. 

From observing my inner movements, the ways that my emotions and fears affect-
ed my decisions, and from observing others, I began, already in high school, to 
build a kind of work hypothesis that reads as follows: ‘It is most probably not the 
alcohol, the drug or cigarette themselves where the problem lies with, but the inner 
need we experience to consume them, and overconsume them until our health is 
gravely damaged. What, then, makes us so badly need and eventually abuse of 
these things? What is it that creates this need? Which is the lack that we try to 
compensate with consuming mind-altering drugs?’ 

My first intuitive answer to this question was that we need drugs for pleasure rea-
sons, because it’s pleasure that is lacking in the lives of most of us. I scrutinized the 
lives of people who are addicted to hard drugs, and found they all have in common 
that they lack out on a satisfying and fulfilling sex life. While most of them would 
not admit it, they have a rather limited view of sexuality and generally, of love, of-
ten associating sex with ‘aggressiveness’ or judging sex as something ‘animal-like’ 
or ‘brute.’ And when you have such a starting point in your feeling level about sex-
uality, you can never, excuse me, have a fulfilling sex life! 

That’s impossible because conscious behavior and unconscious internalization of 
that behavior clash, and are so divergent that they fragment the person. And as we 
cannot live without sex, apart from some rare species called yogis or saints, we have 
no choice here but to work on getting our conscious behavior and our unconscious 
internalization of it in alliance. That means, in short, getting the negative thought-
forms about sex out of our unconscious; these thought-forms were built during 
childhood and youth, and are almost always the result of a life-denying and body-
hostile education. 

And then I found that, in addition, most of the people addicted to hard drugs are 
emotionally inhibited; they never really express their emotions. Thus they have a 
blockage on both the explosion level and the feeling level, so to speak.  
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When we deny our body to experience natural pleasure, we educate our body to 
crave for unnatural pleasure. That’s how it goes. It’s a very simple logic yet most 
people are so stuck in their accumulated rationalizations and beliefs that they just 
don’t see this natural truth. And this was probably the other reason why I did not 
fall in the drug-trap. I have had early sex and let neither the system nor anybody 
repress my strong emotionality. Despite the fact that in boarding school I had a 
comrade who smoked joints in the evening and offered me some, I could not find a 
taste in it. If I had, I perhaps would have got stuck with it, for my school time was 
as miserable as that of any other kid. I could resist substance dependency because I 
had found my unique pleasure in real love and sexual fulfillment with a good friend 
of my age that lasted from our ages ten to eighteen all the way through our time in 
the boarding, and that was very fulfilling.  

Interestingly enough, my intimate friend, too, had no taste for drugs despite the 
fact that he liked smoking a joint once in a while, but he, like me, never got addict-
ed to anything. We were curious about how we were different in living our love so 
openly, despite negative experiences that our long-term intimacy caused with oth-
ers in the home. So in our daily talks we often approached these questions and also 
observed others, peer boys, and ourselves.  

Generally, we agreed that our sexual happiness compensated for a lot of strain that 
others went through during these years of hardship that is the lot of most young 
people in this idiotic culture. Three of my school comrades killed themselves when 
they were around the age to enter university. All three of them committed suicide 
for the same reason: an unhappy love affair with a girl who refused to have sex. All 
three of them were sexual virgins! 

Scientifically speaking, the origin of the drug problem lies with one or the other 
form of pleasure deprivation. Let us get a little deeper into that. Why do we need 
pleasure? We need pleasure because of physiological reasons, and still more be-
cause of bioenergetic reasons.  

Pleasurable feelings are vibrations; it’s a fact that our body must constantly vibrate 
in order to maintain homeostasis and vitality! This is particularly true for sexual 
pleasure.  

—See Peter Fritz Walter, The Energy Nature of Human Emo-
tions and Sexual Attraction: A Systemic Analysis of Emotional 
Identity in the Process of the Human Sexual Response 
(2015/2017). 
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Sexuality basically is a bioelectric process that is characterized by a dialectic alter-
nation of charge and discharge; thus, it is an energy metabolism. And the circula-
tion of the bioenergy in our organism is absolutely vital for health and old age. The 
fact that there are yogis and saints who can live without sexuality does not disprove 
this fact. It only shows that there are ways to maintain and even strengthen the en-
ergy metabolism in our organism without engaging in sexual activity in the strict 
sense. These people have simply learnt to directly impact upon the flow of the 
bioenergy in the organism.  

For most of us, to learn one of these esoteric techniques would require years of as-
siduous study and discipline. The direct approach therefore is to follow nature and 
do what it asks us for, and that is simply to have sex when we want to have sex. As 
it is said in Zen, ‘When you are hungry, eat, when you are tired, sleep.’ This wistful 
statement implies that self-regulation is one of the best ways to live in accordance 
with nature and maintain good health until old age. Self-regulation, in turn, means 
that you don’t repress your sexual urges but find ways to live them socially and 
constructively. 

In addition, pleasure has another important function. It can compensate for a great 
deal of frustration and feelings of powerlessness that go along with strict or author-
itarian education.  
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Chapter Two 
Coping with Addiction 
Another element in the etiology of addiction is lack of emotional stimulation. The 
problem is that in our patriarchal culture, especially for boys, the general paradigm 
requires feelings to be seen as inappropriate, flimsy or associated with ‘good guy’ 
behavior. The macho culture represses feelings especially in men, which is one of 
the best ways to make men more vulnerable than women in many ways. The can-
cer, aids and heart disease statistics prove it, where men are invariably worse af-
fected than women.  

The root of the problem, if we look carefully at it, does not lie with drugs but with 
our lacking emotional maturity, our need for symbiosis, which results from tactile 
deprivation in early childhood. However, we are here now and it is not of much 
avail to deplore our miserable childhoods or endlessly blame our parents and 
teachers. It may be comforting to do it once in a while but in the long run it will not 
bring us any further.  

What helps in the long run is to catch up with your missed individuation and gain 
some form of stable autonomy, with one word, to construe an inner structure that 
we were denied to build as children.  

Without doing this work, addiction cannot be healed. Certain palliatives may be 
given that last for a certain time. But long-term healing is only possible once we 
treat the root of the problem: our lacking individuation and accordingly, our lack-
ing identity! This means in clear text that we have to build our ego. The work that is 
needed, if it is to be effective, has to encompass: 

‣ Mind 

‣ Body 

‣ Emotions 

‣ Spirit 

These are our essential work areas. Working on these four basic parts will ensure a 
process of integration that eventually will lead to wholeness and thus complete 
mental, psychic and physical health. 
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Mind 
You can use visualization and affirmative prayers to change your inner script and to 
gradually build a positive mindset. In addition, you should work on building vision. 
Vision means to envision goals and intentions, and to project them into the future. 
You do this by drafting a Personal Vision Statement (PVS). 

—See Peter Fritz Walter, Walter’s Leadership Guide: Why Good 
Leadership Starts with Self-Leadership, Chapter Four (2015). 

It is absolutely essential that you train your mind through new learning challenges, 
especially through learning how to learn, the know-how of fast and effective learn-
ing. This also means that you begin to rely upon your intuition, which is your true 
intelligence, and that you empower yourself in trusting your infinite potential! 
When you do this, you will soon become aware of your negative self-talk; this 
awareness will lead you to gradually implementing a new and positive self-talk.  

Learn to disregard all people who make you down, and those who are enchained by 
moralistic concepts of living or use brutality as measures of discipline, however 
they name or justify those measures. By learning to trust yourself, you learn trust-
ing others. 

Body 
You should be conscious of what you eat! To get there, practicing some form of diet 
is useful. Try to control especially your gluten and carbohydrate ingestion. As a 
compensatory effect, the deprivation of a drug that gave you pleasure may have you 
look for other oral pleasure sensations such as sugar. That means you drive out the 
Devil with Beelzebub, so to speak. To replace good high-quality wine with sodas 
rammed with sugar, food conservatives and chemicals under the header of ‘getting 
away from alcohol’ is one of the absolutely nonsensical propagandistic common-
places that today pervade the media. Our big headlines in the news are most often 
not inspired by health reasons but there are hard financial interests that make 
those headlines repeating their messages over and over.  

In France a scientific research was conducted back in 2004 that led to the result 
that wine has many positive health benefits. Of course, you may object that in 
France, in contrast to the United States, the wine producers are perhaps as power-
ful as the soft drink industry and that that was the reason behind the ‘positive ben-
efits’ of wine.  
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Yes, this may well be so, but that is exactly why I say that you must use your own 
discretion and follow your own body instead of directing your life along the lines of 
media gossip. 

Controlling your diet cannot be done with discipline alone because you cannot 
force the body without some negative feedback either in your body itself or in your 
emotions. You have to address dietary needs in your daily visualizations and work 
with positive affirmations. It is the mind that forms the body so any problem in the 
body, any adaptation process, can only come from the mind if it is to be effective. 
On the other hand, try to find a kind of food that pleases your senses but that, at 
the same time, is healthy, such as, for example Chinese, Vietnamese or Japanese 
food. 

Avoid junk food and the habit of eating when you are busy with something. Always 
eat consciously, being fully present of what you eat and how you eat at any moment 
when you eat. Avoid over-eating. These two rules together with quality food are 
sufficient to avoid obesity of any kind—except you suffer from extreme emotional 
hangups.  

Do some pleasurable work with your body, such as sex that is fulfilling, also emo-
tionally, and exercises that fill your cells with oxygen and help your organism divest 
of depleted cells. Among the best exercises I know for this purpose are Qigong 
breathing exercises. But the most important is that you love your body! You can 
express this love by regularly caring for your body, by keeping it healthy, functional 
and strong, and also by taking care of your outward appearance, how you come 
over to others. Buy the clothes you like and only those you like, not those that are 
fashionable or that others recommend to you. 

Try to become every day more conscious of your inner voices and intuitions. Listen-
ing to yourself is very important if you are to build more trust and more honesty 
toward yourself. Be always gentle with yourself and your body will be gentle toward 
you and learn every new lesson with diligence. 

Emotions 
First of all, forget any distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ emotions. All our emo-
tions are good, and all have a right of existence, period! However, the hot emotions 
such as anger, fear or jealousy eat up a lot of bioenergy, which makes that, if you 
are angry or jealous or fearful often, you will be constantly low in energy. If you 
want to build your energy potential high so that you may achieve higher, you have 
to avoid as much as possible the hot emotions like anger, fear, hatred or jealousy. 
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This does not mean that you should become cold or careless. There is a world of 
difference between people who are cold by character or because they are careless 
people, and people who are genuinely caring but wise enough to keep a healthy bal-
ance in their emotions. The magic word is balance, not control. Control does not 
work on emotions, nor does repression. The societies that have the highest rates of 
violent crime such as the United States are the cultures which repress emotions the 
strongest and where education and social morals constantly stress the need to con-
trol emotions.  

If we control our emotions, we are robots because there will be no more spontane-
ity. Have a look, for example, at Asian culture, the Chinese or Japanese, or Indone-
sian cultures, and you will notice that they are more tolerant towards emotions; but 
you will also notice that their education stresses more than ours the need to keep a 
healthy balance in our emotional life. 

If you see that you are constantly fighting with a particular person, or if you see 
there are power struggles going on within a group of people you frequent, leave 
them and get a distance! Many people who suffer from addictions are caught in 
power struggles without finding by themselves a way out of the dilemma.  

There is however always a way, it is the archaic flight-or-fight response. If you do 
not want to fight, you must take a distance. You must go, end the relationship, and 
say your ultimate no to it. People trapped in alcohol or drug abuse often are simply 
unable to say this decisive no, thus unable to making the right choices at moments 
they need to. They may never have learnt it in their younger years simply because 
they did not have the inner space to act. They had to re-act because in their younger 
years they were constantly trapped by their parents or other caretakers. It is the 
flight response perverted into a pseudo-flight that results. I escape into my dream 
world because life is too hard for me and I am not hard enough to knock those 
down who abuse of my goodness!  

No, you do not need to knock them down; you can listen to yourself instead of lis-
tening to them, and get to live your own life, based on your own choices and deci-
sions! The next step then, when you are in peace with yourself, is to work on your 
power problems. Power struggles cannot arise if you are feeling strong and power-
ful. It needs always two for love—and for fight. If you are feeling okay about your-
self and you have resolved your power problems, nobody can ever get you out of 
your continuum.  

This means you will not let others get you in discussions, disputes or fights of 
whatever kind. To gain mastership of your autonomy, you need to work constantly 
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and patiently on building your soul power and, as a result, your social power. There 
are basically four steps on this way: 

‣ Get your power back 
‘Empower yourself’ 

‣ Give power to others 
‘Empower others’ 

‣ Communicate powerfully  
‘See the power in communicating’ 

‣ Build powerful teams 
‘See the power in associating’ 

—See Peter Fritz Walter, Walter’s Career Guide: Why Getting a 
Job is Not Enough (2015). 

You will not build successful relationships if you begin at the wrong end and engage 
in social groupings before having done your home work. However, that is what 
most people do, rushing into participating in social groupings in the hope that 
through togetherness they’d feel more powerful; they think group life will help 
them forget about the ugly little man or the ugly little woman inside of themselves. 
When they are with the group, they feel strong and good while miserable and poor 
when alone. But that is a trap! That is not empowerment, but an illusion, and a very 
dangerous vintage of it! 

As long as you are not a true individual, and thus an undivided unit, as long as you 
have not built your own self, you cannot build really interdependent relationships. 
You will try to either get into some form of dependency or symbiosis with them (‘I 
need you’) or try to dominate them (‘I get you’). It means the power struggle is right 
from the start programmed into your very relationship with the group. 

The right way to begin, therefore, is to begin with yourself. Get your power back! 
Become complete and whole again, an individual. If power has been denied to you 
during your childhood and youth—which happened to most of us, there is no way 
other than working on that problem. If you refuse to do this work, the need for 
power that has been repressed will drive you from your unconscious desires and 
can cause obsessions, emotional, psychic and sexual fixations, alcohol or drug ad-
dictions, neurotic anxieties and habits, sexual dysfunctions or perverse sexuality, or 
else even psychotic disorders. 

Why do we need power?  
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Here we are back at our initial question, and I may repeat and summarize it again 
what we found earlier in this manual. We need power and energy to build our life 
as our own original creation. Many people live lives as if they were articles bought 
in second hand shops. They live lives that are not their own. They live the lives of 
millions of other people, lives that are conditioned through standardized educa-
tional norms, standardized food, standardized media input, standardized conven-
tions, standardized wishes and dreams, standardized religious celebrations, stan-
dardized cultural to-do’s and not-to-do’s. They are robots, not men and women. 
They are not humans after all—because they are not human. 

A more subtle reason why people take drugs is indeed the dehumanization of mod-
ern society, the seeming lack of human input through sensitiveness and care for 
others. Once you are off from it, you have to be very careful not to get affected by 
the vices of this society that, just because you have found a healthier way to cope 
with life, is not going to change for you. You will confront the same odd problems 
and adversities that you encountered originally when you were searching for a way 
out. 

Spirit 
You strengthen your spirit by developing a fundamental vision about your future 
life and hold this vision! It is visions that most powerfully aid our self-develop-
ment. The Bible says ‘Where there is no vision, the people perish.’ Your vision is the 
choice of something that really deeply excites you, something you want to realize or 
become. When this happens, just stay with it and by no means push or rationalize it 
away. Don’t say things like ‘I can’t do that because…’ or ‘I won’t have the financial 
means to realize that…’ or else ‘They won’t accept me because…’ or even ‘That’s 
something not in for me.’ Instead of pushing it away, accept it as an inner message, 
an important and serious message that you want to consider carefully.  

Then make a list of the reasons why you can do it and why you think you cannot do 
it. Take a white page and divide it vertically in two parts. On top of the left column 
you write, ‘I can,’ on top of the right column you write, ‘I can’t.’ Now enumerate all 
what comes to mind why you either can or cannot do this thing. After completing 
this list, don’t do anything for three days and see what happens. It means that you 
watch the feedback you get from the universe, the feedback that you get through 
your inner voices, people you meet, your dreams, books you find, conversations you 
have, omens and so on. You can better deal with life if you learn to decode the 
omens that are our daily synchronistic encounters with destiny. Life does not pro-
ceed logically, in the sense that it uses a Cartesian logic. Beware, the logic of life is 
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higher and more complex than our human logic! It is infinite intelligence, and its 
logic is a metalogic or holographic logic; however our unconditioned human intelli-
gence can easily be tuned to receiving the messages coming from this universal in-
telligence. 

As I have pointed out earlier, prayer or some other kind of spiritual ceremonial on 
an individual basis is useful for both dissolving conditioning and making us recep-
tive for the higher vibrations in our nature. If this sounds odd to you, please be re-
minded that perceiving the deeper sense of one’s life is even more important to 
humans than their natural and important striving for pleasure. Becoming whole 
and being truly in peace with the world and ourselves is not possible if we neglect 
this spiritual longing that is so deeply rooted within our nature. 

You may want to find out first about different spiritual practices so as to choose the 
one that most appeals to you. For me, since many years, it is Taoism and the Taoist 
rituals of establishing a sacred space in our living area, to practice the art of direc-
tions and design such as Feng Shui, and to do body work, and else to consider 
peace and harmonious balance as the highest values for my individual life and my 
contributions to society or the whole of humanity. 
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Chapter Three 
Coping with Sadism 
We deal with sexual sadism in dealing with its root problem, that is a distortion or 
blockage of the emotional flow. What is emotional flow, and what are emotions?  

Emotions are streaming bioenergy, bioelectric currents; by being energy-related, 
emotions are also information fields, and they are intelligent. Emotions are func-
tional and purposeful. They are not random, but follow an order. The order they 
follow can be visualized as a dynamic kaleidoscope.  

Emotions are not, as psychologists still believe, part of thought. The emotional 
body was known to parapsychologists, psychics and aura healers since times im-
memorial; it is part of our ethereal or luminous body, a shining fluid shell that sur-
rounds our physical body, a few inches away, transparent and invisible. Humans, 
for the psychic, are eggs; the form of the ethereal body is egg-like and wobbling, 
always in dynamic exchange with the environment, a dynamic synapse for osmotic 
exchange between the energies that surround us and those that are contained in 
our individuated shell.  

Understanding the energetic and flowing nature of our emotions challenges us for 
learning about life. The most essential characteristic of energy is that it flows, that 
it moves, that it cycles. Its movement is circular, and not linear, spiraled, and not 
one-dimensional. The DNA is a spiral but not one that extends on one dimension 
but that climbs at every cycle one step higher in evolution. The DNA is a very good 
metaphor for life as a whole, and also for our emotions. Our emotions cycle, they 
are not linear, and they are not static, but dynamic. Their predominant characteris-
tic is change. To repeat it, I express this truth by speaking of the kaleidoscope of 
emotions. When blocking one emotion, you block them all.  

Let me explain more in detail why this is so. The most typical about emotions is 
that one emotion, after a culmination point occurs, changes into another; as a 
whole they form a dynamic kaleidoscope. Once we understand the bioenergetic na-
ture of emotions and the fact that they constantly cycle, we will become aware that 
it is unhealthy to keep stuck in one emotion and impede it from changing; we will 
then also see that it is dysfunctional to suppress one emotion or, even worse, to in-
terchange one emotion for another by repressing the one we find too queer by an-
other that we find more acceptable. 
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Let us have a closer look at the etymological roots of these words: emotions, and 
expression. When I write ‘e-motion,’ and ‘ex-pression,’ I get closer to the truth be-
cause language is often significant. An ‘e-motion’ is a movement out of something 
and into something else. An ‘ex-pression’ describes the fact of pressing, squeezing 
something out.  

Dr. Wilhelm Reich, as perhaps the first Western physician, saw the linguistic truth 
as well as the energy truth of emotions. He spoke, at that time still writing in Ger-
man, of Ausdrucksbewegung, a movement of pressing or squeezing something out. 
What is it that is squeezed out and from where? It’s bioenergy, and it’s squeezed 
out, or, to use a better term, irradiated from the cell plasma into the aura and from 
there into the whole of the universe. We are light bulbs in fact.  

The essential characteristic of e-motion thus is that it is but the continuous move-
ment of the cell plasma itself. Pleasure-inducing sensations cause an e-motion of 
the protoplasm originating from the nucleus and emanating toward the periphery 
while painful sensations or fear rather cause a contraction of the system, and thus a 
movement of the sensation from the periphery toward the nucleus. 

Reich concludes that as a result of expansion and contraction movements in the 
plasma responding to the nature of the incoming stimulus, we can talk about two 
basic emotions: lust, which is expansive, streaming from the nucleus toward the 
periphery, and fear, which is contractive, returning from the periphery to the nu-
cleus.  

We can as well put it in simpler terms and conclude that emotions are how we per-
ceive the natural flow of the vital energy in our organism. Anger or sexual desire 
are centrifugal forces from the cell nucleus toward the periphery of the cell, and be-
yond—we can say that they have a bioelectrical function of discharge. Vice versa, 
the emotions that are centripetal such as fear, contract the system and thus charge 
the system bioelectrically.  

It is only because modern science is blind to the bioenergy function within the or-
ganism that it is not able to measure, and was not able to develop devices to mea-
sure the bioelectric charges and discharges that emotions trigger within our cell 
protoplasm. 

This very movement of the bioenergy, either expansive or contractive, in the cell 
plasma according to the outflow or inflow of bioelectric currents in the form of 
emotions is exactly what makes the living and the difference to non-living matter. 
This is not just a word game, for language describes organ sensations. Our body 
movements reflect our inner bioplasmatic movements in a stunning manner. What 
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is conveyed here is not a singular phenomenon, but a whole Gestalt, a sort of holis-
tic total expression of our being, an information that cannot be given by verbal lan-
guage alone. We can thus observe a bipolar directional movement of our vital ener-
gy, manifesting as expression and impression. 

Expression is the bioenergetic flow from the nucleus to the periphery of the cell, 
and accordingly from the innermost of the body toward the energetic ethereal en-
ergy reservoir of the aura. We talk about the expression of our emotions. We affirm 
that emotions need to be expressed.  

Impression is the flow of the bioenergy from the cell’s periphery toward the nucle-
us, and accordingly from the aura into the cellular protoplasm. We talk about im-
pressions when we want to convey vivid emotional, sensational or pictorial experi-
ences, the impression a sunset made upon us, the impression that a film left on our 
memory, or the impression we had of a certain person. 

After this functional explanation of emotions, it may be more easily understood 
why the moralizing distinction of emotions in ‘good and bad,’ as part of traditional 
patriarchal education, has done almost irreparable damage to psychosomatic 
wholeness and as a result fragmented us into split personalities that function in a 
schizoid manner. 

Let me demonstrate this fact by an example; let us look at rage, the quintessentially 
bad emotion within a civilization that builds on the repression of emotions. In our 
culture, rage is considered as per se dangerous; people who experience temper 
tantrums once in a while, be it children or adults, are considered as imbalanced 
and maladjusted to society. The truth is that they are better adjusted than those 
who repress their rage. Wilhelm Reich once said that why we have so many wars, 
violence and genocide in the world is not because we are too emotional, but be-
cause we are too little emotional!  

Guess who is more likely to die from a coronary or a cancer, those who express 
their anger or those who suppress their anger? The answer is obvious, it is those 
who suppress their anger.  

Alternative cancer therapy focuses on liberating pent-up emotions in an alternative 
setting where, instead of just looking at the specific cancerous tumor, the whole life 
story of the patient is subject of the therapy. Cancer, truly, is a problem of cellular 
communication, much as all of our emotional problems. It was established by al-
ternative cancer therapists such as Carl and Stephanie Simonton that cancer cells, 
contrary to common myths, are not strong and powerful, but weak and confused 
and do not attack healthy plasma but just overproduce because they contain wrong 
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genetic information. Whereas normal cells communicate effectively with their envi-
ronment to determine their optimal size and rate of reproduction, the communica-
tion and self-organization of malignant cells are impaired. As a consequence they 
grow larger than healthy cells and reproduce recklessly. Cancer thus can be said to 
represent an emotional disturbance, just that, and not an incurable fate that needs 
bullet medicine and expensive chemotherapy. This emotional disturbance is prob-
ably brought about by a lack of inner communication on an emotional level, earlier 
in life. As I said earlier on, emotions are information fields, and by suppressing cer-
tain emotions, we distort the information flow in our organism, and therefore do 
not need to wonder why later our organism suffers from a malfunction or produces 
a tumor.  

In fact, the same principles that are valid for energetic and systemic processes in 
the cosmos, nature and our organism are valid for emotions. Here they are: Flow, 
Intelligence, Duality, Interactivity and Equilibrium. 

Flow 
Our emotions are in constant flow, just as our blood. If you obstruct the blood flow, 
the blood will coagulate and lose many of its naturally positive characteristics. 
When blood coagulates inside the blood vessels, we die very shortly thereafter from 
heart insufficiency. This fact suffices to make us understand how important the 
flow character is for all of the substances that our body is composed of. The same is 
true for our emotions. 

Intelligence 
The Dao is within us, not outside. It is within all. It cannot be seen or heard, yet it is 
omnipresent. In our modern science language we would speak of the universal in-
telligence that is creating, sustaining and animating life and all-that-is. It is the car-
ing providence that heals us when we are wounded. It is the anticipating knowledge 
that keeps somebody away from entering a boat that later on was going to sink—
because the person got some strange feeling shortly before going on that trip. 

This intelligence is equally present in our emotions. Emotions have their own intel-
ligence. They act and interact with each other intelligently. In recent years the idea 
of emotional intelligence has entered not only our talk shows but scientific publica-
tions on the highest level. 

Once we understand that our emotions are intelligent, we will be less inclined to 
suppress or belittle them. And we may really want to listen to them as in many cas-
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es when emotions get out of hand, they give us a signal, and these signals are gen-
erally important for our personal evolution. As we will see further down, it is not 
inherent in emotions that they unleash in all directions, but only if we handle them 
wrongly.  

Nature has setup our emotional processes in a way that they interact with each oth-
er intelligently so as to enrich our lives. If we trust our emotional intelligence, the 
intrinsic intelligence that is inherent in all our emotions, we are generally more in-
telligent. With other words, a person will score better in an IQ test if their emotions 
are non-obstructed and lively than a control person with lesser or blocked emo-
tions. While this was not seen by most scientists still about two decades ago, this 
insight is now influencing the way IQ tests are drafted. It is logical that an IQ test 
that only tests linear or logical intelligence will not be able to adequately describe a 
person’s emotional intelligence because this intelligence is non-linear and holistic. 
It is a higher logic or a systems logic, an inductive logic also, and not a mechanistic 
and deductive logic. 

People who believe in so-called ‘logical reality’ are deeply mistaken in that they take 
the part for the whole. For them, anything that is not to be detected by our five 
senses does not exist. As a result, they tend to dominate any conversation with left-
brain arguments that partly or totally miss the point. In their life, they adhere to a 
highly reductionist pragmatism that excludes any holistic reality and distills their 
reductionist beliefs in an arrogant dominator doctrine that is backed up by Darwin-
ism and mainstream science. Emotions, for them, are human weaknesses or just 
‘junk,’ and they are here on the same line of reasoning as biotechnologists who de-
clare unused parts of our DNA as junk.  

In the contrary, it is true that emotional intelligence enhances linear logical intelli-
gence, instead of interfering negatively with it. Let me give an example. Einstein’s 
intelligence, while he was certainly a brilliant logical thinker, was predominantly 
emotional intelligence. Einstein, in daily life, wasn’t a dry scientist or bureaucrat, 
but in the contrary a quite eccentric person with many interests, a very good musi-
cian (violinist), a charming talker and a man with a high level of fantasy and a 
childlike behavior.  

Einstein came over as an artist or a daydreamer, if not as a street peddler. Very few 
would have guessed that he was the greatest mathematician and physicist of the 
twentieth century and one of the greatest scientists of all times. This is so because 
Einstein trusted his emotions, the emotional nature of his intelligence and in the 
universal intelligence in all living.  
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Once we begin to understand the basic functionality of our emotions, and their in-
herent intelligence, we will perhaps stop brushing them off or belittling them as 
something that only regards children and females.  

Many men, in fact, have much more of a problem with their emotions than women 
and children, because of their patriarchal mindset. The best way to block your true 
intelligence is by blocking your emotions or by denying their very existence. What 
then happens, namely, is that they begin to live their own life and will control you 
without you being conscious of it. And this causes many problems in life, in health 
and in relationships. 

Duality 
Our emotions, like all in life, are reigned by the duality principle, they ebb up and 
they flow down, they increase and they decrease, and eventually they go through a 
culmination point and then change. Let me demonstrate this with an example. 
When you are enraged, your rage will increase until it reaches the culmination 
point. What happens when rage reaches this point?  

The astonishing thing is that you will not experience lesser rage then, but no rage at 
all. Your rage will change into another emotion, for example joy, or it will com-
pletely cease with no other emotion overtaking: you are at peace.  

Why is that so? This is so because our emotions are interconnected in what I call a 
kaleidoscopic succession. A kaleidoscope is a device where the prism is split off by a 
lens into its basic spectral colors. These devices that many of us know from child-
hood, were designed like little photographic cameras or glasses and you could look 
at any object using the kaleidoscope as a filter. You would then see life in many dif-
ferent colorful shades.  

This metaphor fits our emotions very well, as they are as it were the basic spectral 
colors of the light beam of life which is like a bundled beam of white light. Every 
emotion, by the frequency of the spectral color that it adds on to the beam of the 
bioenergy, completes the white beam. As you know from optics, the light can only 
be white if the spectrum is complete. And so it is with our emotions. Your vital en-
ergies are only complete and strong, if all your emotions are active and contribute 
their specific bioelectric frequencies to the main frequency of the bioenergy beam 
that flows through your organism.  

When you block one of the emotions, its frequency range is lacking or becomes dis-
torted. As a result, your white beam of vital energy will not be really white and thus 
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will be weakened. That is why the duality of our emotions is so important and must 
be functional if emotions are to flow healthily. 

Interactivity 
Our emotions are interactive in two ways: they interact with each other and they 
interact with the environment, with other people’s emotions and even with sur-
rounding natural energies such as the weather.  

Yes, our emotions influence the weather! This is not a superstition but one of the 
insights of perennial science that Reich’s orgone research has corroborated. Vice 
versa, the macrocosmic energies contained in the earth atmosphere, and even solar 
spots influence our emotions. There is nothing really separated in nature. All of us 
know the disastrous influence negative people can have over even a mass audience. 
Hitler, when he declared his doctrine of ‘total war,’ was frenetically applauded by 
thousands of people, while the speech and many other similar speeches that led 
him to that point of victory were filled with emotions, and very little or highly dis-
torted intellectual content. Hitler intuitively knew that emotions can be induced in 
others, be they positive-constructive or negative-destructive.  

Many however are misguided using this example for declaring emotions them-
selves as destructive, which is a childish error: if I spoil a pizza by putting too much 
salt in it, this does not mean that pizza is per se bad food. By the same token, posi-
tively inspired politicians use uplifting emotional content for convincing the mass-
es of their good intentions and decided attitude. Well-known examples are John F. 
Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., Mahatma Gandhi or Nelson Mandela. 

When we look at interactivity between our emotions, we can observe that this in-
teractivity has two main characteristics. The first characteristic is that emotions are 
generally exclusive in that they come up in a pure manner and very seldom mixed. 
When I am enraged, I am not joyful. When I am bathing in joy, I am not exploding 
of anger.  

Have you ever seen somebody who was furious and joyful at the same time? The 
second characteristic is that emotions are replacing each other. When rage has 
reached its culmination point, it vanishes to either peace, with no other emotion 
coming up, or joy.  

It is important to be conscious of this interactive play of emotions because it indi-
cates that we should not violently interfere in emotions or block them, because do-
ing so will prolong an emotion and really can trigger destructive effects. When I am 
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enraged and try to not be enraged, this very effort to suppress my anger will at the 
end boost it up and can make it uncontrollable. 

Equilibrium 
Emotions naturally are in an equilibrium. None of them dominates the scene. Have 
you ever seen somebody always joyful or always enraged? This would not only be 
unnatural and artificial but virtually impossible to bring about. The only thing we 
can be sure of in life is that it changes. The same is true for our emotions for they 
are a vital expression of life. 

The reason why many people, especially in our Western culture, are emotionally 
unbalanced has its cause in the fact that they subscribe to a moralistic life paradigm 
that makes them judge emotions, trying to suppress those that they judge ‘bad’ and 
at the same time trying to bring about emotions they judge ‘good.’ This moralistic 
and judgmental attitude toward emotions is highly destructive. It makes for all 
kinds of inner and outer strife and war. It makes for destruction worldwide and is 
at the root of all evil. This is so because interfering in the natural flow of our emo-
tions destroys the natural equilibrium between them and thus inhibits emotional 
flow. As a result, because of their moralistic belief system, these people are at pains 
to understand the biogenic truths that I am pointing out in this manual, and they 
thereby block their own healing power. That is why they are very prone to sadism, 
and may even develop some or the other fatal disease, such as cancer, that is the 
result of the constant and pathological obstruction of their biosystem. 

On the other hand, it goes without saying that those who are open and receptive to 
their emotional and bioenergetic flow, have good chances to heal their sadistic af-
fliction. This is so because they are body-conscious, and their organ sensations are 
still intact. When you are aligned with your body, you feel the bioenergetic streams 
as agreeably warm and ‘happy’ currents flowing through you, and when the emo-
tional flow is obstructed, you feel that through a sensation of cold, and a general 
‘deadness’ of your body; you may experience ‘icy hands and feet,’ or some limbs 
may feel ‘cut off’ from the whole of your body. Sadism typically is related to several 
of the following symptoms: 

‣ Obsessive habits such as frequent hand-washing; 

‣ Constantly sweaty hands and feet, even in the cold; 

‣ Frequent diarrhea; 
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‣ Icy feet or hands, or both, even in hot summer; 

‣ Frequent outbursts, often for ridiculous reasons; 

‣ Strong resentment; 

‣ Sensation of pleasure when humiliating another; 

‣ Making often fun of other people’s misfortunes; 

‣ Use of alcohol as a justifier for violent attacks; 

‣ Racial or ethnic prejudice, etc. 

The healing of sadism, then, must proceed through relaxation, first of all, because 
all these symptoms betray a high level of emotional stress. Stress cannot be dealt 
with by putting more stress, but in the contrary by reducing stress. When you fre-
quently get into a rage or throw a tantrum, this simply means that you are dealing 
with life, and people, in a way that is stressful and therefore harms you. It’s because 
you do not really handle your emotions; you are rather handled by them. Handling 
your emotions starts with relaxing yourself, so that your bioenergy gets back to 
normal, and begins to flow in its natural balance. 

The problem is that you are not consciously stressed when you suffer from sadism. 
It all seems to be ‘normal’ when you have these urges that you can hardly talk 
about; you do most of the time not realize that it’s simply stress you are suffering 
from. When you build awareness of your stress level, when this whole process of 
dealing with life becomes part of attention to detail, then you begin to relax even in 
situations where formerly you reacted in a chaotic and emotionally charged man-
ner.  

Then, as a result, this inner peace that is going to become your new inner dynam-
ics, is going to impact also upon your sexual behavior. With one word, your urges 
will take less diabolic dimensions and are more easily lived in a partnership, with-
out driving your partner out of the door. 

When you keep the above scheme in mind, and are aware of the kaleidoscopic na-
ture of emotions, you are ready to let your body practice its natural self-regulation. 
By not interfering in your emotions, by not blocking one or the other of them that 
you find is not desirable, you help your body establish the normal flow condition in 
your emotions, and healing will follow with natural ease. So you see you don’t actu-
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ally need to do something, in the contrary, you have to stop doing so much, and 
thinking so much, and worrying so much, and sit back and enjoy!  

Your body will do the necessary work of readjustment, without further interference 
needed. You can also formulate it in the old Chinese way and say that sadism is 
cured by non-action, rather than by action.  

What is sadism other than overreaction? To put an end to overreaction, you simply 
relax, and all will get back to normal. But it needs time. When you have been a sex-
ual sadist all your life, it needs more time than with a youngster who just experi-
ences the first hot waves of diabolic lust, combined with a certain need for violence 
when being sexual. But the healing concept is not different for young people or 
adults, for children or for parents.  

Relaxation is the key, and when I say relaxation I mean not only relaxing the body, 
but also relaxing the mind, relaxing the psychic energy, the worry pattern, so to 
speak. Then, gradually, the emotional flow will increase when mental, psychic and 
physical tissues are back to their normal elasticity, and with the increase of bioen-
ergetic streaming, the sadism pattern will lose its dominance. 
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Chapter Four 
Coping with Abuse 
When you are physically, emotionally or sexually abusive in your overall behavior, 
then the reason is that your power is not integrated, that it is scattered, causing you 
frequent or even ongoing depressions. 

Let me first clarify that true soul power never is abusive. This is exactly where it 
differs from worldly powers. Worldly power is easily abused because it’s not based 
on spiritual awareness, and attention to detail. By contrast, soul power is always 
integrated in your soul reality, and embedded in your spiritual unity and unique-
ness. When you recognize your being abusive in one or the other way, you know 
that your power is not soul power because soul power can’t be abusive. 

I will present to you six steps here for changing your inner power. You are actually 
going to change your self-image. This is an awareness process you can master with-
out going through a whole therapy for healing your childhood hangups. All negative 
conditioning that originally led to your abusive behavior will be dissolved by your 
own vital energy flow, the flow of your emotional energy, directed by your con-
sciousness. I see this as a 6-Step Process: 

‣ 1) Accept Yourself; 

‣ 2) Realize Your Love; 

‣ 3) Face Your Now; 

‣ 4) Make a Value Decision; 

‣ 5) Take Action; 

‣ 6) Affirm Your Identity 

Human behavior cannot be rammed into people; only on the basis of acceptance, 
human behavior can be changed on a long-term basis. Without seeing what is, you 
cannot progress, and will eternally be stuck in your moralistic split that makes you 
deny the very reality of your suffering and its cause. As long as you stay with the 
inner dichotomy, the schizophrenic split of life in should be behavior and real be-
havior, you will be torn up in guilt and fear, and change will be blocked.  
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As paradoxical as it sounds, what is needed before change can come about is that 
you see the value in immorality or non-morality, and by the same token, the de-
structiveness of all and every morality! Liberated from the burden of moralistic 
trash in your mind and soul, you are able to look at yourself through the magic mir-
ror of your own mind, and without beautifying anything you see there. That means 
you face yourself with all your pain, your suffering, your affliction, perverse needs 
and desires, your need for violence, your fear of free flow and accordingly, how you 
block the self-regulatory processes of your organism, which is ultimately the reason 
that you perpetuate the very problem or hangup that stands in the way of your evo-
lution.  

So you are going to look at yourself really through the mirror of your own con-
sciousness; the miracle is that the pattern will change through this very regard, 
once you put your full emotional flow into this internal focus, into this introspec-
tion of your inner landscape, facing your shadow without wavering.  

Only on the basis of freedom true growth is thinkable and as long as you deny this 
freedom, which implies the option to choosing evil, you will not be able to choose 
anything and remain a slave of your inner complexes and the fatality of your condi-
tioning. Only if you are able to consciously choose evil because you are free of the 
total falseness of so-called morality, you will be able to choose good! 

Your inner shadow or demon, the very incarnation of the retrograde vital flow, will 
only collaborate in your healing and let you free if you let him free in the first place, 
and stop judging and condemning him with your shallow good-bad judgments that 
have absolutely no value and no validity in real life.  

If you have the courage to initiate the first decisive step, the energy will go with you 
and you will see that every next sprocket in the process of your liberation will be 
easier than the previous one. When you can get to a point to view your affliction as 
a state of bondage, you will get a feel what I mean by liberation, and you will see 
that this is a process, not just a magic stroke that will change you from devil to an-
gel. You are not a devil and you will not become an angel. Both devils and angels 
are inferior to human beings, because they cannot choose. They are destined to be 
either devils or angels, to either do bad or good, while the genius of the human be-
ing is the capacity to be both, and much more. 

To initiate this process, we look at what is and not at what should be. If we see what 
is, we can as a result see why it is as it is. By contrast, if we ask what should be, we 
build an ideal that is different from the reality we are in, and we split ourselves in 
two: an observer and a dreamer. The observer sees what is, the dreamer longs for 
what should be. The first is a realist, the second an ideologist.  
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We will see ourselves in conflict soon since every decision we take will look differ-
ent if we see it either from the realist’s side or from the ideologist’s side. This is the 
basic schizoid split most people suffer from who are reared in a fundamentally 
moralistic or idealistic educational paradigm. They can never be sure what really 
they hold true since they are, so to say, caught in ‘two truths.’ And that is why they 
generally speak with two tongues. They tend to argue like ‘Man is bad but God 
wants us to be good’ or ‘People are rude by nature but if they are Communist they 
turn to be caring people’ or ‘People are uneducated and bad but our great Theoso-
phy renders them enlightened and good.’  

All this is pure schizophrenia and shows the basic split humanity is suffering from 
since the moralistic worldview prevails. To become whole requires us to acknowl-
edge this split and to face our sadistic drives and desires, our need to compensate 
for all the hurt we ourselves have suffered in early childhood. It requires us to face 
our inner wounds and become vulnerable again for feeling-with, for compassion, 
and thus develop empathy.  

The next step, then, is to become aware where our need for violence is rooted in. 
When we observe pleasure, we see that its repression more or less automatically 
creates violence. Violence is a negative pleasure function in the sense that it comes 
about when pleasure is repressed. Our infantile need for body pleasure has been 
repressed to a large extent. Most of us, in childhood and youth, have been denied to 
engage in autoerotic play, and even more so have been denied free sexual relations 
with other children or adults. Instead, we perceived sexuality as the big taboo and 
the activity that is most dangerous to engage in while our bodies strongly asked for 
sex. Society made us believe that sexuality is bad while violence is good and thus 
conditioned us from childhood to accept violence as a poor ersatz for the lost par-
adise of body pleasure. In fact, society stole us our bodies during childhood, depriv-
ing us of the intrinsic feeling to own them, namely by having the autonomy to use 
them.  

The distortion of perception that goes along with thwarting natural emotions in 
early childhood is the key for understanding why humans can be bought into deny-
ing themselves the most basic of fulfillment there is in life, love.  

And it is because we ourselves were deprived in the first place of the freedom to de-
velop our full emotionality in childhood that we deny it to our children and instead 
instill in them fear, suspicion and violence.  

If we looked at things with an innocent eye and without any moralistic paradigm, 
we would naturally perceive that children are emotionally much more balanced 
than we other adults are. Naturally raised children are not only not sadistic, they 
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are also, what counts even more, sexually not sadistic and thus achieve sexual ful-
fillment without threat and without violence.  

Accept Yourself 
The first important step you must take for the realization of emotional reflow and 
the dissolution of your abuse pattern is acceptance of your love and desire, and a 
clear decision to not repress it.  

Repression does not lead anywhere, except to more repression. It is a way of going 
around a problem, not a way of solving it. Whatever your emotional and randomly 
sexual longings are, stay behind them and do not deny them. Instead, try to get 
away from all and every label that you see society attaches to your particular attrac-
tion and try to see the real beauty of your love! 

Only you can be your advocate, once you are ready for it, once you have stopped be-
ing your own judge. Judging yourself is the worst you can do. It serves nobody. In-
stead, try to be every day a little more tolerant with yourself, a little more permis-
sive, a little more understanding. When you stop considering your own attractions, 
and those of others, as an affliction, and begin to see everybody’s emotional 
predilections as a gift, as a blessing, then you start out to see the uniqueness in 
yourself and other humans— instead of seeing the standards imposed by an igno-
rant society.  

Giving up repression also means to inquire into the messages we receive through 
dreams, from the unconscious realm. We do not always understand those mes-
sages, and perhaps not all dreams are messages. Dreams are certainly also destined 
to help us digest events, to overcome deep hurt and thus to favor inner healing as 
well as preparing and fostering change.  

The beneficial effects of your regularly monitoring your dreams do not require you 
to understand their meaning. It is enough noting your dreams in a booklet, every 
morning, right after waking up, and from time to time reading through this book-
let. Consider it as a collection of personal stories, dream stories, and read them 
with delight once in a while.  

Even though you may consider some of them appalling because of frightening ani-
mals appearing, strange things happening or violence becoming staged, they repre-
sent an accurate reflection of your inner thoughts, your inner reality, at a precise 
point in time and space, and as such have to be taken serious.  
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Dreams are creative productions of our mind, and the language they speak forms 
part of our own symbolic language. Furthermore, dreams tell us at times things 
that we would never admit to ourselves or that we always ignored. They reveal a 
part of our truth. By integrating the messages of our dreams, our thinking becomes 
more holistic, more true, and our actions will be more authentic. You will also see 
that dreams reveal to you how secure or insecure you are with regard to your love 
choices. Do you accept your love? Or do you fight it? Do you try to go around it or 
cover it up? Do you distract yourself in order not to think about it?  

All these questions are reflected upon in your dreams, and the answers you get 
from them may be confused or clear. When you are confused, your dreams will 
show confusion; when your choices are clear, you will have clear and straightfor-
ward dreams.  

You may wonder why you should get feedback from your dreams? I do not say that 
you cannot do without it, but it surely is one important tool for self-knowledge. It is 
a tool among others. If you do not feel like exploring your dream world, you do not 
have to! But it is certainly true that you can advance faster in the realization of your 
goals when you really know what you want.  

Life is responsive. It guides us, it helps us to acquire self-knowledge, and this, as I 
said, not only through dreams but also in daily life. But this feedback depends also 
on our clarity of mind, or more precisely put, on the clarity of our wishes. If your 
desires are confused and mixed with guilt and shame, there is a chance that you 
will find this very confusion in your mind reflected in the outside world, and you 
will build confusion into your relationships, which is the deeper meaning behind 
triangular relations. If you are not sure what you want and should want, you will 
get both, but in a way that is problematic.  

Realize Your Love 
You can begin authoring your life and thereby gaining clarity about your love 
choices, your emotional predilections. I would like to stress at this point that one 
possible etiology of sadism are repressed homoerotic wishes that, instead of being 
joyfully admitted and embraced, became charged with fear and disgust. When as a 
man I want to punish women by acting out sadistically on females, what my behav-
ior expresses is anger, and not love; then I reject women rather than embracing 
them. This anger may be a result of my unconscious homoerotic desires, and it may 
dissolve once I give green light for engaging in a same sex adventure.  
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What I am saying is that homoerotic wishes are a natural add-on to our sexual 
completeness, without for that reason rendering us ‘a homosexual’ or ‘a lesbian.’ 
These emotional predilections for partners of the same sex are most of the time 
transitory, and mark certain phases or periods in our lives. They are for most peo-
ple not a fixated sexual condition, in the sense of being either-or choices. It may be 
like in the yin-yang formula. In the black circle that represents yin energy, there is 
a small white circle that stands for the growing part of yang within the overwhelm-
ing part of yin. This small white yang circle will thus grow until it is as large as the 
black yin circle, while the latter will diminish to a smaller size and reside in the 
large white yang circle.  

Thus what we have here is not a static idea, but a living dynamic movement, a 
steady transformation. Yin plus a little yang inside transforms into yang plus a little 
yin inside and back again. What this means, translated into less abstract terms, is 
that every man once in a while becomes woman and every woman once in a while 
becomes man. As a man, you are composed not only of male but also of female 
characteristics; you are actually a mix of male and female ingredients. In your indi-
vidual emotional identity code is contained also an information to what extent you 
are yang and to what extent you are yin. You can look it up using astrology or nu-
merology. For example in my astrological chart I saw with some surprise that my 
own mix, while I am a man, is composed of 55% yin and 45% yang, which means 
that in terms of my unique emotional ID tag, I am predominantly yin or female. 

Thus, at the start of your finding out about yourself, and inquiring in the roots of 
your sadistic desires, you should check in which way you may be locked into reject-
ing certain sexual fantasies and experiences. You just have to inquire using your 
fantasy, and letting your imagination grow wild; then, see what happens in the little 
films that you make up in your mind.  

I have never repressed my bisexuality. I know that sexual arousal for a partner of 
equal gender and age can come about. It comes about not spontaneously in many 
cases, that is true, but as a possible result of deep affection and the voluntary giv-
ing-up of any idea of machismo, domination, control and moralistic righteousness.  

It can come about when two men or women share a deep friendship. It may come 
about. Or it may not. I am speaking about an option. I do not say that all people 
should have sex with their friends. We are not talking here about what we ought to 
do, but what we possibly wish to do and can do if we wish it and as long as we wish 
it. I am talking about affection and sexual options. I am saying that it is silly to ex-
clude per se any possibility of sex with a same sex partner.  
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Nature has not written anywhere that we should go to bed only with partners of the 
other sex. On the other hand, it would be silly to force ourselves to any fashionable 
concept of bisexuality if we really can’t make sense of the idea. What I am saying is 
that you should check out where you possibly and unconsciously have violated your 
own nature somewhere, somehow, in the past, perhaps when as a youngster obey-
ing to conditioning rules, or by conditioning yourself to what seemed to be ‘accept-
able behavior.’ Put away this self-imposed restriction and liberate yourself from the 
energetic constriction that goes along with it.  

There is no acceptable behavior, period! When you start from here, you will namely 
realize more options for attaining emotional and sexual wholeness than you 
thought. And when you start to think on these lines, on lines of pleasure, namely, 
your sadism will automatically go down the river, for sadism is anti-pleasure; 
sadism is a form of distorted thinking on the lines of coercion!  

Sadism acts out like society does, like the law does, like most of our governments 
and most of our religions do. Sadism is conditioned behavior. Pleasure-seeking, on 
the other hand, is natural behavior. Again, to be very clear, you should not force 
any change in behavior, you should not apply a paradigm to your life that you find 
unfit for yourself. But you may inquire how you might be blocked or have been 
conditioned into something that is not your total being, your original being; then 
you stay with the question.  

You simply stay with that question without searching an answer. The answer will 
come when you have forgotten about the question. 

Face Your Now 
It is important for progressing to first see where we are! You cannot start from 
point zero, you always have done some part of the way before. Thus you should see 
where you are now and what the way is you already have done. Only by facing your 
present situation, by assessing your present state of being, you can make a true 
evolution. It is essential that you face your present situation, even though it might 
be very depressing to look at it. Your present situation is the outcome of your past 
thoughts! So don’t be surprised if it looks negative, shabby, ugly and hopeless.  

Just acknowledge that your previous thought patterns were negative, and that it is 
thus logical that your present situation is reflecting this negative pattern. And you 
will see that this very insight already gives you relief! 

Facing your situation does not mean that you should be fatalistic and focus upon 
the negative points in your life. It only means to face what is!  
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If you see what your present situation is, you can peacefully acknowledge that you 
have been on the wrong track before and you can correct the thought patterns, and 
the emotional patterns, that were producing negative results. It’s like an en-
trepreneur who assesses his present state of affairs, who has suffered losses and 
now gets to find out the exact reasons for those losses, so that he can learn from his 
mistake and correct his previous action, and do it better in the future.  

Sometimes you need a distance to your present struggles. You might be in an emo-
tionally strained situation where it’s difficult for you to keep a cool head, and you 
might want to do some sort of relaxation or meditation or just become quiet inside 
in order to focus on your energy.  

Avoid distractions, cinema or television since this surely does not favor introspec-
tion but will blur your inner visions! First of all, believe in yourself and the truth of 
your inner world. Your inner images, what you see or feel when you are relaxed and 
centered, those ideas that come up and that may seem crazy to you are part of your 
innermost truth. Thus, they are important messages from your inner world, and 
can guide you toward a better, more complete reality, a reality in which you realize 
your love constructively, without needing to coerce somebody into being a passive 
dummy for your abreaction. 

Facing your situation also means to see yourself for a moment from the vantage 
point of an observer, somebody who is impartial, who does not take sides, who does 
not judge, but who has empathy for you. You have this observer in yourself and 
need only activate it in order to profit from the insights it can deliver. But for this to 
happen you need to be fully relaxed. This inner observer is most of the time dys-
functional because of a dominant inner critic. The inner critic is the instance in you 
that judges yourself, that always knows better, that is haughty and arrogant and 
that tells you something like: ‘You’re a little piece of shit, so why do you actually 
bother to improve yourself? You can never do anything valuable, so better you act 
out like mad or just kill yourself right away!’ 

It is fatal to listen to the voice of the inner critic, and the fact that you do might be 
the main reason why you cannot manage your life properly and run amok almost 
all the time. I believe that indeed the main reason why passion crimes are commit-
ted is that the inner critic is too strong and doesn’t allow these individuals to admit 
their vulnerability, and does therefore not allow them to realize their desire in any 
natural and social way.  

To break the cycle of sexual violence is possible if you allow yourself sexual plea-
sure in a natural, shared and sociable way, by making friends, following basic social 
rules to gather with others, and by gradually building trust and long-lasting rela-
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tionships. Love, and whatever it is you need sexually, works out fine with building 
social relations, and through experiencing sexual love on a mutually consenting ba-
sis.  

If you try to get it for money, by seeking relations with prostitutes, you may get the 
sexual part fulfilled, but hardly ever the emotional part, and the social part, which 
is why those love experiences are most of the time not fulfilling on all levels, and 
they may be short-lived and haphazard. Real fulfillment comes from longer-lasting 
and mutually chosen relations, and this quite independently of the age of the part-
ners.  

If you love children, the same principles apply. If you cannot directly bond with 
children, that is, with those who are free to decide about their own destiny, such as 
street children, there is no other way than bonding with their parents, and search-
ing out those who are open-minded and permissive enough to possibly allow their 
child to have an adult mate. If you brush such options off as ‘impossible’ or ‘impos-
sible in our times,’ or ‘impossible in my culture,’ then of course, you block yourself 
and your love. Nothing is impossible in love. 

Make a Value Decision 
Sometimes it is necessary to having the courage for opposing society and its non-
sensical sex laws in order to live your desire in a constructive way. The important 
thing is that you comply with cosmic law by restraining from inflicting suffering on 
another creature. The laws on earth are very volatile and they are often not in ac-
cordance with eternal law. They actually vary from country to country and from 
epoch to epoch. If you consider all the ideological and economic values that go 
along with our morality code, you will become a total conformist! Then you may 
pride yourself to have bent your inner nature to that point to have perverted your-
self totally from what is natural. And then you may not wonder that you become vi-
olent as a beast.  

If you still struggle with these values, if you allow them to be valid for you, you will 
be in trouble, you will feel confused, since they do not go along with your inner na-
ture; they rather oppose it. Thus you must make a clear value decision: what are 
the values that count for you, and which ones do not count for you?  

You may find yourself in a value conflict. What is a value conflict? A value conflict 
is a situation where you are not sure which values count for you and are valid for 
your life, social values or your soul values? In other words, do you give priority to 
other people’s, the majority’s or your society’s values, or your own values? Typical-
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ly, your soul values may allow you to do something that social values consider as 
marginal, asocial or criminal behavior. For example, during the Middle Ages a nat-
ural healer might have been successful with his healing approach yet social values 
considered him as a sorcerer, and thus a social offender. Other example, you may 
love boys or girls and your soul values do not stand against when you live your love 
in a peaceful and nonviolent manner, with full agreement of the child and their 
parents, yet social values still in such a case would consider you as an offender and 
criminal. What are you going to do to solve this value conflict? 

The truth is that only your soul values can have an impact on your life, but this is 
not as obvious as it seems on first sight. Many people actually share the values of 
others without being aware that these values do not fit or fit only partially their 
own lives. That means they more or less clone and imitate other peoples’ lifestyles 
without being aware that such behavior deprives them of their own truth—and of 
their own power! You can enhance your inner clarity by doing the following: 

‣ imagine what you most would like to do now; 

‣ get to write down a wish list (list all your wishes); 

‣ find out what the priority is for you in life. 

When you do these explorative activities, your intuition, not your intellect will 
speak. To facilitate this process, do away with thinking in opposites. Instead, focus 
on what you wish to realize. Opposites trap you in that they split you into positive 
and negative parts, the positive parts affirming your desire, the negative parts 
denying or contradicting it. When you are split in opposites you are less powerful 
and your clarity about your goals is veiled by fear and indecisiveness.  

When you make the wish list, do not worry; let your gut speak and not your head. 
That’s how your body participates in the process, for your body cannot lie. Your 
body is always honest.  

At first, do not give a priority to your wishes nor any order. Just note them. If you 
have a page filled with wishes, then you may put an order and prioritize them. Then 
detect one wish you consider more important than all the others and get clarity why 
this wish gets on top of your priority list. Then go and write it on top of your new 
wish list, the prioritized one. This is certainly a challenge, but it is not more a chal-
lenge as any of the great challenges we know from the lives of great and famous 
people.   
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You will be a hero. A hero is one who is able to realize a unique mission and who 
works with spiritual power, with soul power, for achieving his purpose. A hero is 
not the fighter for justice and similar myths; those are fake heroes. A hero is simply 
the fighter for a unique individual mission. A hero is a person who accepts the trial 
of saying yes to their own desire—whatever it is like. You may still think that you’ll 
end up on the electric chair if you do this. But this is exactly your fundamental er-
ror. You will perhaps end up there if you refuse the call of your self, but certainly 
not if you follow this call for realizing yourself in a conscious and deliberate way. 
For if you do this and use spiritual powers to accomplish your mission while being 
confident that the universe will provide you with exactly what you need, you will 
end up being powerful and happy, and you will not infringe eternal laws.  

Take Action 
You can’t remain eternally stagnant, thinking about options, without putting a de-
cisive step toward realization. You must take action! Evaluate all the options you 
have. Make an option catalogue.  

Then visualize each of these options, as if seeing yourself as the actor in a film that 
plays a version of that option. While you see this film in your mental eye, be as re-
laxed as possible. If you feel fear coming up, stop the session and begin it anew in a 
moment you are more relaxed and more positive.  

Do this little game with every option in your catalogue. Then evaluate every single 
option as to its effectiveness to bring you closer to your desired goal. Finally, decide 
which option you like most, and why? Ask yourself: 

‣ What is the action I need to take at first? 

‣ What are the obstacles? Can they be removed, and how? 

‣ What are the risks? Can they be kept at stake? 

‣ What is the ultimate advantage from realizing this option? 

If you are clear about every step to take, go out and make it happen. Be always 
watchful, but trust the goodness of your fate. Don’t be overcautious and coward, 
but do on the other hand not take unnecessary risks. And firmly believe that des-
tiny helps you realize your love without hurting other humans. Trust that your love 
will be realized without hurting those you love and who love you! 
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I think that all great people once came upon their own way and set out to live it in a 
focused and strongly personal manner. Frank Sinatra sings ‘My Way’ and his life 
showed that indeed he had unusual powers, on one hand, and an undeniable shad-
ow, on the other. Our shadow is what gives depth to the picture, it is our hidden 
power, our reservoir of energy that is to be put at good use. Our shadow is our 
chance to become true individuals and live authentic lives, without the need to imi-
tate others. 

Only by becoming very sensitive, we can heal the sadistic affliction. This sensitivity 
can be built in various ways. Let me suggest a few that I have tried out and that 
worked: 

‣ Reduce alcohol consumption to a strict minimum; 

‣ Reduce smoking to a strict minimum; 

‣ Reduce eating red meat to a strict minimum; 

‣ Try to live a simple lifestyle and avoid large festivities; 

‣ Avoid to aggrandize yourself in your fantasies. 

Will this society be one day mature enough to face that love is love, and as such not 
subject of power abuse, and that it is part of the human karma, the total human ex-
perience, without being afraid with this or that sexual act? It is to overcome the 
manipulation of all religions, violent state doctrines and power ideologies of all 
times and to attain freedom. Then only, and not before, will there be responsible 
social mores and rules.  

To speak with Krishnamurti, instead of thinking, reasoning and arguing with your-
self, you should develop total attention so that you can intuitively grasp the whole 
of the question. This watchful passive alertness, when you are focused inside and 
upon your longings and desires, is erotic intelligence. It reflects the deep truth that 
our body, and our emotions have their own intrinsic intelligence —that may well 
differ from the voice of our mind.  

Erotic intelligence is a natural outflow of consciousness! However, unfortunately 
so, emotional and erotic consciousness are underdeveloped in our culture. If we try 
to understand why society fights sexual paraphilias as the ultimate monstermind 
software in the human setup, we must see the psychological mechanism of projec-
tion. With other words, we must come to the point to see the fact that society al-
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ways projects on certain people or groups the content of consciousness that it has 
blinded out from its official dogma of reality.  

What my mind cannot assimilate, it projects upon others, a group, a lifestyle, a 
condition, or a race. As I hide from myself the fact that I am violent, I will develop 
and display a real zeal for fighting violence in the world. Instead of tackling the 
problem where it really is, within myself, I try to solve it on a fantasy stage: the lev-
el of ‘humanity at large.’  

If the many abuse victims that go around making the world save for universal love 
could see how abusive they are with their own children, they would probably end 
up totally depressed —but that would be to their best. They would stop that zealous 
fight that is but a blind man’s buff.  

Hiding desires brings about dishonesty and myths. One of them is the myth that 
there was something like purity. It’s a word to be found in the spiritual literature all 
over the world. While purity is certainly a quality to be appreciated in any human 
being, purity as a virtue is entirely different of what the mass public tends to under-
stand under this word; it does certainly not mean emotional numbness. True purity 
is virtue that implies truthfulness, honesty and straightforwardness. It is quite the 
contrary of the false, hypocrite and perversely dishonest attitude to be found in 
modern society regarding the reality of our emotions and sexual feelings.  

The majority’s response to their own natural emotions is but repression and obliv-
ion, the classical attitude of the cannot-be-what-must-not-be. They simply are 
afraid of erotic intelligence, and tend to fight awareness of their emosexual needs. 
They try to handle their lives not by intelligent understanding of their desires and 
dreams, but by adapting to strict dogmatic rules. With one word, they are not hu-
mans, but robots.  

The consequences are communication disabilities and a general appalling lack of 
creativeness in the common man or woman. These are not just minor problems in 
today’s modern consumer cultures, and they are not just random appearances; in 
fact, these shortcomings make out a great part of the work of psychologists and 
therapists. Creativity can hardly develop in a climate of suspicion and emotional 
repression. It depends upon qualities like spontaneity, trust, openness, honesty and 
straightforwardness.  

Energetically speaking, this is well explainable by the higher bioplasmatic vibration 
of truly creative people. People who are not fragmented are charismatic. Their vital 
energy is felt as inspiring and they easily respond to it by enthusiasm and a gener-
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ally loving and embracing attitude that is felt as erotic so that you can experience 
their high bioenergetic charge in their presence. That is all the secret.  

Creativity can only develop within a framework of freedom and acceptance, and 
where bioenergy can freely flow and be exchanged—not in a nightmare of fear and 
persecution or, worse, public hysteria that is the daily reality in our paranoid cul-
ture. Love is unity. Those who argue that love has nothing to do with pleasure, such 
as Krishnamurti, and that love thus is always platonic, argue on the basis of moral-
istic dualism, a form of philosophical schizophrenia.  

I mention K here as a negative example, and deliberately so, for he was by no 
means consistent in his approach to love and sex. He contradicted himself blatant-
ly. He was always pretending he was not taking a moralistic approach but then said 
that love had nothing to do with pleasure. If love is really abstract from pleasure, as 
K says, then we got a schizoid split here when people are mating just for pleasure. 
Then, we would have to argue that they are not loving each other and just act upon 
their sensations.  

I do not believe that physical love is outside the realm of total love. In the contrary 
do I think that love also embraces pleasure. K was not clear about sexuality at all; 
he lived a non-sexual life, which cannot be taken as an example for ordinary peo-
ple, as most humans are not able to renounce their sexual wishes. And I am asking 
provocatively, and would have asked K had I had the opportunity to meet him in 
person: ‘Why should humans be able to renounce their sexual wishes?’ ‘What virtue 
is there in renouncing desires that are given by nature?’ 

I would ask the same question to the oldest of sages, Lao-tzu. He also affirmed that 
one had to ‘seal the port of desire,’ and his energy science was completely biased as 
it considers only yang as positive, creative and growth-inducing, but not yin. This 
was the official doctrine of Daoism, the oldest religion of humanity.  

All those religious and philosophical books are written by males, and for males, and 
they are biased in every possible respect. This is why I think for intelligent and sen-
sitive people of our times, all this has only a very relative value; we are called upon 
to forge new social policies and laws for a new society! We cannot look back be-
cause we live in a new and very different evolutionary cycle within the total growth 
process of humanity. We can take some wisdom from these old teachings, but that’s 
about all. They won’t help us that much in meeting the need there is for a different 
look upon life, love and sex. 
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— I widely agree here with Riane Eisler’s conclusions in her 
book Sacred Pleasure: Sex, Myth and the Politics of the Body 
(1996). 

A person with vivid emotions doesn’t experience fatal lifestyle diseases and does 
equally not need expensive medical treatments since their self-healing capacities 
are excellent. By the same token, an erotically satisfied person does not develop 
high interest in consumer goods. Their body is their primary focus when they relax 
and retreat from public life, and not a gadget ersatz, readily fabricated by modern 
consumer industry. Hence, sexually fulfilled people are per se heretics in a system 
that commercially exploits the repression of our primary eroticism! 

Affirm Your Identity 
The third and most important issue at stake behind consumerism is identity. There 
is personal identity, gender identity, sexual identity, social identity, political identi-
ty, ethnic identity and national identity. Any of these identities can only grow in 
freedom. That is why child protection, as all protection, is counterproductive to 
building identity. The slave is identified as an asset of his or her master, not as a 
persona sui generis. The modern citizen is identified as an asset of the nation state 
he or she belongs to. The modern citizen is not identified as a person in her own 
right and spiritual origin that bears a unique cosmic identity tag in form of an en-
ergy code that is written right in our vibrational field. That is why consumer citi-
zens do not enjoy social autonomy. The consumer citizen is a creature that lives 
with a disowned body, a body that is socially controlled and manipulated. 

Aristotelian dualism that was taken over by the Church and later by the modern 
state has allowed to dissect body and soul so that the theory became possible that a 
person may disown her body without disowning her soul. I would go as far as say-
ing that it was this paradigm that triggered ancient and modern holocausts. It was 
a common argument for missionaries for committing genocide of supposedly non-
believing native populations. They alleged that those people did ‘not have a soul’ 
and were thus per definition no humans. Hitler used the same rhetoric against the 
Jews and the Gypsies.  

This argument is logically impossible if we maintain that body and soul are a unity 
because then every creature that owns a body must own a soul. As a consequence 
we must assume that the modern citizen who lives with a disowned body equally 
has been deprived of their soul. The question why modern life has no soul finds its 
answer here. A society of disowned individuals is a group of shadows or an ensem-
ble of ectoplasms, but not a community of soul-beings. Tribal societies are different 
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in their being in unity with their bodies and thus with their souls! That is why their 
lifestyle is filled with soul, with joy, with significance while modern society’s is 
empty like a dried-out shell. 

The way out of consumerist projections, absurd intellectual assumptions and pub-
licly propagated lies is understanding; it comes about through erotic intelligence. It 
is a result of finding answers inside, afar from political conceptions and models. 
People who have problems with being in touch with their natural emotions should 
make serious efforts to understand and reintegrate their disowned selves—and the 
problems will disappear.  

The new science paradigm shows us that Darwinian reductionism is built on false 
premises in that the human is not a machine. Humans are not only physical and 
sexual beings, but soul beings first of all, and thereafter, from a psychosomatic per-
spective, we are emotional plus sexual, and thus emosexual beings. This is simply 
so, if sexological reductionism agrees or not. Mechanistic sexology does not consid-
er emotional preferences as factors triggering sexual attraction because emotions 
do not fit their residual Darwinian scheme of ‘sexual drives’ that has been taken 
over and reinforced by psychoanalysis and psychological and medical practices that 
are mainstream today. Mainstream social sciences see emotions only as an add-on 
to sexuality, as something that can be linked to sexual behavior, but not something 
that is genuinely involved in sexual attraction, or that even triggers sexual attrac-
tion. 

By contrast, my hypothesis is that emotional attraction is the primal attraction and 
that sexual attraction is random and secondary. I further argue that sexual attrac-
tion follows emotional attraction, and not vice versa.  

—See Peter Fritz Walter, The Energy Nature of Human Emo-
tions and Sexual Attraction: A Systemic Analysis of Emotional 
Identity in the Process of the Human Sexual Response 
(2015/2017). 

I am aware that I am contradicting modern sexology in this point and that my hy-
pothesis may sound queer to many psychologists and psychiatric professionals. It’s 
here where my landscape starts and where traditional sexology ends. Despite the 
contradiction with established science, I believe there is a good chance that my new 
terminology will be accepted in the future, simply because it is useful—and truthful.  

With the transformation we are presently going through, I believe, there is a high 
probability that the values of intimacy, love and sexuality will be revisited, if not 
completely revised in a more enlightened society of the future. 
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